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Abstract

For my Honors Capstone, I completed a novel and took the first few steps on the road to
publication as well as writing a reflection essay about the process. The novel, The Difference
Between Teeth and Fangs, was drafted and substantially revised and edited over the course of six
months. It is a young adult historical horror set in 1652 in a part of Germany that was then the
Holy Roman Empire. The plot is pitched as follows:
After her mother disappears in a blood-drenched, screaming forest, Isolde searches for answers
about her fate. What she finds instead forces Isolde to decide if uncovering the truth of her past is
worth shattering her kingdom’s future.
Thanks to the project’s many challenges, I was able to grow as a writer, improve my craft, and
experience part of the publication process.
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The Creation of a Novel
The process of drafting and editing The Difference Between Teeth and Fangs was a
challenging endeavor that also helped me get through the impossible year that 2020 was. For me,
writing has always been my way to cope and survive any hardship. Amid the pandemic and all
the disappointments it brought, this novel ended up being the place I could return to, the world I
could fall back into again and again. I was passionate about the idea from the start but I loved it
even more for the creative sanctuary it provided me.
In July of 2020, I was struck with the general idea for a gothic story about witches, a
mountain palace, and a forest that screamed and wreaked chaos. This was not the first book I
have written and usually, I plot my ideas thoroughly before beginning the first draft. But this
time, the idea was so strong and I wanted to start writing right then so I dove straight into the
first draft with only a vague idea of where the story would go. Forgoing my usual plotting
somehow worked miracles because two weeks later, I had a very messy but completed first draft
of 40,000 words. I had never written that quickly or passionately on a project before, but it was
thrilling to have accomplished 5 and 6 thousand-word days.
The challenging part followed after I typed “The End” for the first time. I had finished
my first draft quickly, but it was especially rough and messy. My countless rounds of revision
and increasingly cleaner drafts took me until the end of the year to fully complete. First, I went
through and examined the plot as a whole to determine what should stay and what was not as
effective. After deleting some scenes and chapters with no purpose, I reworked and added to the
existing plot to ensure pacing, character development, and tension were all strong. There are
plenty of structures to use to plot a book, but I always swear by Save the Cat for my own work.
After finalizing the plot changes and additions, I rewrote the new scenes – about 30,000 words’
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worth – and connected it all to the preexisting chapters. Then I started on the rounds of line edits:
deleting filter words, strengthening setting details, and fixing other problems that occur on the
line level, like telling, syntax, and ensuring details remain consistent. I went through several
rounds until I was satisfied with the novel. Then, for my final round of self-editing, I go through
word by word to make sure everything flows right and to catch any last problems. After working
with beta readers and fixing a few other things based on their suggestions, I began to put together
my list of literary agents to query.
I write with the dream of being published and with the hope of one day seeing a book I
have written sitting on a shelf somewhere. As an intern for a literary agent as well, I have been
able to experience the publishing industry from both sides and used what I have learned from
that to craft a strong query and opening pages. I began querying literary agents in January, have
been receiving consistent requests for more material, and continue to improve the manuscript
itself based on feedback from agents. The intense editing the project required ensured that I grew
as a writer and through months of hard work, I was able to end with a novel I love. I am also
hopeful about its future and cannot wait to see what happens with the manuscript.
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Chapter 1

To most, the forest is always silent. Some might experience the occasional whisper,
wrapping around them on winter nights when the mountains turn deathly cold. But they tend to
forget the voices by morning.
Then there are a few to whom the forest screams.
When she was young, Isolde had sworn each night that she could hear the screams
echoing outside. But her mother would only pull her close, curse her overactive imagination, and
tell her the forest was nothing to fear. Eventually, Isolde learned to believe her.
Once her mother was gone, swallowed up by the forest itself, Isolde would stand for
hours at its edge, straining to hear the voices. Listening for her mother’s voice among them
became her one hope to hold onto. But after years of silence, Isolde stopped trying so hard.
Glass shattered and Isolde blinked. Another wasted draught and it was her fault for
allowing her mind to wander. She should have kept her hands steadier. They couldn’t afford to
waste draughts, not if the apothecary was going to stay open.
After stepping around the strewn fragments of broken glass, Isolde grabbed a broom from
the corner and dragged it across the apothecary’s worn, wooden floor. The broom was an old
thing, put together from twigs gathered in the forest and in need of replacement, but it did its job.
Once the remains of the dropped glass vial had been disposed of, Isolde poured water from the
nearby ceramic pitcher over her cut thumb and washed away any remaining blood.
A shame it had to be wasted. Isolde’s instinct was to salvage blood, after years spent
saving her mother’s. Blood that could heal had been particularly helpful in running an
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apothecary. Varied forms of magic had always run in the veins of the women in Isolde’s family.
Some villagers liked to whisper that their magic was a curse, but to Isolde, it had only ever been
a blessing.
The magic and blood that had belonged to Isolde’s mother, Emilia, were precious now
that she had been missing for five years. The forest had stolen her away one summer day, leaving
nothing behind. Not even a body. The whole village had mourned her loss, especially the
heartbroken husband and aching daughter she had left behind.
Isolde forced away thoughts of her mother and returned to preparing the draught needed
for the blacksmith’s cough. She wasn’t going to mess up the same draught twice by letting her
mind become lost in grief. Isolde sprinkled a few small, dried flowers into a stone mortar before
using the pestle to grind all the ingredients into a fine dust. The counter she stood at was in the
back of the apothecary and a little too tall for her. The carpenter who had built it had used his
own height as a reference, forgetting that it was women who ran this business.
A light jangle sounded from the front. It was a pleasant noise but one that made Isolde
jump each time it rang. The chime the sound had come from hung over the apothecary’s front
door and had been built from scraps of metal collected by Isolde’s father over the years.
Isolde set aside the draught she’d been working on and wiped her hands on the rough,
wool fabric of her skirt. It had once been a dark blue but seemed to fade a little more each day
she wore it. After tucking back a few brown curls, Isolde sighed when they immediately bounced
back into place. Though she did sometimes attempt to tame it, she was secretly proud of the way
her unruly hair refused to ever cooperate or be conquered by her impatient hand. After twisting
from the counter, Isolde took a few quick steps up to the apothecary’s front where a customer
waited.
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She paused as she took him in. The man was unfamiliar, a rarity in a town as small and
isolated as Talstadt. Not many made the journey out to the valley the village sat in and of those
that did, most came solely to visit the town’s apothecary. Emilia’s skill and magic had made the
apothecary famous for its cures and Isolde did her best to continue the work now that her mother
was gone.
Isolde stepped close to the young man and lifted her head to meet his eyes. He couldn’t
have been much older than her seventeen years and he lacked the weighed-down look that others
his age in Talstadt wore. The man had a dark complexion and thick, wavy hair as black as
shadow. Besides his fine, well-fitting clothes, the man’s hands weren’t calloused the way the
hands of the farmers and tradesmen were. He was well-fed, a mark he hadn’t been forced to fight
his way through the mountain winters year after year. And most disconcerting of all was the way
he walked with the easy confidence of someone who’d only ever seen the world go his way.
Isolde nearly snorted aloud as she surveyed the man. Despite his height, his fragility was
obvious to her eyes. The man wouldn’t have lasted a month living in Talstadt. Or in the
mountains themselves, for that matter.
The man frowned under Isolde’s gaze. “This is Otto’s apothecary, correct? I’d like to
speak to him please.”
“My father isn’t here. He’s—”
The man huffed. “This is important. When will he be back?”
Isolde placed her hands on her hips. He already held himself with the pride and
entitlement of the upper class, but he now spoke with it too. Isolde had liked the man better when
his mouth had been closed. “Not for two weeks,” she said. “He’s traveled to France to collect a
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batch of rare ingredients we were in need of. Since my father is apparently the only one you wish
to deal with, the door is right behind you.”
The man fiddled with one of the brass buttons on his coat. “I didn’t mean to offend you.”
He looked her up and down. “You just seem young.”
Ah, a doubter. Many who came from outside of Talstadt were. “I’ve spent seventeen
years helping to run this apothecary. And my father claims my draughts are better than his,
though none can rival my mother’s.”
The man let his hand fall from his button as his eyes brightened. “Truly? Then where is
she?”
A question Isolde had been attempting to answer for five years. She blew a loose curl out
of her face and attempted to swallow her annoyance. “She’s been missing for five years. Do let
me know if you see her.”
The man pursed his lips. “Do you know how long I had to ride to reach this town?” He
gestured out the open door. “If it can be called that. Finding this place was not easy. So please,
I’d appreciate some help.”
Isolde stood up taller. Her father would have chided her for acting rude to a potential
customer. Never let anyone walk out that door without doing your best to sell them something
first, he always reminded her. Serving customers was not always the most fitting role for a girl
who liked to voice her opinions, but Isolde did her best.
She offered the man a smile, as close to an apology as he would get from her. “I’ll help
you as best I can. Now, are you going to tell me your problem?”
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The man glanced out the open door to the street made of packed dirt and the halftimbered buildings lining it. Few people bothered to peer inside the apothecary as they passed by
on their way to their own errands.
“Is there someplace more private we could talk?” He said.
Isolde nodded and motioned for him to follow her. She led the man through the swinging
door that led to the back of the store. Her half-finished draught lay on the counter and a small
table and set of chairs sat in the corner. There had once been a third chair, but Isolde’s father had
placed it up in the attic once all hope of his wife returning had ebbed away. Some days she still
wasn’t used to the sight of only two chairs at the table.
Isolde sat in her usual chair while the man sat in the other on the opposite side of the
table from her. She sat back deep in her chair while the man perched on the edge of his like a
bird ready to take flight at the first sign of trouble. What sort of trouble, though, Isolde wasn’t
sure.
The man peered around and gave a nod of approval after taking in the silence of the room
and the window with the drawn linen curtains.
Isolde chuckled, amused by the man’s abundant caution. She wasn’t used to taking such
steps to ensure privacy as there were no secrets in a small village and it was foolish to pretend
otherwise. “I’m glad the empty apothecary is private enough for you now.”
“This is perfect. Thank you. I’m Johan, by the way.”
“Isolde.”
“Right. Listen, I’m here on behalf of an important man. That’s why privacy is imperative.
Everyone I spoke to regarding strange illnesses or difficult-to-cure ailments told me to come
here.”
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Isolde picked at the edge of the table with her fingernail, right where the wood was
chipped and rough beneath her touch. “Who is this man?”
“I can’t tell you until you agree to my terms.”
Isolde let her hand fall from the table’s edge. Johan was offering her a challenge, an
opportunity to prove herself and her skills. Isolde rarely gave in to pride, but she never could turn
down a dare either. “And what are those?”
“You keep this a secret. You tell no one, even after he is cured. You come with me to
properly diagnose the illness and to administer the correct draughts. You stay until he is cured. I
don’t want to leave with a bottle of something that might work when I could bring you and all
your skill with me.”
Any chance to conquer a challenge was alluring, but Isolde couldn’t just leave her life
and her father behind. As lovely a cage as Talstadt was, it was still a cage and she couldn’t fly
from it whenever she wished. “Come with you? Are you mad? I have an apothecary to run. I
can’t walk away and leave our lone source of income.”
Johann glanced to the window as one of the chickens next door squawked. Isolde had
long since grown used to the sound but relied on it to wake her each morning.
“That won’t be a problem,” he said. “You’ll be well compensated for your trouble, with a
hefty additional payment if you’re successful in curing this man.”
Isolde settled back against her chair and looked around the apothecary. It was a sturdy
building and a good home, but business had been declining ever since her mother and her
legendary skills had disappeared. That could be seen in the worn floor, the chipped dishes she
and her father ate off, and the way the chime over the front door rang less and less. The
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apothecary was slowly fading, no matter what Isolde did to stop it. One day there would be no
more money and her last link to her mother would be gone.
In addition, a chance like this would be good for more than keeping the apothecary in
business. They wouldn’t have to worry so much about the future. Isolde’s father wouldn’t have
to travel so far for rare ingredients to draw in more business. Her home wouldn’t feel so lonely
with him gone more and more often these days. Surely, she could leave behind Talstadt’s harsh
but predictable life for a little while since she was being paid well for it.
“I’ll do it,” Isolde said, her eyes already alight at the thought of going up against the
challenge before her. “But it had better be worth my time and talents.”
“It will be.” Johan stood after kicking back his chair. “We have wealth to spare.”
***
Isolde left Johan standing inside the brightly lit entrance of the apothecary as she rushed
between the back storeroom and up the building’s set of stairs. They creaked as she climbed,
taking them two at a time. The second level of the apothecary was a few small rooms, but it was
plenty large enough for both Isolde and her father to live in. Isolde danced between rooms,
shoving all she needed into a deep leather bag complete with a flap to keep its contents protected.
She had never traveled further than half a day from Talstadt and had little idea of what she’d end
up needing. Luckily, she didn’t own much so there wasn’t much to pack. It took Isolde longer to
prepare her travel case of medicinal supplies and ingredients.
“Go see about borrowing a horse from the neighbors,” she called to Johan from the back
room where she was lining up glass vials and fiercely debating which ingredients to bring and
which to leave. “My father took our horse with him.”
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Johan stepped out the door and headed down the street at Isolde’s words, stirring up dust
behind him as he walked.
Isolde packed everything and left her two leather bags resting against the wall. One with
clothes and some personal belongings. And the other with travel-sized glass vials of ingredients
she’d decided she would likely need. Isolde kept what she wore on but added a sturdy pair of
brown boots and a dark cloak.
As Isolde waited for Johan to return, she continued preparing the blacksmith’s draught.
She was careful not to rush the process, despite Johan’s insisting that they depart immediately
once he returned to the apothecary. All he had convinced her to do was take longer than she
needed to. After all, the people of Talstadt came first. Isolde would not endanger her other
patients, no matter how wealthy Johan claimed his mystery man was.
“Wait here,” she told Johan after he’d returned. Isolde then she slid out of the apothecary
and rushed to the end of Talstadt’s main street. The blacksmith’s noisy, scorching shop was a
small building that sat near the edge of town and was the only warm place around once winter
had arrived. Isolde delivered the draught there quickly and pocketed the few small silver coins
she’d received as payment. It didn’t take her long to return to where Johan stood tapping his foot
in front of the apothecary.
“It’s going to be dark before we mount and leave this town,” he said.
“Keep complaining like that and I’ll take even longer,” Isolde said as she dragged her
bags outside. If he kept acting like a royal in his own right, she’d turn her horse around and
return to Talstadt, never mind the missed payment.
After setting her bags at her feet, Isolde locked the apothecary up behind her and tacked a
note she’d written to the front door. The note was a simple explanation stating she’d be gone for
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some time. Not that it would do much good considering most of the town could neither read nor
write. Emilia had insisted her daughter learn after she herself had been taught while away
studying midwifery in Munich.
By then, Johan was waiting in the center of the street with a set of leather reins held in
each hand. Two horses stood behind him. A proud bay stallion who kept still and a gray mare
who tossed her head back and forth in an attempt to escape the tight grip Johan held her with.
Isolde joined him on the dirt street and he handed her the reins to the mare.
“Good luck,” Johan said. “Her name is Silbern and her owner was eager to part with her.”
After taking the reins, Isolde stroked the mare’s soft nose, careful not to brush her
whiskers. “You bought a horse? I thought you were going to borrow one.”
Johan looped the reins over his stallion’s head and leapt onto his tall back. “It was easier
to buy one. Though it might have been a bad idea to buy a horse whose owner was so quick to
sell her.”
Isolde laughed as she settled her packed bags onto Silbern’s saddle and mounted herself.
The mare’s swayed back ensured Johan sat far taller than she did.
“What are you talking about? Silbern is a fine horse,” Isolde said, offended on the mare’s
behalf.
Johan nudged his stallion forward and Isolde followed. Talstadt quickly fell behind them
and Isolde found herself repeatedly looking back at the small town with its shops and houses all
pressed close together. Many of them had been built from timber and plaster years ago, with the
rooves being the only thing to be replaced with any regularity. The church’s spire was Talstadt’s
tallest point, but even that disappeared as they rode deeper into the mountains. Isolde did her best
to ignore the ache that weighed her down as soon as her home was lost from sight.
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“Perhaps your mare is considered a fine steed around here,” Johan said. “But she would
have never been allowed a place among the horses I know.” He sat straight in his saddle and
patted his stallion’s muscled shoulder. “Braun here is one of the best and strongest. He’ll make a
fine sire in the future.” Johan laughed as Silbern veered off the trail to try to nibble a plant’s long
leaves. “And most days, he behaves himself too.”
Silbern was soon surrounded by temptation as the forest grew looming and thick around
them. The pines filled the air with their evergreen scent and the ground became soft beneath the
horses’ hooves as thousands of fallen needles carpeted it. Birdsong broke through the silence of
the forest, though it was occasionally interrupted by the rush of running water. The snowmelt
had turned many gulfs and rocky crevices into temporary brooks that would be gone again by
summer’s end. But for now, the riders and their horses had plenty of places to stop and drink the
cool, fresh water.
“You know where you’re going?” Isolde said as she ducked over Silbern’s neck to avoid
a low hanging branch. Johan expected her confidence, but she was hesitant to place her complete
trust in him yet.
With his reins held in one hand, Johan motioned forward. “It’s not that far. A day’s ride.
If the weather holds, we’ll be there by twilight.”
He refused to tell Isolde anything else as she trailed him further into the wilderness of the
Alps and for reasons she didn’t pretend to understand, she kept riding behind him anyway. The
faint path they followed was somewhat familiar to Isolde. She’d traveled this way a few times,
always to reach the neighboring village or a few, more remote farms that needed medical help.
Most came to the apothecary to get what they needed, but sometimes things were so urgent,
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Isolde had to come to them. She’d cured a few dangerous fevers and delivered a baby or two in
her time.
Isolde breathed easier in the forest, even as the trail turned unfamiliar. There was a
freedom out here for her that she couldn’t find anywhere else. There was no stench of straw or
barn animals nor loud voices coming from the tavern two buildings down. There was only the
crack of twigs beneath the horses’ hooves, the occasional echo of a bird or another small animal,
and the sound of the wind pushing its way through the swaying pines.
As the day wore on, Isolde wrapped her cloak tighter around herself. The lengthy
shadows the forest cast let such little light in that it was far cooler here than it had been back in
Talstadt. Johan seemed unbothered by the day’s chill, but then his fine jacket probably kept out
the cold far better than Isolde’s old cloak did.
Johan and Isolde rode wordlessly for a while, but she raised her voice once she truly felt
lost in the forest.
“We’re completely alone now and I’m coming with you, wherever it is that we’re going.
If you told me what to expect, I could begin thinking of ways to help this man’s ailment,” she
said.
Johan chewed on his bottom lip as his hands tightened on the reins he held. Braun tossed
his head in protest until Johan loosened his grip again. “It’s madness,” he said. “He’s going
mad.”
Isolde lifted her head. Madness. This really would be a challenge. No one in Talstadt had
ever gone mad in Isolde’s lifetime. In the records Emilia had kept, she’d written about healing
one man’s mood swings and another child’s hysterical fits. But Isolde hadn’t yet gotten the
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chance to work with true madness. But she had her mother’s notes and years of practice and that
was going to have to be enough.
“What kind of madness?” Isolde said, hoping Johan would keep spilling the answers she
sought. “Tell me about the symptoms.”
Johan’s voice was flat when he spoke. “Hearing voices no one else can. And extreme
paranoia.”
“And what have you done to try to cure it?”
Johan inhaled deeply, breathing in the damp scent of the forest air. “Nothing. That’s why
you’re here.” His face twisted. “Though, I know a few who are insisting it’s elves working an
evil spell. Like fairy tales are any sort of answer. Not everyone in the household I come from can
be taken seriously.”
Isolde peered into the forest with its colorful fungus, its long, reaching shadows, and the
rustling amidst the trees and ferns. This world was filled with far more magic than Johan seemed
to be aware of. “I wouldn’t always be so quick to dismiss the supernatural. There’s a lot in this
world that’s unexplained.”
Johan grunted. “Even though there are things we don’t know about, that doesn’t mean
magic is the answer.”
Isolde pursed her lips to keep from laughing at him. “This world has a way of surprising
people. Don’t get too comfortable.”
Johan refused to discuss it any further with her so they traveled the rest of the day in a
silence that was only interrupted by short bouts of small talk. It was early evening when Johan
waved to get Isolde’s attention.
“We’re nearly there,” he said.
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“Good,” Isolde said as she adjusted her cramped feet in the stirrups. “Because I don’t
think I can feel my legs anymore.”
Johan rode with a straight, strong back while Isolde was hunched over in the saddle,
doing her best to stay atop Silbern. It was the two horses Isolde truly ached for. The trail they’d
taken through the forest had been weaving higher up the slope of a towering mountain. The peak
reached straight up to the sky and the trail had turned rockier and more difficult to traverse as it
crested. A difficult trail to ride, but an even harder one to walk.
Isolde gasped as they passed a break in the pines. Johan had spoken of fairy tales earlier
and that was all she could think of then. A palace sat beyond the pines, surrounded by mountains
and built from white stone that glittered in the sunlight. It almost reminded Isolde of ice and
snow, but it was far too precious, too ethereal for that. Perhaps it was diamonds instead that the
palace reminded her of.
Awe completely overcame her as she sat high on Silbern’s back and took it all in. A few
towers topped the palace and it was studded with more windows than she could count, though
she tried until Johan called for her to keep riding.
Isolde was almost breathless as she spoke. “Is that where we’re going?”
Johan twisted in his saddle to face her as the horses trudged up another steep section of
the trail. “Yes. The interior is even grander.”
Isolde’s cheeks flushed at the thought of going anywhere near so fine a palace. That was
not a place for her and somehow it felt wrong even lying eyes on it. “Why didn’t you warn me?
I’ve never been in a palace before. I’ve never even seen a palace until now.”
Johan laughed at her nervousness. Finally, it was his turn to laugh. Isolde had a sinking
feeling that she was going to stand out there just as much as he had in Talstadt. She belonged
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amongst dirt streets and half-timbered buildings and the forest itself. It was a simple fact that a
village apothecary did not have a place among Bavaria’s royalty.
“Don’t worry,” Johan said. “You’ll be fine. Schloss Raureif is merely a summer palace.
It’s newly built and one of the loveliest palaces I’ve ever been in, but it’s not like I’m taking you
to the Fürst’s court all the way at Steinburg.”
“Raureif.” Isolde tried out the palace’s name for herself before creases appeared in her
forehead. “I thought we were heading to some lord’s rural estate. Or even an earl. Not His
Highness’s summer palace.” Isolde licked her lips that had grown chapped from the cold
mountain air. “Tell me who I’m here to help.”
Johan loosed a heavy sigh and kept his voice quiet, even though there was no one around
to hear him. “The Fürst is the one who needs you. Now do you understand why this is so
important?”
Isolde forced herself to straighten up in the saddle and sit tall like Johan had been all day.
The Fürst. The most powerful man in Bavaria was going to be relying on her. God help them all.
Isolde seized all the confidence she could and met Johan’s eyes. “I’ll see what I can do.”
She kept her sight on Raureif after that, even as it came in and out of view beyond the
forest. It took Isolde a few deep breaths to steady herself again. The most important person she’d
ever worked to heal was a baron. The Fürst was quite a large step up. Surely Johan could have
given her a little more warning.
Isolde wiped a hand across her forehead. She had agreed to heal to Fürst and there was no
easy way to refuse now. Despite her years of experience and the strength of her skills, Isolde still
shuddered. She hadn’t known a Fürst’s and kingdom’s fate would be at risk. But now they were
in her hands and she didn’t want to think about what would happen if she failed.
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Chapter 2

Raureif grew increasingly impressive, the closer they rode to it. It was a fairy tale, a
dream, but still far too foreboding for Isolde’s taste though Johan promised the palace held
nothing but welcome for her. She was not quite so confident. Isolde glanced down at her worn,
patched clothes and tried not to argue with him too much about how the palace and its
inhabitants would react to her. Besides, she was here to cure the Fürst. Surely that would give her
some sort of status or importance within Raureif’s walls, though Isolde was hesitant to admit that
it mattered to her at all.
The trail the horses had been following at last led them to the palace’s entrance. A coat of
arms was carved into the stone above the doors, complete with a crown and lions baring both
teeth and claws. Rich men always like to think themselves lions or wolves, but what Isolde had
seen of them seemed to be more on par with fat dogs lounging about on cushions. Below
Raureif’s crest, the set of double doors leading into the palace was guarded by armed men. The
doors towered above Isolde, even as she straightened up and sat tall on Silbern’s back, and were
a dark wood decorated with dozens of intricately carved designs and small, lifelike details.
Johan dismounted as soon as the horses both halted. His feet had barely hit the ground
before he was calling for someone to take the horses. Isolde clambered down from the saddle
herself with none of Johan’s grace. She bit her lip to keep from groaning as she landed on aching
legs. God, she was going to be sore tomorrow. It took Isolde a few unsteady steps to get some
feeling back into her legs.
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Johan turned and surveyed Isolde. “You’ll need a place to stay. I’ll see what rooms are
free for you to use.”
She nodded in response before turning to Silbern, whose reins she still clutched.
“Good girl,” Isolde murmured. “I hope to be riding you away from this towering chunk
of stone soon.”
Silbern snorted and tossed her head back, forcing Isolde to let slack into the reins. Isolde
patted the mare as silent thanks for carrying her all that way before the summoned stable boy
came and took both horses with him. Johan then gestured for Isolde to follow him. Words would
have done fine, but Isolde chose to obey his gestures anyway. Johan lead her past the guards and
through the towering doors that rose so high they seemed like a threat themselves. It was what
she imagined the Fürst to be like, too. A man who held himself with that kind of strength and
power, a silent threat to anyone foolish enough to make him their enemy. After all, Bavaria’s
ruler was one of the most important men in the Holy Roman Empire.
While Raureif’s height and white stone walls had taken her breath away, its gilded halls
stunned Isolde even more. Some halls Johan led her through were painted with scenes from
operas or storybooks or the Bible itself. Isolde recognized them from books she’d read or stories
her mother had told and from the little attention she paid in church each Sunday. Other hallways
were gilded, with gold that had been warped into floral patterns along the walls. A few halls
were partially covered with mirrors and the effect made them appear endless while leaving Isolde
feeling trapped in their eternity. In each hall, tall windows let light in and unlit candles hung in
intricate, metal sconces on the walls, waiting for dark to fall so they could be lit. Each step Johan
and Isolde took down the rich, haunting halls echoed out as their feet fell against Raureif’s
smooth, marble floors.
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Isolde took care not to openly stare as they passed through the palace. They expected her
to be impressed and she refused to give them the pleasure too easily. To think this morning she
had been in Talstadt, not more than a few paces from a muddy chicken coop and a damp pile of
straw. Isolde’s eyes rose up, up to where even the ceiling was beautifully decorated with painted
murals and arches. Even standing here amongst all this wealth, Isolde couldn’t truly fathom
living an entire life surrounded by gilded halls and painted ceilings. She glanced to Johan, who
seemed unfazed by any of it even as her surroundings stole her breath from her.
Johan transformed into his own sort of mystery as they walked and before long, Isolde
was paying more attention to him than to the palace around her. He relaxed, growing happier and
more confident as he returned home. Johan ordered servants about with ease as they went past,
having a few take Isolde’s bags and find her a free room to stay in. Even the servants here were
dressed in finer clothes than most in Talstadt would ever own. The servants listened to Johan and
he clearly possessed a fair amount of power and sway, but no one addressed him with any sort of
title or treated him with an excessive amount of reverence. Isolde didn’t know enough about
court life and its complicated hierarchy to truly determine what role Johan played in the Fürst’s
household. Perhaps a minor noble’s son or some army official or even a high-ranking servant.
Isolde shook her head as she failed to determine an answer. Right now, her focus was on the
Fürst, but she’d have to learn more about Johan later, too.
With the assistance of the few formal, tight-lipped servants that Johan had ordered to
help, Isolde was introduced to her temporary palace residence. Johan had apologized for its small
size and it had taken Isolde everything in her not to laugh in his face. The quarters she’d been
given were larger than an entire floor of the apothecary she’d left behind. Johan might not have
been satisfied with her rooms, but the bedroom and parlor were more than enough for her. They
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were finely decorated themselves with smooth, shining wooden furniture and an embroidered
bedcover. There was even an entire empty wardrobe Isolde didn’t have a hope of filling with
what little she owned. The servants left her two leather bags sitting atop a table in the parlor
before exiting and leaving her alone with Johan.
“Get together what you need and clean yourself up,” Johan said. “I’m going to speak with
the Fürst and then I’ll be back to take you to him.” He paused before reaching the door and
looked back at Isolde. “And remember, no word of this is spoken to anyone.”
Isolde murmured her consent and Johan left, the heavy door creaking closed behind him.
She searched her new quarters until she found a white towel and a half-filled pitcher of water
that had a tranquil meadow of wildflowers painted onto its sides. It looked too pretty to use, like
everything else in this palace. It must be impossible for these people to own anything that
focused on function rather than beauty and form. In silent protest, Isolde picked up the pitcher
and handled it roughly as she poured water into a bowl, soaking the towel. The day hadn’t been
hot like it would be once summer fully arrived, but she had been riding long enough that she was
grimy and covered in dust.
Isolde stepped out of her skirt and unlaced her brightly colored bodice. Tired of the drab
gray color of the wool, she had recently dyed it herself with flowers she had gathered from the
forest. In another year or so, the bodice would be as faded as the skirt she usually wore, but for
now Isolde appreciated its beauty and bright red color. After she was standing in her chemise
alone, Isolde squeezed excess water from the damp towel and used it to wipe the sweat and dirt
from her face, neck, and arms. There. Now she looked a little less out of the place among the
clean, polished palace.
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Once she had refreshed herself, Isolde debated pulling the skirt back over her head, but
instead pulled from the leather bag the only other one she had brought. It was a pretty yellow,
newer, and fit well so for now it was saved for church and holidays. Or to meet the Fürst, though
it didn’t feel nearly fine enough. But it was the best Isolde had so it would have to do. After
setting the skirt aright, Isolde pulled her bodice back on and rethreaded it a little tighter than she
usually wore it.
It took Isolde longer than she would have liked to comb the knots from her hair and tie it
all back up again. She took care to braid it into a more fanciful updo, different than the usual
knot she tucked her hair into before starting each day at the apothecary. She smiled and nodded
as she caught her reflection in a mirror across the room.
While waiting for Johan to return, Isolde took to pacing around the two rooms she now
had to call her own. These rooms were technically hers while she remained at Raureif, but they
felt far too stifling to act as a second home. They were lovely and ornate, but cold. Stiff and
formal, like they weren’t meant to be lived in, only admired from a distance. And they felt so far
from Talstadt.
Here in her rooms, there was no creaking staircase to warn her when her father, Otto, was
coming upstairs. There was no straw mattress and quilt made from squares of old clothes that
could no longer be mended. There was no cluttered collection of books that her parents had
gathered over the years, no baskets for gathering plants out in the forest, and no herbs drying as
they hung from rafters on the ceiling. Isolde sighed and smoothed out her wrinkled skirt as best
she could.
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Even if this was turning out to be more than Isolde had first thought, it was all worth the
money. She only had to cure a Fürst and then Isolde and her father wouldn’t have to worry again
about either the apothecary’s future or their own.
Isolde lifted her head as she paced. She shouldn’t be so nervous. She knew who she was
and what she was capable of. Johan had ridden all the way to Talstadt to seek her out, after all.
Her confidence surged a little as she reassured herself, but Isolde didn’t quit pacing until
a quiet knock sounded outside. A second, firmer knock brought her rushing toward the door.
Johan was standing outside in the palace hall once Isolde opened the door. Like herself,
he had cleaned up and changed out of his traveling clothes into a dark pair of breeches and a
buttoned jacket with a threaded pattern so simple it was barely noticeable. Despite the simplicity
of his clothes, they were clearly tailored for him and new. Johan certainly looked like he
belonged in a palace.
Isolde forced down her own doubts about herself as she stepped out into the gilded hall
outside her door. Opulence here was like a curse that faced her no matter where she stepped.
There was a chance she’d grow used to Raureif like Johan had, but she doubted it.
“Do I need to bring anything?” Isolde said as she once more went over everything Johan
had told her about the Fürst and his condition. “Or should I merely observe?”
Johan scanned the hall before shaking his head. “Come see what the problem is before
anything else.”
Isolde shut the door behind her and winced, not yet used to its loud creak. Afterward, she
fell into step beside Johan as he strode through the halls of the palace. Each step was sure and he
never hesitated on where to turn as they walked.
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“I thought His Highness’s palace was recently finished,” Isolde said after they had passed
through a few darkening halls. Like before, she was watching Johan with more interest than the
palace around her. Between the two, he was the more interesting. He’d been irritating back in
Talstadt, but here he had lost his awkwardness and seemed more easy and open.
Johan frowned. “It was. Why?”
“You already know your way around.”
“I spend most of my days wandering through Raureif. And it’s a small palace compared
to Steinburg in Munich. I could spend an entire lifetime memorizing Steinburg’s halls. Though I
am able to learn my way around places quickly.” Johan hesitated before reaching out and laying
a comforting hand on Isolde’s shoulder. It was warmer than she’d expected in the cold palace
halls and she was almost sorry when he pulled his arm back. “I’m sure you will too.”
Isolde’s forehead wrinkled at the thought. “I’m not sure I want to be here that long.”
Johan rubbed at his nose. It was a little crooked, like it had once been broken and not
quite healed right afterward. “Then do your job quickly and you can leave.”
Isolde’s gaze snapped to Johan. And here she had been thinking he wasn’t as pretentious
as she’d first thought. “We might have an agreement, but I can leave whenever I wish. Don’t
think otherwise.”
Johan coughed and muttered a half-apology, which was still more apology than Isolde
had been expecting. She nodded and offered him a small smile. Johan returned it before
straightening up as they turned another corner.
“We’re approaching the royal quarters,” he said. “Be polite, use the proper titles, and
don’t talk unnecessarily. Especially not while His Highness is in his current state.”
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Isolde’s eyebrows drew together as she stared at him. She didn’t appreciate the warning
tone his words held.
“The Fürst had been worse in the evenings,” Johan said as his eyes fell to his feet.
The two dipped through a large set of double doors, not as grand as Raureif’s entrance,
but still ornate and carved with a leafed designed. Isolde stepped out of the way of a passing
maid who wore a long, white apron and carried on her hip a large woven basket filled with
laundry. The maid didn’t say anything but bit her lip and slightly shook her head as she gazed up
at Johan. His shoulders slumped as he led Isolde deeper into the Fürst’s expansive quarters. They
passed a large parlor, another room empty except for a grand piano and a colorful, woven rug,
and another door cracked open to reveal a small study. Johan stopped when they reached a
closed door at the end of one of the hallways they had turned down.
He reached for the knob and Isolde stepped back. Johan strolled through the Fürst’s
quarters like he lived there himself. Isolde couldn’t imagine walking with that kind of audacity
herself.
“You’re not going to knock?” she said.
Johan rested a hand on the knob and turned to face Isolde. “He wouldn’t come to open
the door even if you tried. His Highness is used to servants coming and going through his
quarters. Most tend to avoid certain rooms when he is active in them, but we’re fine to enter.”
Johan turned the brass knob and eased the door open. The room they stepped into was
cold and the tall fireplace along one wall was empty of any blaze, though a few remaining
embers flickered in the hearth. The room was smaller, contained a few sofas, and had
bookshelves lining the walls. Isolde was too far away to read any of the titles she could see
stamped into the leather covers, though she wondered what kind of things the Fürst would read.
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Her eyes widened as she took in the room’s lone occupant. The man before her didn’t look like a
Fürst. Or any kind of royalty, for that matter.
The man sat in the center of one of the sofas and was continually running his hands
through mussed up, blond hair that hid the few gray strands well. He was the same tall, lanky
build as Johan, but he looked to be in much worse shape than his servant. The man’s clothes
were wrinkled and there was a slight stench to him like he’d gone a few too many days without
washing.
The man leapt upright as the door closed behind Isolde and Johan and whipped his head
around to look at them. His eyes never rested on one thing, instead snapping back and forth
across the room. Though he did lose some of the tension he held himself with when he saw
Johan standing there.
“Your Highness,” Johan said before gesturing to the girl next to him. “This is Isolde.
She’s a friend that I think might be able to help.”
The man… Isolde blinked. No, the Fürst. It was so difficult to reconcile the man before
her with the image she had in her mind of the Fürst. He was missing the strength, the pride, the
power. This man looked nothing like the lions that decorated his coat of arms. He peered down at
Isolde before falling back down onto the sofa. It was a pretty piece of furniture with yellow
thread embroidering its cover and matching gilded legs. The sofa was so at odds with the man
draped across it.
“There is nothing to help,” he said. “Instead, we all need to be smart. Stay away from the
forest. And the windows.” He narrowed his eyes and stared at Johan. “You’ve been staying away
from the windows like I told you?”
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Johan crossed the room and drew back the curtains that had been pulled tightly closed
over a window. The Fürst huffed at the motion but made no move to redraw the curtains.
“Isolde doesn’t know what to beware,” Johan said after he retook his position near the
Fürst. “Will you tell her?”
Johan moved again to grab a fire poker and stoked the coals until the embers smoldering
in the fireplace caught ablaze, turning the drafty room a little more comfortable. While he did so,
the Fürst faced Isolde and lowered his voice. “It’s gotten worse since we’ve settled into Raureif.
The voice comes from the forest and it never goes silent, though it’s far worse at night.”
Isolde opened her mouth, mulling over her words carefully before each left her tongue.
She knew to be cautious with what she said from the notes her mother had left behind. Each
word could make a difference when it came to a patient she was treating and Isolde wanted that
difference to be a good one. “Perhaps it would be better if Your Highness left Raureif and
returned to Munich. To Steinburg.”
The Fürst shook his head so frantically a few strands of his unkept hair were thrown into
new positions. Isolde jumped at his sudden movement, but quickly settled back into the stance
she purposefully kept interested but relaxed. “I would have to ride four or five days through that
forest. I cannot risk it. I am stranded here, but it would be much, much worse to ride for
Munich.”
“This voice in the forest,” Isolde said. “Can you tell me more about it? What does it say?
What does it sound like?”
“It speaks to only me. Threatens only me. Tells me things only I could know.” He jutted
out his chin. “Things I will not repeat to a stranger. But the voice is hoarse. And angry.” The
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Fürst clasped his hands over his ears with such pressure Isolde almost expected his head to be
pressed in. “So, so angry.”
The Fürst let himself collapse into a laying position on the sofa as he kept his hands over
his ears and refused to answer any more questions. He shook slightly and Isolde only stared, not
sure what she was permitted to do with Bavaria’s Fürst. She might be allowed to touch him since
she was his healer. Or the old rules and customs could still apply. Luckily Johan was there and
able to step right in. A glass of water was retrieved along with a cool washcloth. A few words
were whispered to His Highness as Johan knelt beside him and placed a hand on one of his arms.
Johan moved about the room and near the Fürst with an exhausted familiarity that let Isolde
know he had done this for too many nights. Once the Fürst had settled, no longer shaking, but
refusing to change position, Johan gestured for Isolde to follow him. They both left the room and
shut the door behind them.
Isolde glanced back over her shoulder as her forehead creased with worry, but Johan
assured her that the Fürst would be fine for the few minutes they were gone. He wasn’t a danger
to himself, only lost in his own mind.
They kept a quick pace as they walked past a few rooms with closed doors until Johan
forced open a dark, empty parlor. He lit the few candles resting around the room in simpler
sconces. Once Johan had fallen back into a chair of his own, Isolde dragged one over near him
and sat herself. More fine furniture that seemed too expensive to use.
Johan rested a hand on his knee while he used the other to push back the dark, wavy hair
that had once been neatly combed. Isolde hoped they were far enough away from the Fürst that
he didn’t have a prayer of hearing anything they said. Though he was so far lost within himself
and his own mind, that he was likely not to pay attention even if he did hear them.
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Isolde tucked her ankles underneath her chair while clasping her hands tightly together in
her lap. Johan’s slumped shoulders and weary eyes were her focus now, besides the Fürst. He
might have been nothing more than a servant or some such, but it was clear that he cared for the
Fürst and hated to see him this way. Isolde did her best to offer what words of comfort she could,
though she had always been better with creating draughts and salves to solve unfortunate
situations instead.
“I’ve heard of cases of madness much worse,” Isolde said. “My mother kept records for
years and I’ve read of people worse off that she was able to heal.”
Johan’s empty eyes focused on her. “You can fix it, right? Tell me you can fix it.”
Isolde sighed. This had always been one of the most difficult parts of her job. Those that
cared about her patients wanted certainty from her when the best she could give them was hope.
“The Fürst—”
“You can call him Ludwig when we’re not in his presence. I know it seems disrespectful,
but believe me, it’s much simpler. Spend enough time in a palace and the constant titles become
exhausting at best and confusing at worst.”
Isolde tried out the new and much-too-familiar way of referring to the Fürst. The name
felt foreign on her tongue, but Johan was right. It was simpler to say. “Ludwig. Alright. But he
didn’t give me many good details. I need to spend more time observing him in order to come up
with the best draught for his specific condition. General draughts won’t do much good here, I
think. But I should be able make something now that should at least help until I’m able to create
something specifically for Ludwig.”
“And you have everything you need to make it?”
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Isolde tapped her feet, not yet used to the hard feel of the marble floor beneath her. Her
mind raced through possibilities different ingredients and combinations as well as all their
potential effects. Madness and the mind were far more difficult to work with than a broken leg or
a fever. “I’ll eventually need more supplies, but for now I’m fine.”
“Step out into the hall and speak to the nearest servant when you need more supplies. If
they won’t take orders from you, mention my name.”
Isolde nearly laughed at the casual way he had said that. He was so used to having such
authority within Raureif. No wonder he had looked so uncomfortable in Talstadt, where he
wasn’t able to order around the entire village. “Alright. And how should I find you when it’s
ready?”
Johan rested a hand on the armrest of his chair. “How long will it take?”
“It’s a simple mixture, but it takes some time to sit,” Isolde as she finally settled on a
simple one to try just for tonight. “No more than half an hour, though.”
His fingers tapped against the polished wood of the chair’s armrest. “I’ll come by and get
it then.”
He started for the door, but Isolde stayed sitting, legs folded tightly beneath her. Now that
Ludwig had been taken care of for the evening, her curiosity about Johan had returned.
“Why?” she said.
Johan turned. “Why what?”
Isolde gestured widely. “Why all this effort for Ludwig? Why bring me here? Why do
you care so much?” She almost added ‘who and what are you here at Raureif?’
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Joahn tried to mask his heavy sigh as he sat back down. “How much do you know about
the Fürst’s heir?”
Isolde tilted her head. “I thought the royal couple had no children.”
“That’s right. Ludwig and the Fürstin were never able to successfully birth a child and
now she’s too old, but he won’t remarry.” Johan shook his head. “Though I don’t know why he
won’t ignore the Church and its ruling on that matter. Adele and Ludwig can’t stand each other
anyway. She didn’t even come to spend the summer here. Though I can’t blame her. Even I can’t
keep straight the number of mistresses Ludwig has had in his lifetime. But either way, Ludwig
doesn’t have a direct heir to pass on the throne to nor does he have any siblings. The throne will
go to the oldest cousin.”
A seemingly peaceful process, but from the look on Johan’s face, Isolde assumed it
would be anything but in this case. “And you don’t think the throne will pass easily?”
Johan nodded and bit his lip. “Challenges against certain claims are already brewing.
When Ludwig either dies or abdicates, there will be a battle for the throne that will force all of
Bavaria to choose sides. I’d rather not see my kingdom torn apart by war from within. But if
Ludwig is declared mad and unfit to rule? That war will come sooner than any of us expects.”
Isolde met Johan’s eyes. No wonder he was so desperate to cure the Fürst. She didn’t
want war either, but at least it was unlikely to reach Talstadt. “Then I’ll do my best to not let it
come to that. I promise I will find a way to cure the Fürst.”
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Chapter 3

Johan sat with Ludwig in his bedchamber rather than the study, after he had somehow
convinced the Fürst to move rooms. Getting Ludwig to listen to anyone had always been a
Herculean feat.
The two men kept far away from both the windows and the room’s opulent walls with
their gilded crown molding. Each wall itself alternated between rich wood paneling and murals
of the Bavarian countryside that an artist all the way from Vienna had painted. And of course, a
sparkling chandelier with white candles and strands of crystals hung from the center of the
ceiling. The Fürst seemed to consider a room empty and useless unless there was something that
shone gold and at least one chandelier present.
Johan and Ludwig both sat with a small glass of cider in hand. Ludwig remained anxious
and on-edge as he sat with hunched shoulders, though Johan’s presence calmed him some. While
the Fürst took small sips of his cider, Johan merely swirled his around in the glass while it lost all
its warmth. When he was a boy, he had loved its sweetness and the taste was still a treat, but he
was too distracted to enjoy it tonight.
“You’re beginning to get worse,” Johan said as he set his full glass on the ground. He
spoke with no titles or respect; nothing but the plain truth. Right now, that was what Ludwig
needed most to hear. Johan was one of the few in this kingdom who could speak so directly to
the Fürst without consequences. An ability that was both a burden and a blessing.
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Ludwig took a long swallow before gesturing toward Johan’s glass. After noticing, Johan
picked it up and handed it to the Fürst who set aside his own, now empty glass. “I cannot tell
from day to day,” Ludwig said. “All I know is that voice is here day after day.”
Unable to sit still any longer, Johan eased himself to his feet and paced in front of where
Ludwig sat. Most of his day was spent running to each corner of the palace, doing what was
needed and holding everything together. Johan was so used to the constant movement that when
he did sit still, it felt like something was wrong. “Well, you are. That’s why I brought Isolde. The
apothecary she runs with her father is famous for curing the impossible.”
“You think I’m impossible to cure.”
That was not what Johan thought, but it was what he feared. “It doesn’t matter what I
think. I’m not taking any chances with your wellbeing.”
Ludwig lifted his head and gave a wry smile. “How caring.”
Johan snorted. “Don’t flatter yourself. Your wellbeing is Bavaria’s wellbeing. You know
what will happen the moment you leave the throne.”
Ludwig winced as the wind howled outside. Johan looked away and pretended not to
notice the reaction. Most days he never knew how to react. Whether it was better to entertain
Ludwig’s notions or to dismiss them.
“It’s a shame the Fürstin is barren,” Ludwig said.
Johan’s footsteps echoed louder as he paced quicker. “You should have divorced her and
remarried.”
“And endure the entire kingdom, the entire world, calling me immoral and clamoring for
my removal from the throne? I would have rather died without an heir than endure all that.” A
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wistful smile passed over Ludwig’s face as nostalgia took its hold. “And though there is tension
between us now, the Fürstin and I were once in love.”
Johan’s face twisted. “I must have been too young to remember, then.” He had been
raised in court and never once remembered seeing the couple truly happy together. Only acting
so for the sake of those around them.
Ludwig set down his second empty glass of cider and it clinked as it hit the marble floor.
“Some days I wish the Fürstin had been your mother instead. I am a man with all the power in
the world, but there are some things even I don’t have the power to change. Tradition and
antiquated rules. It’s how our ancestors control us even from the graves they’re rotting in.”
Ludwig’s eyes crinkled as he took in the sight of Johan standing tall before him. “It really is a
shame. Had you been born of the right woman, you would have made a fine Fürst after I was
gone.”
Shadows reaching in from the dark windows swept over Johan and turned his complexion
even darker. “Perhaps. But now we’ll never know so there’s no use dwelling on it.”
Ludwig seized up and glanced toward one of the walls, where a mural depicted a
towering mountain capped with snow. The Fürst shook his head violently like he was attempting
to force the voice from his mind. But the moment passed and he returned to the conversation as
if it had never happened at all. “Nevertheless, Bavaria was robbed of your potential. At least I
have you here, lending your talents to me and to the crown when you’re needed.”
Johan stared at the Fürst, not missing his reaction to the voice. But since Ludwig hadn’t
dwelled on, then Johan wouldn’t either. “And I will until you no longer sit on that throne.”
“I’ll do my best to make sure you’re provided for in the future. Properly legitimate or not,
you’ll always be my son. You have royal blood and that will do much for you.”
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Johan’s laugh was bitter. Of course Ludwig would be that out of touch with the reality of
the world his son lived in. “Do much for me? Do much to me, you mean. I’m a scandal. A secret
that everyone knows. Not to mention the gossip that follows me both here and back at the royal
court.”
Ludwig raised an eyebrow at his son’s outburst. “Yet you enjoy more power and
privilege than most in this kingdom. Gossip will always follow, whether you’re a beggar, a
merchant or my illegitimate son. Ignore it and live your life.”
Johan turned and headed for the double doors leading out of the Fürst’s bedchamber. This
was a conversation he didn’t want to continue any longer. Besides, he was desperate to help the
Fürst as soon as possible. “Isolde should be done by now. I’ll go fetch her and the draught that
I’m praying will help.”
The life seemed to flow out of Ludwig as he sat there. “You think I haven’t been? I’m not
so sure God is listening anymore. At least not to me.”
Johan grimaced and turned the door’s cold, brass knob. Ludwig was losing hope. Well,
Johan was going to have to hope enough for the both of them. “We don’t need God. We have
Isolde.”
***
Dark had long since fallen by the time Johan returned to Isolde’s room. A clouded sky
kept the stars from glistening, but the moon hung above the shadowed mountains, shining as
bright and pale as Raureif itself. The palace had quieted as tired servants finished their work and
retired to their quarters to eat and rest.
Isolde lifted her head as a knock sounded outside her door. Johan was here early, but
whether boredom or impatience drove him, she wasn’t sure. “The draught needs a little longer
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for the ingredients to properly meld, but it’s almost done,” she called. “You’re welcome to come
in to wait.”
Johan eased the door open and entered Isolde’s room. He glanced at the glass bottle that
was filled with a murky liquid and sitting on the long table in the center of her room.
“That’s it?” he said.
Isolde picked up the bottle to inspect it and the liquid inside sloshed around as she did so.
It was fine work for her, especially considering she’d had about a moment’s notice. “What were
you expecting?”
“Never mind.” He finished eyeing the draught. “Just another moment, you said?”
Isolde set the bottle back down on the table and stepped away from it. “Yes. The longer I
let the ingredients mix, the better it will work. Usually I’d let this one sit overnight, but this
draught will work regardless.”
“How can you be so sure?”
She almost took offense at Johan’s words before taking a deep breath and reminding
herself of the stress and worry he was suffering under. Isolde hadn’t realized the extent of it until
she’d seen him interact with the Fürst. Rather than snap at him, she leaned and nudged Johan’s
arm. “Because I know this draught and I’ve never seen it fail before. Remember, you’re the one
who brought me here. Have some faith.”
Johan’s lip curled as he surveyed the draught and Isolde snickered. This draught wasn’t
pretty to look at with the way it resembled muddy river water, but then, it wasn’t supposed to be.
Its purpose was to heal the Fürst, not act as the sparkling centerpiece on his banquet table.
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Isolde grabbed the bottle after another few minutes had passed. That should be more than
enough time. After making sure the bottle’s stopper was properly sealed, Isolde eased it into a
small cloth pouch and gestured to the door.
“Let’s go.” After Johan blinked and stared at the concealed bottle, Isolde added, “You
said secrecy was important, yes? I’ve hidden the draught though I doubt we’d come across
anyone who would recognize this specific one and know its purpose.”
Johan clasped his hands together in front of him. “Thank you. I wouldn’t have thought of
that.”
Isolde flashed him a small smile. Good. She was already earning his respect. Now if she
could just heal the Fürst as well.
Johan and Isolde followed the same route through Raureif’s ornate halls that they’d taken
earlier that evening as they returned to the Fürst’s quarters. Once they found Ludwig in his
bedchamber, Johan had cursed and rubbed at his neck. While he had been gone, the Fürst had
thrown a pitcher of water against the wall. Now he was kneeling on the floor as he attempted to
pick up the shattered ceramic pieces. Johan was at Ludwig’s side in an instant and pulling him to
his feet.
“What happened?” Johan said. “I was only gone for a few minutes.”
Ludwig’s chest heaved as he tried to steady himself with a few deep breaths. “I thought if
I made enough of my own noise, I wouldn’t be able to hear the voice.” Ludwig bent his head and
stared at the shattered fragments at his feet. “It didn’t work.”
Johan returned to Isolde and held his hand out for the draught.
“He claims he’s not getting any worse,” he told her quietly. Isolde’s gaze softened at
Johan’s distress and she murmured a few meaningless words of comfort.
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Isolde silently pulled the glass bottle from the pouch she’d hid it in and handed it to
Johan. Ludwig wrinkled his nose at its murky appearance, but Isolde was quick to assure him
that it would taste fine.
Johan scanned the room while muttering about finding a cup, but Ludwig grabbed the
bottle from his lowered hand and downed the entire thing.
Johan gestured toward the Fürst’s bed in the corner of the room. “The draught will help
you to calm yourself. Why don’t you try to sleep? I know you haven’t been.”
Isolde surveyed the same bed that Ludwig glowered at. Four thick posts rose from each
corner to where they met overtop the bed to form a forest of carved, arching wood almost like
the outside of a cathedral Isolde remembered seeing in a faraway city when she was very young.
Curtains hung on each side of the bed and matched its thick blanket. Even from here, Isolde
could tell the patterned, embroidered fabric cost more than her apothecary would make in a year.
Ludwig’s face twisted as he fought with Johan. Isolde hated standing to the side and
doing nothing, but she was hesitant to step between the two.
“I can’t sleep,” the Fürst said. “You know it’s worse at night.”
Johan placed a hand on Ludwig’s shoulder. “Right. But this draught will work. You’ll be
able to sleep now.”
He spoke in a steady tone similar to one used with a child as he reasoned with the Fürst.
Eventually Johan was able to convince him to attempt to sleep. Ludwig had already been
wearing a simple dressing gown and eased himself slowly into his bed. Once Johan had blown
out the candles, he joined Isolde in a parlor near the bedchamber. It was small, but as lovely and
finely decorated as any other room Isolde had been in. She was starting to believe there wasn’t a
part of this palace that wasn’t ridiculously extravagant. Oh, what it must be like to be royal.
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Isolde stroked the smooth fabric of the sofa she sat on. “Should we go?” she said.
Johan eyed the space beside her but stayed standing. “No. I need to see if this works. And
after he threw that pitcher, I’m afraid to leave him alone now. As if this wasn’t difficult enough.”
Isolde leaned forward and rested her hands on her knees. If this was another
complication, they needed to act on it before it could get worse. “You should get a servant or
guard to spend the night and watch him in the future if you’re concerned enough.”
Johan bristled at the suggestion and didn’t appear to even entertain the thought. With the
way he so easily commanded about the entirety of Raureif, Isolde assumed he hated any thought
of someone else doing what he considered to be his job. “I know, but the people Ludwig sees
need to be limited. If they weren’t, any secrecy we possessed would be lost. Rumors are already
swirling of the Fürst’s madness. I’m trying to keep this from getting any worse.”
“I know I haven’t been here long, but it seems to me like you’re worried more about
Bavaria than the Fürst is.”
Johan refused to acknowledge the truth of her statement. “I enjoy my job, even if it is
thankless.”
A howl echoed from the Fürst’s bedchamber. Isolde tensed at the sound. She hesitated to
see what on earth could be causing Ludwig to scream like that.
Isolde and Johan were both up and running toward the Fürst as his screams echoed louder.
When they burst through the bedchamber’s doors, they found him standing in front of a large
window and facing the forest outside. He was screeching at it and though Isolde tried, she
couldn’t make out anything he was saying. It was nothing but desperate, angry cries. The kind
that almost didn’t sound human.
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“Your Highness, you have to stop,” Johan said as he stepped close to Ludwig and placed
a shaking hand on his shoulder.
When Ludwig turned toward him, his eyes were wide and tears streamed down his face.
“I can’t sleep. It won’t stop. All I want is for it to stop.”
Johan winced at the Fürst’s words. He took a few long strides back over to Isolde. Johan
grabbed her arm and wrenched her closer to him.
“I thought you said your draught would work,” he said.
Isolde stepped back, gently removing herself from his tight grasp. Ludwig ignored the
two of them as he returned to his screaming at whatever lay outside the palace.
Isolde had gone pale as she looked past Ludwig and to the forest beyond. There had been
nothing wrong with the draught. She knew that, even down in her gut. That was the easier
answer and the one Isolde wanted to latch onto, but it was wrong. God, it was wrong and Isolde
hated what that meant. Maybe they’d all start hearing the voices from the forest soon.
Isolde took a step closer to the window. “This isn’t what we thought it was,” she said
quietly.
Johan’s eyes narrowed. “What do you mean? Clearly, your draught didn’t work.”
Isolde shifted her weight from foot to foot. “No, it’s never failed before and there’s no
reason for it to do so now.”
“Of course draughts can fail. That’s ridiculous.”
“Not mine and not my mother’s. They’re different. Special.” Isolde gestured to the
howling Fürst. “This means something else.”
Johan ground his teeth together. “You’re not making any sense.”
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Isolde’s steps were silent as she joined Ludwig at the window. “All this means that he
isn’t mad. It means that whatever angry voice he hears coming from the forest is truly out there
screaming.”
Johan didn’t react at first to Isolde’s words, but Ludwig did. Isolde had never seen a
smile as pained as the one he gave her.
“See?” he said. “I knew I wasn’t mad.”
Johan muttered under his breath. “I almost wish you were. I don’t want to know what the
alternative is.”
“That draught I gave you is designed to give the mind peace and clarity. It didn’t work
because your mind is already clear and functioning properly. But I can create something for
nerves and for sleep,” Isolde said.
Johan reached up and drew the curtains closed over the window. “Can you do that now?
I’m going to stay with His Highness in the meantime.”
Isolde nodded her confirmation and hurried from the Fürst’s quarters. It was another
simple mixture and she wasn’t gone long.
By the time Isolde returned to the Fürst, Johan had managed to get him away from the
window and they both sat resting on the edge of his large bed. Isolde held up the draught she
hadn’t taken the time to either hide or disguise. This one was a pale pink and much prettier to
look at than the last draught. Like he had before, Ludwig forced the entire draught down in a few
swallows. This one’s intended purpose worked much better for the Fürst. He was asleep and
snoring loudly after another ten minutes had passed.
The tense lines and creases of Johan’s face had softened as he watched Ludwig sleep.
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“Are you alright?” Isolde said. She hadn’t known Johan long, but even she smiled at the
way he brightened at the first sign of recovery for Ludwig. The way he watched over the Fürst
made Isolde miss her own father.
Johan cleared his throat. “It’s been too long since he’s found some peace.” He glanced
her way. “Thank you.”
They both slipped from the Fürst’s quarters and eased the doors closed behind them.
Johan walked Isolde back to her room as they passed slowly through Raureif’s dark hallways.
The palace was now lit by only a few flickering candles. Both Isolde and Johan did their best to
ignore the shadows that seemed to trail them as they walked.
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Chapter 4

Munich awoke early the way it always did, coming to life with clucking chickens and the
creaking of wagon wheels and people crying greetings out to one another. Within the city’s stone
walls, the daily cacophony roused anyone not yet awake. Some began the morning’s chores
while others ate breakfast or made for the town’s center. The main square never came alive quite
like it did on market day. Several streets over, Schloss Steinburg rose above the city, casting a
shadow down onto those who walked past it.
Bavaria’s royal court sat far back past thick walls, countless guards, and tall, wrought
iron gates. The people passing by that morning glanced at the palace more than they usually did,
though the object of their curiosity was far away in his mountain keep. Though the Fürst was
gone and had taken many of his staff and soldiers with him, Steinburg remained as busy as it
always was and Ludwig’s council ruled in his stead while he was away. Though they seemed to
rule as often while he was here. But power was power and they didn’t mind.
Alarick, one of the Fürst’s main advisors and an important man on the royal council,
stepped out from his coach in front of the palace. His thin strands of hair were almost entirely
gray, though that had been brought on more by stress and less by age. Alarick hadn’t woken that
day expecting to be forced to go throw about his position and threaten a newspaper, but then his
job had never been orthodox so long as Ludwig ruled.
Alarick pulled the brim of his black hat forward and nodded to the palace guards as they
let him through the front gate. Even the guards’ uniforms stood out more than the dark, drab
breeches and coat Alarick wore. While he dressed as expensively as any others occupying
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Steinburg, he held none of their love for colorful or elaborate garb. Alarick was often told he
dressed like he was always in mourning, but he thought many looked too much like tittering
songbirds flitting around the palace. Ever since he was young, Alarick had preferred to dress in
ways that didn’t detract any attention away from what he was saying.
Alarick quickened his steps as he passed the guards. His grip tightened on the rolled
newspaper he held in his hand and he approached Steinburg with none of the trepidation people
usually did. It was intimidating, but it was home.
Due to his distrust of the other men on the council, Alarick didn’t approach them with
this problem first. Alliances had been shifting and changing far too regularly in recent years. The
power games had begun nearly the moment Ludwig had settled onto his throne and proven
himself not as warmongering or power-hungry as many wished. Bavaria was already a powerful
kingdom, but some only wanted more, more, more. And now the fact that Ludwig was gone from
Munich had combined with those swirling rumors so of course the hungry wolves circling the
throne were howling louder.
Ludwig wasn’t here to consult so Alarick instead rushed to the quarters of the next best
person to approach in Steinburg. The Fürstin. Not quite Ludwig’s match in the power they each
held over Bavaria, but more than his match in intelligence and wits. And besides, the Fürstin
liked Alarick because he’d never made the much too common mistake of underestimating her.
Alarick was halted before he could even fully enter the Fürstin’s expansive quarters. He
made it past the few guards out front, but he hadn’t ventured far into her carpeted rooms before
he was stopped by a large, imposing servant who stared down at the advisor with crossed arms.
After looking Alarick over, the servant tilted his head back and demanded to know what the
advisor wanted.
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Alarick squared his shoulders and looked the man in the eye. He didn’t like delays. “Let
me in to speak with Her Highness.”
The servant crinkled his nose and the movement contorted a large scar slashed across his
face. It could have come from anything from a bar brawl to a battleground wound, but Alarick
didn’t care enough to ask. “She’s not taking any more visitors today.”
The advisor took his hat off and held it at his side. “Please let her know it’s important.
Tell her it’s Alarick. She’ll let me in.”
The servant brushed against a side table as he turned and exited to go pass on the
message. While Alarick was left waiting in the receiving room, he went over and straightened
the lace cloth adorning the side table. It had shifted off center after the table had been knocked
by the servant and Alarick hadn’t been able to ignore it. Though Alarick was used to the delicate,
expensive furniture the Fürstin preferred and the soft, rich-hued carpets of her quarters, he took a
moment to appreciate it as he stood there. Though his rooms in Steinburg were a luxury of their
own, the quarters of each the Fürst and Fürstin were almost an entire palace by themselves.
After fixing the lace atop the side table, Alarick stood with his arms held stiffly at his
sides until the same servant who’d first greeted him returned.
The advisor lifted his head as the servant came clomping back into the room and asked
the question he already knew the answer to. “Will Her Highness see me?”
The servant gave a single nod and motioned for Alarick to follow him. The advisor
straightened up and stepped toward him, pleased to have proven the servant wrong.
The two men wove through hallways, past other closed doors, and dodged servants
carrying everything from vases of flowers to silver serving trays. Though he ignored the
servants, Alarick nodded and politely greeted each higher-ranking lady they passed. The ladies
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of the nobility visited the Fürstin’s quarters often in order to solidify the favor they held within
the court. Oh, the beauty of politics and the way it played out across parlors and banquet tables
rather than just the council chamber or the Fürst’s rooms.
The Fürstin was holding a court of her own in a large parlor decorated to look like a fair
spring day. Flowers were threaded into the cover of each sofa and chair while an intricate
wallpaper continued a similar bright and colorful floral pattern. Painted, shaped plaster carried
the flowers and their entwined vines across the ceiling as well. However, the beauty of the room
was dulled by the sour voices speaking aloud within it. The women seated throughout the room
complained of both their husbands and the lingering winter cold, seemingly without taking a
single breath. Alarick couldn’t stand the voices and conversations of most others and for this
reason had never married.
The moment the Fürstin locked eyes with Alarick she stood, smoothed out her heavy,
folded skirts, and excused herself. The ladies around her continued their conversations as if she’d
never left. Alarick bowed to Fürstin once she reached where he stood in the doorway.
The Fürstin placed a hand on his upper arm in greeting and led him away from the floral
room. Her skirts trailed behind her as she walked and were such a deep purple, they looked black
in the dimly lit hallway they trod through. Flickering candles in sconces could only do so much.
The private study they entered was lined with three windows and the Fürstin’s dress
didn’t look so dour once she stood in their light. Alarick’s eyes flicked up to the Fürstin’s face as
her skin creased with worry. He waited to speak until she had made sure the door was properly
closed behind her.
The Fürstin rested her hands in front of her but clenched them together so tightly they
began to turn white. “Konrad told me we needed to speak about something important.”
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Alarick grimaced at the mention of her servant before nodding and unrolling the
newspaper he held in his hand. The whole reason he’d been forced to go threatening so early this
morning. The newspaper was wrinkled by now and one of the edges had torn so he did his best to
smooth it out before lying it atop the table taking up the center of the study.
“This is what I discovered right after I awoke this morning, Your Highness.”
The Fürstin scoffed. “I can’t get anyone in this wretched palace to call me Adele. Please
lose the titles when we’re alone. My ladies in waiting can’t be bothered to and Lord knows I
don’t see my husband enough for him to call me by name. Some days I want to feel like a
person, not a woman whose only purpose is to be bowed and curtsied to.”
Alarick chuckled and looked up from the newspaper. “Very well, Adele. But it does feel
much too forward.”
Adele’s hands remained clasped in front of her and her eyebrows drew together as she
stared down at the newspaper in between them. Its front page glared back with hateful words and
bold, black letters. The font size seemed much too large to Alarick. Fürst possessed by some
devil or demon. Gone mad. Hearing voices and seeing things that don’t exist.
Adele read it over several times. Her voice was low and angry when at last she spoke.
“How dare they print these things about Bavaria’s Fürst.”
Alarick took the paper and folded it back up so it wouldn’t keep taunting them. Lord
knows he couldn’t get the printed words out of his head. He didn’t need to keep seeing a physical
reminder of them too. “I’ve just returned from their office and would like to think that I’ve
persuaded them from printing a similar story anytime soon.”
Adele sighed. “Yes, but the damage is already done. Rumors have always followed
Ludwig, but this…unholy, possessed? This is something else. What are the people saying?”
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Alarick’s mouth grew tight as he thought of the snippets of conversations he’d heard that
morning on Munich’s streets. “Nothing good. I wasn’t out in Munich long, but it was enough.”
Adele, usually a quiet woman who moved about with nothing but trained elegance and
grace, slammed her hand down on top of the wooden table. The sudden sound caused Alarick to
jump. “Neither a mad man nor an unholy man will be fit to rule in the eyes of the people. It
would be all too easy for one of Ludwig’s rivals to twist the people’s sentiment to their favor. I
don’t want to lose the throne nor do I want any of Ludwig’s violent cousins sitting upon it.”
Adele wrenched the folded paper from Alarick’s lowered hand and read over it again. “How on
earth did these rumors even start? What is happening over at Raureif?”
Alarick pulled at the rough strands of his beard. If this stress continued, soon he’d have
no beard left. “I don’t know. You and I are both aware that communication with Ludwig has
never been an easy feat. Especially not now when he’s hidden away in the mountains at that
fairytale palace of his.”
Adele ran a thumb across the newspaper’s damning headline. “If rumors like these are
coming out of Raureif, then hell must be abounding there. I’ll prepare to ride out today with a
few carefully chosen companions. Are you willing to be among them?”
Alarick shook his head. He admired the Fürstin’s willingness to act, but that dedication
was better-suited to Steinburg. “With all possible respect, Adele, it’s more important that you
stay here. I do not have access to the comings and goings of court like you do. No one can
discover, or already knows, the designs and plans of Ludwig’s rivals as intimately as you do and
in a time like this, we need that more than ever. Especially with Stefan becoming so bold in his
pursuit of the throne. I can ride for Raureif myself and discover what is happening there.”
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Adele’s face twisted, but she eventually nodded. “You’re right. But I hate staying here
while all this happens. I feel useless.”
Alarick gently pulled one of the Fürstin’s clenched fists from her side and kissed the back
of her hand. An unusually forward action for him, but his old friend needed the comfort. “Adele,
you’ve never been useless and you know that. No one can uncover the court’s secrets like you
can. If it hadn’t been for you, I never would have suspected Stefan’s wife of helping him to gain
so much power and sway. Yet here we are fearing Ethelinde and whatever other dark secrets she
might hold.”
Adele leaned back against the table while Alarick replaced his hat. Already, he was
thinking of what to pack for the trip to Raureif. “Ride carefully,” she said. “And give my
husband hell.”
Alarick laughed as he eased his way through the study door. “Of course. Lord knows he
needs it.”
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Chapter 5

Johan and Isolde stood together in the doorway of her room after they had left the Fürst
asleep back in his quarters. Almost as soon as they’d left Ludwig, Isolde had begun making plans
for next steps. She was far more used to magic and the reality of it so she had moved on once the
truth had revealed itself. Meanwhile, Johan was still doing his best to make sense of the
situation.
“We need to venture into the forest,” Isolde said quietly as she folded her arms across her
chest.
Johan rested a hand on the cold doorknob. “Ludwig is hearing a threatening voice, one
you claim is real, and you want to go off in search of it?”
Isolde jutted her chin out and looked up to meet his eyes. Ludwig was staying hidden in
the palace. If they wanted to heal him, they couldn’t do the same. “We need to figure this out and
try to understand what’s happening. Like you said, for Ludwig, but also for Bavaria. And we
can’t know how to defeat something if we don’t uncover its secrets first. Let me know if you
have a better idea.”
Johan opened his mouth to respond but closed it again after no words came out. Isolde
smirked at his inability to support and defend his own words.
“Tomorrow morning then,” Johan said. “Are you sure that payment I promised you is
worth all this?”
Isolde clenched her fists at her sides. Money was the last thing she was thinking about
now. “After that, this is about more than the money. It’s about me and the people I care about.
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Talstadt is surrounded by that forest. I go out several times a week to gather plants there.
Whatever is going on, I’m afraid it’s going end up affecting more than Ludwig himself.”
And there could be more hidden in the forest’s overgrown depths. Another, deeper desire
pulled at Isolde, beyond money or Bavaria or even her village, but she kept it to herself for now.
“Then let’s figure this out.” Johan murmured his farewell before leaving her behind.
After he was gone, Isolde changed into the one long nightgown she had packed and collapsed
into a bed that was so soft and well-made, she sank deep down into it. Though she lay in bed
staring up at the dark ceiling, sleep didn’t come to her. Instead, her mind turned to the forest and
everything it had stolen from her.
Isolde had always wondered what more there had been to her mother’s disappearance, but
now she knew for sure. There were unknown, wicked things that made their home in that forest’s
depths. Horrors that Isolde hadn’t yet come across. Horrors that must have gone after her mother.
Isolde sat straight up in bed and shoved aside the thick blankets and smooth sheets that
had swathed her. After five years, that was the only thing that made sense. Emilia had been a
skilled, careful traveler, was beloved by everyone nearby, and had magic to defend herself with.
But in a confrontation with something more powerful, the magic she possessed might not have
been enough to save her. After all, it had been this forest Emilia had disappeared in with no trace
of her found in the five years that followed. Until now perhaps. It was a small hope Isolde
carried, but it burned brighter with every moment that passed.
Though there was no guarantee the forest heard her, Isolde spoke aloud to it as she sat
alone in the dark of her room.
“I know you took my mother. I’m coming to find out what happened. And I’m coming to
find her.”
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Sleep finally found Isolde after that and she felt lighter than she had in years as she
drifted off.
***
Johan didn’t rest nearly as peacefully as Isolde did. After thrashing about in bed for an
hour, he eventually gave up on sleep and slid from his mattress. The marble floor was cold
beneath his feet and he hurried to pull on a pair of wool stockings and leather shoes. After
grabbing and lighting a candlestick, Johan left his room. It didn’t take him long to reach
Raureif’s library. The place was quiet during the day, but now it was deathly still. The library
here wasn’t as grand as the one back at Steinburg, but it still held more books than most people
would see in their entire lives. Johan wished he had the time to read them all.
Tall, wooden shelves lined each wall and rows of them took up half of the long room.
The other half held a few tables and sets of chairs along with a collection of desks. When Raureif
was being built, Ludwig had had all his favorite books along with the ones he deemed most
useful transported here, much to the dismay of the scholars back at court. When they had
protested, the Fürst had told them to come live out in the mountains if they were that attached to
certain books. Rather than give up life in Munich, many had simply had copies of the books they
wanted made before they were moved from Steinburg.
Johan held his candle up to the shelves. It gave little light but it was enough for him to
see the titles pressed into the books’ dark, leather covers. Johan grabbed anything even remotely
related to mythology and folklore along with ecology and herbology. The sizes of the books
varied, but they all held some relevance to the topic he sought information on. Namely, anything
to do at all with that forest and whatever could be prowling amongst its pines. He scanned titles
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quickly and passed from shelf to shelf. Johan eventually amassed a decent collection of books on
one of the library tables and, after sitting, began to skim.
He paused only once to find a spare quill and piece of parchment. The hard chair was
uncomfortable beneath him and his back ached after an hour or two, but Johan never moved
from where he sat. Pain, he could ignore. The forest and his father, he could not. The night
passed on as he read and took notes from the collection of books surrounding him on all sides.
Johan groaned when he had nearly filled the parchment with scribbled ink. There was so
much information, so many horrors the forest could potentially hide. Some were so outlandish,
they couldn’t possibly be real, but Johan didn’t rule anything out. Not yet.
Once the sun had risen and the palace had awoken again, Johan blew out his candle. The
little light it had given off was now replaced by the sun’s rays that were streaming in through the
library’s tall windows. Johan had learned to love the sunrise. Ludwig was always better during
the day.
Johan left the library with nothing but the piece of parchment that had been completely
filled in with his small, scrawling script. He ducked into the kitchens briefly to grab a thick slice
of warm bread before returning to his quarters. Breakfast was always a quick affair for him and
though he wasn’t often hungry, he still forced himself to each something.
The rooms Johan occupied were larger than the ones Isolde had been given and were
better than many due his status as the Fürst’s son, even an illegitimate one. His furniture and
belongings could all have easily been more ornate or more impressive to look at than the simple
things occupying his space now. But Johan’s mother had forced practicality into his head from a
young age and even now, he spent so little time in his own quarters that he saw no need for
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elaborate, expensive things. A wardrobe, a soft bed, a desk, and assorted chairs and side tables
were all he required.
As Johan was simultaneously changing into a new set of clothes and finishing his
breakfast, a loud knock sounded at his door. Before he could reach it, a voice called out his name
from the other side. Johan sighed as he opened the door to reveal Isolde. Not that he was upset to
see her. No, her bright face was almost a relief and a nice reminder that he wasn’t facing this
alone. He was just reluctant to face the reality she brought along with her.
Johan finished chewing his bite of bread and brushed the crumbs from the dark blue
jacket he still needed to button. “How did you find my room?”
“I had to ask a few people, but eventually one of the servants was able to send me in the
right direction.”
Johan shoved the last bit of bread into his mouth and chewed quickly before speaking
again. “You’re very early.” He wasn’t used to those who weren’t servants waking so early.
Isolde didn’t wait for him to invite her in before stepping into his quarters. Johan did his
best to not be bothered by her boldness. “If we’re going to spend all day investigating this forest,
I figured we should get an early start.” She looked Johan over. “Though you look like you need
sleep.”
That was the truth. Johan straightened his jacket and fixed the last few undone buttons. “I
couldn’t sleep so instead I went to the library and did some research.” He retrieved the piece of
parchment that he’d left resting on a small desk in the corner of his room.
Isolde took the parchment from him and held it up. Her eyes flicked back and forth across
his written notes as she read it over. “This is good,” she said. “I never expected to learn so much
about pine trees. Or druden. My mother used to warn me about them when I was a child. She
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said if I didn’t go to bed when I was told, they’d climb through the window and get me.” Isolde
shuddered. “I had so many nightmares about their creepy little hands grabbing me in my sleep.”
Johan smothered his surprised laugh as he took the parchment back from her. After
folding it in half a few times, he tucked it into his pocket for the day. Johan glanced over Isolde
who looked far more ready than he did for a day spent trekking through who knew what outside
of Raureif. She wore a dress patched with squares of different colored fabric and cracked leather
boots peeked out from underneath the dress’s hem. Johan made a mental note to get her some
more palace-appropriate outfits if she was going to end up staying here long term and seeing the
Fürst so often. Otherwise, he’d start having people ask him where on earth he had managed to
find such a heathen. He couldn’t imagine having nothing but worn rags like that to wear, but
he’d been more fortunate in life than many of Bavaria’s average villagers.
“What’s the best theory you have now that you’ve read all those books?” Isolde asked.
“I’m not sure. A Lorelei?” Johan rubbed his chin. “What do you think?”
Isolde led the way to the door. “I don’t know,” she said. “I’m waiting until we get out
there before I decide anything.”
Johan scanned the room to ensure he had everything. He already carried the parchment, a
small knapsack with enough water to last the day, and a sheathed knife he prayed he wouldn’t
need to use. “I’d rather be prepared. I don’t like not knowing what to expect.”
Isolde snorted. “I can tell.”
Johan raised an eyebrow at her derision. He couldn’t risk leaving things unplanned or
unknown. Perhaps she could do so without consequences, but people would suffer if Johan chose
to do the same.
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After closing and locking his door behind him, Johan started down the hall, but Isolde
reached out and grabbed his arm to stop him. “Wait,” she said. “Before we go into the forest,
there’s something I need to tell you. About what we’re getting into here.”
Johan dropped his large, metal key into the knapsack resting on his back. He eyed Isolde
nervously after she spoke. He didn’t want to invite any more trouble into his own life.
“What is it?” Johan said.
Isolde bit her lip as she shifted her weight from foot to foot. Johan kept quiet himself
until she finally spoke. “My mother disappeared in that forest five years ago. She was a woman
that could fend for herself. She wouldn’t have fallen victim to anything easily. And I think that
whatever happened to her might have something to do with what’s happening to the Fürst right
now.”
Johan’s hand fell from where it’d been resting on the knapsack’s single, thick strap.
There was that trouble he’d been fearing. “And you never found anything? You know nothing
that could help us now?”
Isolde gave a bitter shake of her head. “Nothing. The forest took her and after that, it was
almost like she’d never existed at all.”
Johan took her hand and give it a comforting squeeze. Isolde’s eyes shone as she looked
up at him.
Suddenly much too aware of the way his warm hand was pressed against her calloused
one, Johan released his grip and yanked his arm back to his side. “You’re helping both the Fürst
and me so I’ll do everything I can to help you too. We’ll spend time trying to learn what
happened to your mother as well. I promise.”
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“Thank you,” Isolde murmured. If she was putting this much into finding a way to heal
Ludwig, then the least Johan could do was help her find some answers about her missing mother.
Isolde was the first to leave and she walked from Johan’s room at a quick pace while he
trailed behind. They journeyed through the maze of Raureif’s beautiful halls without incident
until Johan stopped to speak with the guards stationed at the palace’s entrance. Old friends of his
that he had once trained with nearly every day, but now didn’t see nearly often often. Isolde
stood near him with her arms crossed, but Johan paid her no attention as he laughed and caught
up with the men.
As Johan had grown older, he’d let go of his plans to serve in Bavaria’s army and rarely
had time anymore to pass his days with the soldiers. But any time he passed by was an
opportunity to joke and speak with them. Some days those were the only moments he truly felt
his age and not decades older.
Until Isolde began tapping her foot, Johan had stayed there with his head occasionally
thrown back in laughter and a hand clasped on the shoulder of one guard named Oskar who had
once been like a brother to him. No bonds were forged quite like those that came from early
rising, long, exhausting days, and awful food at every meal.
“Alright, alright,” Johan said a while later as he caught sight of Isolde’s face. He lifted a
hand in farewell to the guards while promising them he’d find some night to slip away from the
Fürst long enough to share a few rounds of mead with them.
Isolde relaxed again as they left the palace behind them and began the trek down the
mountain it had been built on. Raureif seemed so peaceful rising up behind them, especially
compared to whatever horror they now knew was prowling the forest beyond the palace’s thick,
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white walls. Isolde’s pace quickened and she smiled at the soft mountain breeze that found them
as they lost sight of Raureif.
Johan inhaled the fresh, pine-scented air. Even as Isolde was growing comfortable among
the trees, he felt more out of place the further they wandered from Raureif. “Any particular
direction?”
The forest all looked the same to him. Tall pines, a rocky ground covered with ferns and
the occasional fallen log, and a steep slope that would be a pain to climb back up. Nothing about
his surroundings expressly said screaming voice or forest horror so it was difficult for Johan to
determine which direction to start in. He was hoping Isolde and her familiarity with the forest
might lead to an answer.
Isolde gestured widely. “Let’s head toward the trees.”
Johan frowned as she laughed at her own joke. There must not be an answer then.
“Thank you,” he said. “Very helpful.”
The pines seemed to grow taller and thicker around them, blocking out more and more of
the sun as they passed deeper into the forest. The further they ventured, the more Isolde’s face
shone and the more tension Johan carried himself with. This place was the exact opposite of the
city and the royal court he’d grown up in. Crowded cobblestone streets and the nuances of the
games played at court and a thousand constantly rushing servants were what Johan knew. Not
seemingly peaceful forests that did nothing but fill him with worry and dread instead.
Johan bit back a smile as he watched Isolde take nearly silent steps across the forest floor.
It reminded him of the stable cats back at Raureif. With shining eyes and an easy grin, Isolde
looked more at peace here than she’d been even back at her apothecary. At least one of them was
able to enjoy their day out here.
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Twigs cracked loudly underneath Johan’s shoes and he cursed loudly when his height
caused him to catch a spiderweb with his face. Isolde had walked underneath it right before him
without any problem. Johan had always taken secret pride in the way he towered over many, but
it was becoming nothing but a hindrance out in the wilderness.
“I’m indebted to you,” Isolde called to him as she leapt over a fallen log and kept
walking.
Johan clambered over the same log with none of her nimbleness or grace. “For what?”
“You’re clearing out all the spiderwebs so I won’t have to worry about running into them
myself.”
Johan grunted in response. He was so pleased he could help her out that way.
After a while, Isolde led them left and they both slowed as the mountain slope turned
especially steep. The air around them cooled as the wind picked up and caused the trees to sway.
For all his rushing about Raureif all day long, Johan was no match for either the steep mountain
or the obstacle-ridden forest that covered its sides.
Johan was panting when he called to Isolde. She was far ahead and hadn’t yet glanced
back to see him struggling to keep up.
“Can’t you slow down?” He said. “Only mountain goats should be able to go down a
steep slope that fast.” Maybe he should have kept up his training with Bavaria’s soldiers if he
couldn’t even go the same pace as an apothecary.
Isolde looked back at last and laughed but stopped where she was. “You clearly need to
get out of Raureif more. It’s peaceful, freeing being out in the forest. I couldn’t live without it.”
“And do what? My entire life is in the palace.” Johan’s nose wrinkled at the sight of the
forest around him. Peaceful, she had claimed. Johan couldn’t bring himself to agree.
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“Do you forget there’s more to life than one building or place? I love my apothecary and
I work there most of the day, but there’s an entire village and the forest beyond it. And that’s my
small corner of the world. Maybe one day I’ll travel beyond my village or even beyond Bavaria’s
boundaries.”
Johan caught up to Isolde and she started walking again, though slower this time as she
made sure she stayed by his side. He appreciated her occasional sideways glances and slower
pace.
“That sounds exciting,” Johan said. “I could never travel so far from the Fürst.”
“Why?” Isolde said. “I bet you could find a better job in another household. The Fürst has
so many people working for him. And he clearly values you. With that reputation, there’s got to
be dozens of noble families who would hire you.”
Johan pushed down the idea of leaving Ludwig before he could even truly consider it. His
place was beside his father and he’d made that choice years ago. Even if it had cost him in the
end.
“It’s more than that,” Johan said. “I know a great many of the servants and even Ludwig
depend on me. But my position is comfortable here too. I wouldn’t find the benefits I have here
anywhere else.”
Isolde stopped walking and twisted to look at Johan. “I thought you were a high-ranking
servant, but you’re more than that, aren’t you?”
Johan jutted out his chin. She was perceptive. Of course she’d figured out his identity so
quickly. Johan hadn’t purposefully hidden it from Isolde. He’d only wanted to be Johan for a
little while longer around her, and not the Fürst’s bastard son. Whether they meant well or not,
people always acted a little differently around him after they found out who he was.
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“It’s a secret that everyone in the Fürst’s household knows and likes to gossip about even
though I’ve been here for nineteen years,” Johan said.
Isolde tilted her head. “My God,” she said. “You’re his bastard, aren’t you?”
Johan squared his shoulders and pursed his lips. It was one thing to call himself a bastard,
but he never liked hearing it from another’s mouth. “His son, yes. My mother was a Moorish
singer employed at Steinburg for years. She sings so sweetly they call her the Nightingale. Now
she’s traveling the Empire performing with other musicians.”
“I can’t believe you’re Ludwig’s son,” Isolde said. “That must sure be something.”
Johan wiped his damp palms across his breeches. Evidently, she was an easy one to
impress. “What do you mean?”
“Having royal blood. Being the Fürst’s son. Does that make you a Prinz? Or his heir?”
Johan snorted. “Definitely not.” Isolde’s repeated questioning had caused his shoulders to
hunch. “It’s not as exciting as you make it sound. I’m a bastard. I’ll never ascend the throne or
receive any titles or power of my own. In some circles, it’s nothing but a badge of shame I wear
on my coat.” Tired of standing still, Johan continued along the small deer trail they’d been
following. “You’re lucky we’re friends. Anyone else asking me so many questions about this
would have gotten hit already.”
“Oh, we’re friends? Good to know. I thought you were just the one paying me a good
sum to fix your father.”
Johan glanced down to where Isolde was taking small, quick steps compared to his long,
lumbering ones. It wasn’t fair. With his height, he should have been the faster one. “We’re stuck
together dealing with this and hiking through the forest in search of some haunt or horror.
Wouldn’t that make us friends?”
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“I suppose. Now walk faster because we’re not going to find anything at this pace.”
Johan nearly sighed with relief once the slope evened out a while later. He didn’t mind
the quick pace Isolde had been insisting on, but the steep trek had been making his legs ache.
Johan took a few long steps to stretch his legs out. Regardless, he was going to wake up sore
tomorrow. As the ground beneath his feet grew flatter and the risk of tripping and falling a great
distance lessened, Johan picked his way through the forest floor less carefully.
The conversation between the two had faded as Isolde stayed a step or two ahead of him.
She did glance over her shoulder occasionally to ensure Johan remained close behind her. Her
surefootedness rivaled that of the horses Johan sometimes rode as she wove between trees
without a sound. It was unnatural, really, but he knew it must have come from years of
wandering through the forest near her village. The same village Johan had already forgotten the
name of.
Johan stopped and frowned as he surveyed the forest around him. They’d been at this for
at least two hours. Maybe even three. And there had been nothing. No screaming voice, no
horrifying creature, nothing unusual of any kind except for the way Isolde could creep through
the underbrush.
A fern’s long leaves brushed against Johan’s legs as he stepped through the plant.
Somehow, the large fern tripped him and nearly sent him sprawling. Once Johan had managed to
steady himself, he took another step forward, but something clamped around both his ankles.
Johan yelped at what felt like hands gripping him tightly.
Whatever clutched at him yanked his legs and he fell face first into the dirt. Johan cried
out again as he was dragged backward. He clutched at any ferns and sticks he passed in an
attempt to stop himself, but nothing he got a grip on was strong enough to slow him. Everything
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Johan grabbed at ended up being ripped from his hands. When attempting to save himself failed,
he instead screamed for Isolde, hoping she would somehow be able to reach him in time.
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Chapter 6

Isolde’s gaze snapped back at the sound of Johan’s frantic voice. Her eyes widened when
all she saw was him being dragged through the underbrush by some invisible force. Her feet dug
deep into the earth and left imprints in the dirt behind her as she turned and sprinted after Johan.
He was being dragged quickly, but Isolde forced herself to move faster and faster until she was
gasping for air.
There was the monstrous forest they’d spent all day looking for.
As she caught up to Johan, Isolde reached out a hand to grab his. He latched onto her
wrist as he looked up at her with fearful eyes and a flushed face.
Isolde’s own eyes flicked down to Johan’s ankles where she saw what was dragging him.
Not some invisible phantom like she’d first thought, but dark green, leafed vines that were
wrapped around both his legs. An axe would have been helpful right then.
Isolde stumbled as she struggled to keep pace with Johan and briefly lost his hand. Rather
than try to grab him again, she instead lunged for the vines dragging him. She’d had her nails
ready to try to pry them off Johan’s ankles, but the moment she touched the first vine, both of
them released their grip and unwove from him. They then slithered off like snakes into the
underbrush and were soon out of sight, lost amongst the shadows.
Johan took deep, heaving breaths after he had turned himself over and sat up. The clothes
that had been clean that morning were smeared with dirt and torn in several spots. Johan’s own
face bore streaks of mud that he didn’t try to wipe away. He’d been separated from one boot a
little further away too. Without taking her eyes off of where the two vines had gone, Isolde
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strode over to retrieve Johan’s lost boot before returning it to him. When he didn’t take it right
away, she set it beside him on the ground.
Isolde knelt back beside Johan and kept still and tense. All the hours she’d spent in this
forest and it had never attacked her. Not like that. But her mother might not have been as lucky
as they’d been now.
Isolde refused to turn her gaze from the underbrush, fully expecting the vines to return
and threaten herself and Johan again at any moment. But the vines never did.
Once enough time had passed without any further attack, Isolde convinced herself that
the two of them were safe and whatever had caused the attack wasn’t coming back. For the
moment, at least.
Isolde’s shoulders relaxed, letting their tension go and she breathed easier as she turned
to Johan. She’d expected him to have calmed by then too, but he had only worked himself into a
deeper state of panic. Isolde pursed her lips and surveyed him before leaning closer. She couldn’t
blame him for his fear. Not everyone was a witch with magic ingrained into their every day. For
a man like Johan, magic could be a smart thing to fear, within reason.
To get Johan’s attention, Isolde grabbed his arm and tightened her grip on him. Johan
hardly noticed her touch. His eyes flicked to her once, but he kept whipping his head about, eyes
searching for a threat that was no longer there. Johan’s chest rose and fell in great, heaving
breaths as Isolde shook his arm.
“Johan,” she said as she worked to keep her voice calming but firm. “Look at me. You’re
safe now. It’s gone.”
But it was as if he heard nothing but the wind through the trees.
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Johan’s eyes remained wide and unfocused as Isolde said his name louder and louder and
pleaded with him to look at her. Meanwhile, he was breathing so heavy he couldn’t choke out his
own words. After no reaction nor any improvement, Isolde squared her shoulders and smacked
Johan across the face.
“Calm down,” she nearly shouted as worry for him broke through the calm she been
trying to keep. She was an apothecary, dammit. A healer. But she could only do so much if Johan
wouldn’t work to help himself too. “You have to get ahold of yourself.”
Johan managed to fixate his gaze on her, but neither his shaking nor his panicked
breathing eased. Isolde released her hand and let it drop into the dirt beneath her. Johan’s eyes
always fell back to Isolde’s face, but they wouldn’t stop darting around her and to the forest
beyond.
Isolde clenched her teeth together as she stared at Johan. No matter how she tried to help
him, Johan’s mind remained concerned with the forest and its threats. They were alright. They
were safe now. But Isolde needed him to realize that. Even smacking him hadn’t been enough of
a distraction so Isolde only had one idea left.
She pressed forward and met Johan’s lips with hers. Isolde kissed him hard, almost
angrily, until his shaking eased. Until, for a moment, he kissed back. It was the same way she’d
kissed a few boys back in Talstadt. Always for distraction and never with any feeling, whether
she’d been in front of the tavern, behind the apothecary, or ducked down in the last pew at mass
while the priest droned on in Latin words that Isolde didn’t pretend to understand.
When Isolde pulled away, Johan was staring at her with wide eyes. He hadn’t been a bad
kisser and best of all, he had finally calmed. Though his eyes remained wide, Johan’s’ gaze
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never left Isolde, at last having forgotten all about the forest surrounding them and what he’d
experienced within it.
Isolde motioned to the few streaks of mud marring Johan’s face and he wiped at them
with his sleeve, not giving any care to the fabric now that it was dirty and torn.
“Don’t go thinking that meant anything,” Isolde said, even as she smiled. “I was out of
ideas and figured that’d be enough of a distraction.”
Johan let out a low chuckle as he pulled his legs closer to him. His voice was hoarse
when he spoke.
“Thank you,” he said as he fingered a tear in the sleeve of his jacket. Isolde and anyone
else she knew would have patched it or sewn it back up and it would have been perfectly fine.
But she didn’t know what the protocol in court was. They might throw out articles of clothing as
soon as they started to show any signs of use.
“Of course.” Isolde got to her feet and held out a hand to help him stand. “Now come on.
Let’s get you out of this forest.”
Johan clambered to his feet and nearly fell again, even with Isolde there to steady him.
“Sorry.” He licked his chapped lips. “I shouldn’t be so scared.”
“We were attacked by a forest,” Isolde said. “That’s not an everyday occurrence. You’ll
be fine with some more time.”
As they trod back to Raureif, Johan stayed pressed so close to Isolde he could have been
her second skin. Normally, she liked her space, but now she didn’t mind, especially given his
scare. Johan’s footsteps grew surer as they walked though he never truly stopped shaking.
Isolde kept her attention on Johan to ensure he was all right as they trekked back up the
curving mountain path they’d created on their way down. Though Isolde kept glancing behind
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them and jumping at too-loud sounds they encountered, she didn’t fear the forest the way she
should. Not like Johan, who she was certain wouldn’t be returning here anytime soon.
Isolde couldn’t let herself fear it, not so long as it held any memory of her mother in its
clutches. And the way the forest had reacted to them…
Isolde hurried their pace along. It had reacted so violently to her and Johan. Whether it
had meant to kill them or simply stop them, she wasn’t sure. That had been the same violent
forest her mother had gone missing in. Some other horror or even the forest itself could have
attacked her too. The answers Isolde so desperately wanted were lying hidden and buried
somewhere among the roots of the pines. As Isolde walked, she promised herself that, whatever
came, she’d discover the truth this forest didn’t seem to want found.
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Chapter 7

Ethelinde sat in her quarters with a tall, straight back and a book held in her lap. The
book itself took a great many words to say nothing much at all, but it was interesting enough to
distract her and pass the time. The chair she sat in was hard and uncomfortable though its carved
wood was pretty and it shone from the polish the maid scrubbed it with every other morning.
Though Ethelinde’s book was lying open in her lap across the folds of her skirt, all her
attention was focused on her husband as he paced across the large parlor they had both been
passing the afternoon in. A large rug woven with bright shades of red covered most of the floor
and should have kept their footsteps quiet, but her husband, Stefan, was stomping along so
loudly it was like the rug wasn’t there at all. As he crossed the room back and forth, he muttered
to himself and gestured widely with his hands. It was this anxiety of his that concerned Ethelinde
because Stefan was not a man prone to worrying.
He continued dodging various polished tables and austere sofas while carving a path into
the rug adorning the parlor floor. At last, Ethelinde set the book aside and rose from her chair.
The hem of her gray dress settled around her feet and though it was a plain hue, she liked it
because in the right light, it shone almost silver. Stefan’s pacing ceased as his wife stepped in
front of him. He didn’t speak, but instead lifted his head and scowled at her.
“Talk to me,” Ethelinde said now that ignoring him had done nothing. “You’re going to
irritate all of Munich with your stomping.”
Stefan slicked back a few strands of his dark hair that had come free from all his
movement. “You want to know what’s frustrating me? Those fools on Ludwig’s council are
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acting more disappointing than usual. You’ve seen the papers and heard the rumors. Yet there
are still few who would openly defy the Fürst. Let alone finding one willing to support me.”
Stefan’s lip curled as he surveyed his wife. “You’re the one who urged me to make more highranking friends. Yet they won’t deign to have anything beyond a pleasant conversation with me.”
“The council won’t back your claim to the throne? Even now? Either way, don’t worry
yourself too much. Most things in this kingdom have always been done without regard to the
council. I merely thought more support for our cause would help.”
Stefan gave her a tight-lipped smile as he tugged down the gold embroidered cuffs of his
black coat. “My pretty little snake. We don’t need anything from them. We have enough poison
of our own.”
Ethelinde preened at the praise he gave her. Their marriage had been an arranged one, but
they had loved each other from the first moment they spoke and Ethelinde’s fondness for her
husband had only grown over the years.
With the tip of his boot, Stefan toed at the dyed red rug he stood on. His wife had already
begun to speak about how the court was no longer favoring red. Another month or two and the
rug would need to be replaced, never mind how much it had cost in the first place. It was worth it
to keep up the appearance they had spent so much time and attention cultivating. One’s facade
was everything in court and both Stefan and Ethelinde ensured theirs never showed any cracks.
“I’ll never understand why that council would choose to be ruled by a weak Fürst who
has now apparently gone mad,” Stefan said, “rather than placing anyone else on the throne.”
“Because they’re afraid of the change that a new Fürst would bring, never mind the fact
that it’s necessary.” Ethelinde looked her husband over with green eyes that were so piercing
they were almost unnatural. They were the most remarkable feature she had and stood out from
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the rest of her sharp angles and bony build. “To think of the power Bavaria would gain with you
wearing the crown. The other kingdoms would bow to us. Unlike Ludwig, you’ll be a match for
all the rest of the empire’s Fürsten. I’m so tired of lesser kingdoms claiming to be our equal or
greater when they should all be on their knees before us.” Ethelinde’s expression softened and
she wrapped her arms around her thin midsection as she slipped into soft dreams of the future.
“And you know, with you ruling over one of the greatest kingdoms, a son of ours might even one
day be crowned Emperor.”
Stefan stepped close to his wife and wrapped his arms around her. The two of them
swayed together to a melody only they could hear while he spoke. “Dream even bigger. With the
right opportunities and your gift, I could rule the Holy Roman Empire itself. And you would be
at my side as Empress, of course.”
Ethelinde laughed. “My father would be so proud. ‘See, I arranged the best match for
you,’ he’d say.” Ethelinde slowed her swaying after she tripped over her own feet. “Even just
you on the throne strengthening our kingdom and our borders would be enough for him. He
wouldn’t be risking his life to ride out and solve those border disputes anymore. He and the rest
of my family would be able to rest.”
“Then let’s remove Ludwig from that throne he’s become much too comfortable sitting
on. This may be the best chance we’ll have during his reign. He’s remote and vulnerable and
entirely out of his mind if the rumors are to be believed.”
Ethelinde closed her eyes and bit her lip. She didn’t want to believe they were true. But if
they were, the possibilities they would have… “Let’s pray they are.”
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Creases appeared in Stefan’s forehead as he thought, but his eyes held a spark now. “We
cannot lose this opportunity we’ve been given. And the council is clearly not to be reasoned
with. So we must aim for Ludwig himself. Do you think you could take care of him?”
Ethelinde’s eyes snapped open. Her husband’s ambition was what she loved most about
him. It was the reason she herself had risen so high from the minor noble family she’d been born
into. But at times Stefan knew nothing but his own lofty aims and it fell to Ethelinde to do her
best to instill logic into her husband.
“We’ve been over this,” Ethelinde said. She was extraordinarily skilled with poisons, but
even she had her limits. “I cannot simply poison the Fürst’s food at suppertime. It’s tested and
watched. The Fürst is guarded all hours of the day. I cannot strike at him the way I have at others
for you.” Ethelinde gestured out a window that had streaked panes. She would have to speak
with the maid about cleaning the windows better. “Ludwig is far, far away in that palace. It’s
rather difficult to poison a man when he’s a four days’ ride from where I am.”
Stefan’s broad chest heaved as he let out a frustrated grunt. “Some serpent you are then.
What do you suggest we do?”
Ethelinde let out a light, airy laugh as she crossed the room to a chestnut armoire. After
pulling it tall doors open, she used her long nails to open its false bottom and from the secret
compartment, withdrew a small, locked chest. The key belonging to the chest hung on a long,
silver chain around Ethelinde’s neck and always lay tucked beneath her bodice. She even slept
with safe around her neck.
Now, she pulled the key out and inserted it into the chest’s matching metal lock. After the
chest had been opened, a collection of glass vials containing dozens of different ingredients
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greeted them. A poisoner’s library of death and pain, all catalogued and contained in neat rows.
Truly, Stefan’s marriage and the match arranged by both their parents had been fortuitous.
But it wasn’t the ingredients or a poison itself that Ethelinde withdrew from the chest.
Instead, it was a tiny, silver dagger with a handle decorated to look like vines. The dagger was
light in Ethelinde’s grip but still sharpened and deadly.
“I have a mind filled with runes and veins flowing with blood.” Ethelinde twisted the
dagger about in her hand and the metal blade flashed as sunlight reflected off of it. “I can reach
the Fürst from here. You don’t even have to leave the comfort of your bedchamber to harm him.”
Despite his wife’s assurances, Stefan didn’t lose his frown as he surveyed her and the
dagger she wielded with ease. “I didn’t forget your runes,” he said. “But they’re mere promises
of misfortune and harm. Maybe they’ll affect Ludwig in the way I wish, maybe they won’t affect
him at all. I want a magic that’s more than a promise. I want your poison. That’s what you do
best, after all.”
“Runes are only promises, yes, but they are strong promises.”
Stefan’s nostrils flared. “I am not risking everything on the chance that your runes will
work. If this goes wrong and I don’t end up on the throne, we could both easily be executed for
treason.”
“There is hardly a risk with runes,” Ethelinde said, doing her best to reason with Stefan.
“With poison, there is one lone chance and everything must align perfectly. I promise both
would be able to bring about Ludwig’s end. Choose what you will, but remember it’s my head in
the noose as well. Not yours alone.”
Stefan’s narrowed eyes relaxed again at his wife’s words. “Very well. Draw your runes
and work your magic. But have your poisons ready too, in case fate decides I’m right about this.”
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Ethelinde’s mind was already alight with thoughts of the runes she could use and all the
spells she might weave.
“Always.” She stood up on her toes and kissed Stefan’s cheek. “I am your pretty little
serpent, after all.”
Stefan chuckled and leaned into her touch. “Aye. So small, yet you’ve got the sharpest
fangs of them all.”
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Chapter 8

Johan released a bone-deep sigh and lifted his head higher as Raureif came into view,
rising up like prayer above the pines. The palace had never been such a welcome sight for him.
They were following a true trail now, one that had been created during Raureif’s construction.
The trail lead Johan and Isolde the rest of the way through the forest until they reached the
palace’s towering front doors. A few soldiers were patrolling out front and one of them
approached Johan to speak with him, but he waved the soldier away. Later. They could catch up
later. Right now, Johan only wanted to sit down someplace, preferably beside a lit fireplace and
behind several locked doors.
Johan’s grip on Isolde’s arm eased once Raureif’s front doors had closed behind him.
Until he let go, he didn’t realize how tightly he’d been clinging on to her. He tried to apologize,
but Isolde had waved him off. He was a little sturdier now, once he was finally free of the forest.
Apparently he wasn’t quite right enough for Isolde’s standards as she led him back to her room
with the promise of creating a draught to help him. They walked quickly as she didn’t take her
time admiring Raureif’s ornately decorated halls or peering at Johan with a strange look like she
usually did.
“We ought to hire you on as the royal apothecary,” Johan said quietly as his shuffling feet
bounced off the floor beneath him and turned the halls louder with their echoing sound. “I bet
you’d be better than the stuttering man who misdiagnoses half the maladies back in Munich.”
“Truly?” Isolde said as she moved her arm, forcing Johan to readjust his grip. He almost
released his hand, worried that she was uncomfortable, but he couldn’t bring himself to let go.
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Not yet. Her touch was soft and light, but it grounded him in a way little else could. Right now,
he needed that steadiness and that safety. “If he’s so awful, then why is he in charge of the health
of Bavaria’s most important people?”
“Alright, he’s not quite that bad. But there’s a reason he’s back in Munich and not here
with the Fürst.”
Isolde scoffed. “Don’t worry. I wouldn’t take the position even if you offered it.”
Johan lifted his brows. The small village apothecary held no dreams of anything greater.
He couldn’t fathom it. Everyone else he spoke to dreamed of something more. Johan himself
would, if he had the time to dwell on it.
“Why not?” He asked Isolde. “That’s as high a position as you could get in your field.”
“Yes, but it’s not for me.” Isolde looked down at her feet and the dirty boots she wore
that were guilty of tracking mud all through Raureif’s halls. “I have a lot of my mother in me. I’d
prefer to stay back in Talstadt with an apothecary of my own, working small miracles and
healing locals who’ve known me their whole lives.”
Johan coughed into his fist. “I could never do it. It takes but a moment to walk from one
end of your village to the other. You truly never wished for anything more?”
Isolde tightened her grip on his arm as he stumbled over nothing but his own feet. “Some
of us have learned to be happy with what we have,” she said. “Not all of us need glittering
palaces and dirty, reeking cities and court scheming to be happy.”
Johan nudged her. “Come on now, simple village girl. You can’t tell me you’re not
impressed by Raureif. I saw your face the day we first rode up here.”
Isolde tried to hide her smile, but it revealed itself anyway. “Alright. The palace is lovely,
but nothing inside of it urges me to stay.”
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They reached her room a moment later and Isolde pulled her arm from Johan’s so they
could more easily fit through the door. He missed the close contact briefly before following
Isolde into her room. She pointed to a sofa and he obeyed her. Isolde morphed into an apothecary
before his eyes. Any lightness she carried disappeared as she turned somber and efficient.
The soft sofa creaked as Johan eased himself down onto it. The fabric was coarse against
his bare skin, but he was too weary to care. Though he was safe in Raureif, he couldn’t truly
shake the forest from his mind. The shadows chasing away all the sunlight, the way the wind
shoved against him, the vines wrapping around his ankles. Perhaps he should be grateful they
hadn’t gone for his throat.
Johan looked up at Isolde with clasped hands and shining eyes, praying she’d be able to
work for him the same magic she did for his father. He wanted the forest gone, out of his mind,
away from his life. He just wanted a moment of peace. One of Isolde’s famous draughts seemed
like the best way to make that happen right now.
Isolde drifted about the room in silence as she prepared ingredients. Johan could see why
she took such pride in her role as an apothecary. Her movements were fluid and her eyes were
sharp as she worked. Isolde’s purpose consumed her completely as she prepared the draught.
Once, when Johan had been small and his mother had been living and performing at
Steinburg, she had taken him to see a group of ballerinas perform one afternoon in Munich. He
had hated being forced to sit still for so long, but all these years later, he remembered the ethereal
grace of the dances and how mesmerizing their movements had been. Isolde reminded him of
one of those ballerinas as she danced about the room, moving with small, quick movements and
a steady grace as she tossed together ingredients. She even became her own orchestra and softly
hummed as she finished her draught.
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While he watched Isolde, Johan focused on taking the occasional deep breath. It helped
and worked as a distraction to keep his thoughts from wandering too far away and back to the
forest. Once Isolde had brought the finished draught over, Johan straightened up and swallowed
it all. He winced as it went down, though he tried to hide his reaction to the bitter taste.
Isolde chuckled as she pulled a nearby chair closer to the sofa. It screeched as it dragged
across the floor and Johan winced at the shrill sound. “I appreciate the effort, but you can admit
it tastes horrible. Usually, I take time to try to make horrible tastes more pleasant, but I figured
now it was more important to get the draught to you.”
Johan met her eyes and smiled his thanks before settling back onto the sofa. His thoughts
did calm and his aching body relaxed. Johan yawned once before seizing up. “I won’t sleep, will
I? I think it’s making me tired.”
Isolde frowned and leaned forward in the chair she sat in. “Yes, you will. It calms you,
puts you to sleep. But not for too long. You said you hadn’t slept at all last night so I thought this
was the best draught to make you. What’s wrong?”
Johan frantically shook his head and leapt to his feet. Fear took ahold of him, like it had
back in the forest. Asleep, he had no control over where his mind went. “No. What if I dream of
the forest like Ludwig sometimes does? Isolde, why? That was stupid. I was safe when I was
awake.”
Isolde crossed her arms. “Johan, you’ve got to sleep eventually. Now lie back down
before you fall to the floor.” Her face softened. “I’ll be right here in this chair. I won’t leave you
alone. You’ll be fine, I promise. The forest is out there, trapped beyond Raureif’s walls.”
Johan lowered himself slowly down onto the sofa again, pulling at his wide-open eyes the
whole time. Her words were little comfort to him then, but he couldn’t fight off the draught’s
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effects. Johan kept swallowing and tugging at his clothes right until sleep forced him to close his
eyes and he drifted off. Johan slept for three hours and as she had promised, Isolde didn’t leave
her chair. She was the first thing Johan saw as he opened his eyes. He felt much better as he
blinked away any remaining exhaustion, taking just a moment to notice how pretty Isolde looked
sitting there in the light.
She tilted her head and surveyed him. “How do you feel?”
Johan groaned as he stretched his arms above his head. “Tired. But better.”
Isolde jutted out her chin. “See? I know what I’m doing.”
Johan used his arm to push himself into a sitting position. Already he was regretting the
sharp words he’d flung her way earlier. “I’m sorry I yelled at you. I was scared.”
Isolde’s self-satisfied tone grew gentler. “I know. But you’re alright now.”
“I am never going back into that forest.” Johan shuddered at the thought of stepping
outside Raureif again. Ludwig might not be such a fool after all. “The things I do for my father.”
Isolde folded her hands in her lap. “You never talk about your mother.”
Johan lowered his gaze. First the forest, now mentions of his mother. Today was full of
things he’d rather not speak about. “I try not to think about her.”
“What happened?”
Johan almost didn’t answer Isolde’s question, but he did owe her, and even thinking
about his mother was better than thinking about the forest.
“I was never close to her growing up. Ludwig spent time with me when he could, but
avoided my mother. They had loved each other once, but my mother grew angry when he never
did anything more for her than give her a son. She did get some preferential treatment in court,
sort of like me now, but she always wanted more. So she and Ludwig didn’t speak and she
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worked long days so it was like I didn’t have a mother. I hardly saw her and when I did, she was
too tired to spend time or pay attention to me. And though the Fürst was busy, he made time for
me.”
“I’m sorry that you never had a true parent,” Isolde said.
Johan rubbed at an ache in the back of his neck. Freedom in Steinburg had been kind
some days, even if it wasn’t ideal for all of them. “It was like a dream for a boy growing up. No
one to scold or punish me when I caused trouble or did something wrong. Somehow I turned out
alright. But you have to know that I was always much more of Ludwig’s son than my mother’s.
Because eventually I had to choose between them, and I ended up choosing Ludwig.”
“Where’s your mother now?”
“She was offered a higher, better position with a noble family. That was three years ago.
We write letters occasionally, but I haven’t seen my mother since. And of course, she wanted me
to come with her, but I would have been no better than a stable boy in that household. I chose to
stay with Ludwig, but it was about the life I lived too. I would have given up any comfort I knew
in court to stay with my mother.” Johan ran a hand over his face, hating the choices he’d been
forced to make and the way the past made him feel.. “And I know it was selfish, but I don’t
regret my decision.”
“That’s a horrible decision to have to make, but you do well here. Ludwig wouldn’t
survive without you. Not a single day.”
Johan snorted. “That’s the truth. I’m good at what I do for him and for whatever palace
he’s calling home at the time.” Anything and everything. That’s what Johan did. Whatever
Bavaria and his father needed of him. Some days he felt like he was the puppeteer and those he
served his marionette. Without him, there was no function or life, just a wooden puppet with
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strings. “I couldn’t find another job like it if I tried. And I take pride in the way I can hold
everything together.”
Isolde spoke delicately, enunciating each word and doing her best not to offend Johan.
“Sometimes I think you give too much of yourself to them.”
Johan twisted his head to stare at her. “What do you mean? It’s my father. It’s my home.
Of course I’m going to give them everything.”
“I know the Fürst is your father and that influences a lot. But you’re wasting your life if
you give everything you are to someone else. You spend your life cleaning up the Fürst’s messes
and not doing anything for yourself.”
Johan scoffed as he repeatedly ran a hand over the same spot on the sofa’s coarse fabric
and intricate but senseless pattern. He had always preferred designs that weren’t so abstract, but
then he hadn’t designed this guest room. “I spend my life living for someone else? You’re a
healer. You’re only concerned with other people yourself.”
“I don’t mean to insult you, but that isn’t the same and you know it. I make a difference
for everyone near here. I continue my mother’s work and build something for myself in the
process. All you do is serve one man. Johan, tell me what you would be doing if you weren’t in
service to the Fürst right now.”
Johan’s eyes flashed and he opened his mouth to reply, but Isolde’s words had stunned
him to silence. If there was no Ludwig, no Fürst to help rule and no kingdom to hold together…
Johan had no idea what he’d be doing otherwise. None at all.
He stared at Isolde. Maybe she was right. Maybe his life wasn’t his own.
Johan’s voice was hoarse when he spoke. “A soldier probably. I wanted to be one when I
was younger. I loved to ride and to shoot. A life full of that seemed like a good idea at the time.”
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Isolde straightened up in her chair, pressing her spine against its tall, hard back. “I don’t
mean to insult you,” she repeated. “But I think that you could be doing so much more. I haven’t
been here long, but even I can see what you’re capable of. Promise me when this is all over,
you’re going to live more for yourself. I swear you’ll rise so quickly in the world once you do.”
Johan pursed his lips. He didn’t like to make empty promises, but that was all he could
give her. “I’ll do my best.” Johan attempted smother a yawn. “Was there a second part to that
draught you made? Another drowsy period?”
Isolde laughed. “No, that’s all you.”
“Then I’m taking another nap on your sofa. Promise you won’t leave?”
Isolde leaned forward and placed a gentle hand on his upper arm. Johan closed his eyes
and reveled in her touch, her nearness.
“Don’t worry. I’m not going anywhere,” she said. And in that moment, the lilt of her
words was as sweet as any nightingale’s song.
***
After Johan was breathing deeply and resting with closed eyes, Isolde did her best to fight
off her own exhaustion. She wanted to keep an eye on Johan, to ensure he was alright after
everything that had happened. That was the trouble with her job. The healer always rested last.
Sometimes she worked her way through very long days.
Isolde laughed as Johan started snoring. The low, rasping noise chased away any peaceful
quiet that had been present in her quarters before then. Isolde stood from her chair and after
leaning forward, she stole from Johan’s pocket the piece of parchment he had taken notes on.
She’d only had a chance to glimpse them earlier and he hadn’t spoken much about what theories
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were circling through his mind. But now Isolde wanted a chance to go over what he’d found
herself and see if any might hold a kernel of truth.
She frowned as she went through each line of Johan’s fancy, swirling script. If he would
allow himself to write as messily as she did, he would save himself hours of time. The parchment
rustled underneath Isolde’s fingers and she traced a finger along each line of notes to help her
focus. Nothing Johan had written held any relation to what had occurred in the forest. A few
could have something to do with to the voice Ludwig was hearing, but no creature or spirit was
described as having power over the forest like that. None would have been able to control those
vines.
After falling back into her same chair, Isolde yanked her hair loose. She always thought
better when she had something to do so a while ago, she had started giving her hands a task
whenever something required deep thought. Isolde’s mind came alive as her hands braided her
hair back again.
Isolde knew that forest better than anyone after having been raised in the shadows of its
pines and spending years wandering its hidden trails. She knew what lived there, even the things
some refused to believe in. Isolde knew how to respect them and keep her distance. But similar
to the unhelpful notes Johan had taken, she knew of nothing that could have taken control of
those vines and used them with such power.
Isolde glanced over to where Johan lay sleeping on the sofa. He wouldn’t be returning to
the forest any time soon. Isolde wouldn’t even try to ask. But they still needed answers. Isolde
straightened up and lifted her head. She would be going back to that forest, even if she had to
face it alone.
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Chapter 9

That night, Isolde returned to her room alone. She had already ensured her sleeping
draught had done its job after watching the Fürst ease into unconsciousness in his enormous
bedchamber. That one room alone was larger than the quarters Isolde currently occupied.
Though the day’s events had left her weary and aching, there were more important things
than sleep right then. Johan was the lucky one between them as he had returned to his room and,
presumably, was snoring the night away right now. Isolde couldn’t let herself rest like that. That
tenacity was always what she had prided herself on and had been a valuable skill as a healer. She
didn’t leave a task half-finished, especially one as important as this. And besides the needing
answers themselves, Isolde feared the longer she waited to find them, the worse things were
going to get.
Isolde watched the lit candles closest to her drip hot, white wax down their sides. A few
candles were burning around her room, but it remained dark. In order to distract herself, Isolde
lowered her gaze and stared at a nearby candle. Its flames danced back and forth and the alluring
movement gave her something to focus on while she took a deep breath and calmed the stirring
in her head.
This was as close as Isolde had been to her mother in five years. Here, frantically digging
for all the secrets the forest held buried. And it was such a strange feeling, this having one small
hope to hold onto. Isolde was used to having none.
But even she was faring better than her father. Her mother’s fate kept her up at night and
the grief often caught her when she wasn’t paying attention, but Isolde’s father was coming apart
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at the seams. His wife’s disappearance had broken him and though he tried to hold himself
together for his daughter’s sake, he failed a little more each year. Isolde tossed her hair back. As
much as this was for her, it was for her father too, and for the peace she hoped she could give
him.
Isolde hadn’t yet changed out of the worn, now muddy dress she’d had on earlier in the
forest and now it was about to get even dirtier. She pulled back on the comfortable, sturdy
leather boots she always wore into the forest. The leather was cracked and well-used but it was
melded perfectly to the shape of her feet after having been worn for so many afternoons spent
traipsing through the forest.
A clean, polished oil lamp sat on a side table in the other room. Isolde had procured it
earlier from one of the servants who’d been kind enough to lend it to her. She had complained of
how dark her room became at night even with candles lit, and that had been all it took.
Johan had warned Isolde again and again of the secrecy required when it came to the
Fürst so Isolde had been hesitant to voice her intentions to return to the forest to anyone. Perhaps
she should have told Johan, but his day had been difficult enough. She didn’t want to give him
something else to worry about too.
After ensuring the lamp had enough oil for her night hike, Isolde pulled out a white shawl
she had packed and wrapped it around herself. Her dress alone had been fine out in the late
spring sun earlier, but the night’s chill would be far too cold for only one layer of clothes. The
shawl was nice and one of the newer things Isolde owned. She had knitted it herself two winters
ago and used it countless times since. With one last glance around her empty room, Isolde left
with her shawl wrapped tightly around her shoulders and the burning lantern held dangling from
her left hand.
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The midnight forest with its swaying pines and ferocious wind beckoned to her once she
had stepped from the safety of the palace walls. There was a bitter nip to the night air as it
swirled around her. The wind itself sounded almost human as it howled and screamed. It
occasionally batted Isolde’s loose curls about as she walked. Despite the fearsome noise it made,
the wind brushing against her was a familiar, comforting feeling. Without Johan at her side, it
was lonely slipping in-between pines and taking silent steps across the rocky ground littered with
dried needles. But even if Isolde had asked, he would have refused to come with her. She was
sure of it. For whatever reason, Isolde didn’t hold his same fear when facing the forest. Her steps
were strong and sure as she crossed through it; this place that felt as much like a sanctuary to her
as it always had.
With no set plan, Isolde followed the same path Johan and she had taken earlier. It
seemed like the best place to find answers would be where the forest had had such a visceral
reaction to them earlier. It had been a long hike for her and Johan earlier, but Isolde knew exactly
where to head and she could travel quicker through the forest without Johan’s loud, lumbering
pace holding her back. Even the dark of the night didn’t slow her much, though she was grateful
for the oil lamp since thick clouds had covered the moon and most of the bright stars that should
have been shining overhead.
Isolde tensed as she reached where the steep slope eased. It was the place where the
forest had attacked them earlier. A few minutes of wandering back and forth led her to the
indentation in the ground where Johan had sat panicking earlier in the day. Isolde set her lamp on
the ground before kneeling and digging a hand into the soft, cool dirt. It was what she’d tried
earlier and like then, there was no result this time either. The ground coated her fingers in soil,
but her touch brought her no strange feeling or sense of gut warning.
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If this was where the forest had started waking, Isolde must need to go deeper to discover
something more. She picked up her lantern and stood again. Isolde traipsed further into the forest
with her shoulders thrown back. She didn’t glance behind herself once as she walked.
Isolde passed thin streams and towering boulders as she traveled further down the
mountain’s slope. She had been walking for over an hour when the howling wind that had been
shaking the pines so violently went silent instead. Isolde looked around but kept walking,
grateful that the wind had stopped. She didn’t have to pull her shawl so tightly around herself
now.
It wasn’t until a few steps later that Isolde paused. The wind wasn’t the only thing that
had died down. Everything else in the forest had silenced too. Isolde no longer heard crickets
singing or the occasional owl joining the forest chorus. Even the trees themselves seemed to be
standing supernaturally still.
Isolde frowned and surveyed her surroundings. Nothing in the forest was ever truly quiet
or still. To regard the forest as a calm, peaceful place was the mindset of a fool. Isolde knew
better.
She tucked her hair behind her ears before taking one shaking step forward and then
another. There was a deep ravine waiting for her up ahead. Isolde walked along both directions
of the deep divide for a while in an attempt to find a way to get around it, but the ravine stretched
a great length across the forest and was too wide to leap across. Isolde eyed its depths as she
ground her teeth. She could see the bottom, but it was far down. If she fell, it would take a
miracle for her to survive. But the ravine’s walls were far from smooth and would make for easy
climbing. If Isolde was careful and took her time, it shouldn’t be any trouble to climb down and
back up before continuing deeper into the forest.
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Isolde frowned as she eyed the gas lamp. The glass would shatter if she tossed it across
the ravine to the other side, but she couldn’t hold it as she descended because she needed both
hands to climb down the ravine wall. Finally, Isolde pulled her shawl off and used it to tie the
lantern to her waist. She shoved the attached lamp back behind her so it wouldn’t get in the way
as she climbed.
Where it sat safely out of the way behind her, the lamp didn’t give as much light as Isolde
would have liked, but her eyes adjusted quickly to the dark. She stepped to the edge of the ravine
and drew in a quick breath as the toe of her boot kicked a few pebbles down. They clattered
against stone as they fell to the ravine’s bottom. After turning, Isolde reminded herself to relax
and took her first few slow motions. She lowered herself into the ravine with strong, careful
movements. It wasn’t long before she was breathing heavily. It was a simple climb with plenty of
holds and places to put her feet, but Isolde’s arms were still aching before she was halfway
down. She nearly lost her grip a time or two and it made her gasp each time. But Isolde kept her
hold on the stone strong and remained steady until she made it to the bottom of the ravine.
Its stone walls towered over Isolde and made her feel trapped as she stood below them.
Something dripped further down the ravine and its floor was littered with stones and occasional
patches of dirt. The air no longer held an evergreen scent and Isolde wrinkled her nose as she
breathed in the ravine’s damp, mildewed stench.
After untying her shawl, Isolde pulled her lamp free. The oil continued to burn steadily
and the lamp shone some light into the dark depths of the ravine. Isolde lifted the lamp and
surveyed the stone walls in front of her in an attempt to find the best place to climb back out. She
glanced to the left where something farther down had reflected the lantern’s light off of it.
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Isolde turned and followed the small bit of reflecting light back to its source. As she got
closer, she narrowed her eyes to get a better look. Isolde held a hand to her mouth when the
lamp’s light fell in front of her.
The light had been reflecting off the small, silver band of a bracelet. It was a lovely thing
that was decorated with a swirling pattern along its length. But it wasn’t the bracelet that held
Isolde’s attention. Nor was it the nearby oilcloth bag held closed by a single rusted button.
Instead, it was the set of bones lying in front of her that were splattered with mud and glowing
stark white against the night.
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Chapter 10

Isolde bent her knees and moved the lamp closer to the collection of bones at her feet.
The light made it easier to see their dirty appearance and the broken state of some of them. Their
position deep in the ravine had ensured they hadn’t seemingly been moved or disturbed in the
time they’d been here. But whoever these had belonged to hadn’t died an easy death. The arms
were outstretched and the empty sockets where eyes had once been were staring straight up at the
clouded sky overhead. The skull had a hole in its base where the sharp edge of a rock poked
through and one femur was broken. With the skull bashed in like that, whoever these bones had
belonged to must have died on impact.
Isolde glanced up to the ravine’s edge above her. It would have been a brief but painful
death following a quick fall. Isolde shuddered, grateful her climb down the ravine hadn’t ended
in the same fate.
The silver bracelet that reflections of light from the lamp still danced off of caught
Isolde’s attention again. As she leaned forward and traced its swirling pattern with one thin
finger, a memory sparked within her. Something so deep and buried she’d barely remembered it
at all. Isolde’s breath caught. She clenched the bracelet so tightly her knuckles turned white as
she brought it right to her face.
A series of images flashed through her mind. Trying on that same pretty bracelet when
she was young, and her arm was much too small for it. That bracelet adorning a different arm as
it measured ingredients and cut herbs into finer pieces. That bracelet being given as a gift from a
man to a woman as a gesture of love when Isolde had been very small.
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A sob escaped Isolde’s throat as she kept her hold tight on the silver band. Isolde knew
that bracelet. It had belonged to her mother.
Isolde crept closer to the skeleton before her as tears ran in rivers down her face. Her
grief flared up, threatening to drown her in its depths. So this was where Emilia had ended up on
the day she’d never come home. But how, Isolde couldn’t fathom. It made sense for her mother
to have been in the forest. She had been on her way to a far-off farm when she’d vanished. It was
supposed to be a long journey through the forest. But this ravine had been so noticeable. Her
mother wouldn’t have just fallen down it. Isolde shook her head. There had to have been more
terrible forces at work that day, like the same forest horrors that were now tormenting Ludwig.
Isolde’s shoulders heaved and her sobs grew heavier as she took in what was left of her
mother’s body. This was not what she had wanted to find tonight. She had wanted to discover a
way to defeat the forest, or something to use against it.
But Isolde had come seeking answers and here she had found one. Now she knew Emilia
wasn’t coming home, though how her fate had come about remained a mystery.
“Why?” Isolde choked out through her sobs as she collapsed onto her side. “Why did you
leave us? How did this happen?”
Though she’d lost her mother five years ago, the pain was still fresh and strong. A loss
like that wasn’t one a person could truly recover from. Isolde cried until she had no tears left and
even then, she stayed at her mother’s side. As she lay there, she kept a hand close to where her
mother’s heart had been. Where it had used to beat.
Isolde still remembered the sound of her mother’s beating heart. It had been vibrant and
alive whenever Isolde, as a child, had laid her head on her chest.
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At first, Isolde had been afraid to touch the bones, but now she slowly used her hand to
brush the dirt from them. They were smooth underneath her fingers and cold from the chill of the
night. The bones were hard to clean with only her bare hands, but she did her best.
Isolde took deep breaths as she swam her way through the ocean of grief inside her. This
sadness was nothing new. She could navigate it, the same way she’d been doing for five years.
Eventually, Isolde made her peace with what she’d discovered in that ravine. And some part of
her was even grateful for the closure. All these years her father and her had known nothing more
than the fact that Emilia had disappeared. That she was gone from their lives. And now they
knew exactly what had become of her.
Isolde scanned the area. There wasn’t anything but a few patches of dirt down here. Not
nearly enough to bury her mother beneath. Rather than leave her bones out for the world to gawk
at, Isolde hauled heavy stones back and forth until she was able to cover Emilia’s bones with
them and bury her as best she could.
After sitting back on her heels, Isolde opted not to utter a few prayers for her mother.
Instead, she sang a song the woman she’d just buried had used to sing to her. Isolde smiled at the
memory of her mother’s voice. Emilia had loved to sing and maybe would have even gotten
along with Johan’s mother. She hadn’t sung before bedtime alone like most parents Isolde knew
of. Her mother had also sung while she worked or did chores around the apothecary. Any chance
she got, really.
Isolde’s voice broke through the silence of the forest. It was higher than her mother’s had
been and not as melodic, but she could still carry a tune.

The wolves howl their haunting hymn each night
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And though no one knows what they cry for,
They are always there singing to the moon.
I hope you carry a soul like them, my dear.
Keep your faith and keep your courage
So that you stay singing your song,
Even as the night closes in around you.
Wherever this life takes you
And whenever you face death,
Embrace what comes your way
With a fanged smile upon your face
And the song of a wolf upon your lips.

Isolde smiled at the memory as a few final tears streaked down her face. Her mother had
always sung that song to her, given her a sweet smile, and made her promise that she’d be like
the wolf. Each time Isolde would ask what her mother meant, never truly understanding. It didn’t
help her confusion that her mother’s answer changed every time. “Sing sweetly,” some days or
others, “don’t be afraid to bare your fangs.” The last answer she’d given before she was gone had
been, “know when to choose your fangs and when to choose your song.”
After stroking her mother’s bracelet, Isolde gently placed it on her own wrist. The last
time she’d worn it, her arm had been so small it had fallen off. Now the bracelet fit perfectly.
Isolde’s attention fell on the nearby oilcloth bag she’d completely forgotten about. She
pulled it closer to her and undid the button to open it, careful not to touch the rust that had settled
upon its metal surface. Thank God for the time her mother had always insisted on spending
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creating the oilcloth. Its waterproofing had saved it from the years of elements that had passed
while it sat there. Now, Isolde didn’t take the time or effort to create oilcloth and instead invested
in leather for her own traveling bags.
Isolde stuck her hand inside the bag and pulled out an old draught contained inside a
sealed glass bottle. It must have been the remedy Emilia had been taking to that farm. Isolde’s lip
curled as she surveyed the mixture that had gone bad and grown mold. Draughts weren’t made to
last.
After the draught, Isolde pulled out a few small, copper coins, a half-used candle formed
from white wax, and a small knife tucked into a leather sheath. The last item Isolde withdrew
from the bag was an unfamiliar one. It was a small book with an intricate design on its black
leather cover.
After running a finger along a few of the design’s curling lines, Isolde flipped the book
open. She paused and squinted as she went through each page. The book was handwritten like
the dozens of books filled with notes and instructions back at the apothecary. However, this
wasn’t her mother’s handwriting. Perhaps a grandmother’s. Or some other past witch that Isolde
had never known.
Each page held a carefully drawn rune and a simple explanation written in small, precise
print at the bottom. Some were straightforward, like “to protect bread from fruit flies.”
Meanwhile, others were far more confusing, like “to communicate with the wandering.” Isolde’s
brows furrowed as she flipped through the rest of the book’s pages. It didn’t contain anything
more than short explanations and the runes she’d never seen before.
Runes themselves weren’t new to Isolde. She knew a few helpful ones, mostly for
cooking. Emilia had taught her when she was young, but there were so many more here that
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she’d never known existed. Runes were a magic anyone could wield because all they required
was precision, strong intentions, and to be written in blood. When magical blood was used, runes
grew quite powerful but also had a strong chance of becoming unpredictable or having
unintended consequences so Isolde had never relied on them. But with this book… With the
knowledge it contained, she would be able to accomplish some incredible things.
Isolde placed the book on top of the bag. She shivered against the night’s cold and
wrapped her shawl tighter around herself. When the sun rose, she’d walk away, Isolde told
herself. She couldn’t leave her mother. Not yet. Not so soon after finding her.
Isolde spoke in a quiet, pleading voice. “Please,” she said. “I know you’re gone, but tell
me what happened. Tell me how to keep this from happening to others. I know Ludwig is in
danger, but how many more? How many have already been lost to the forest like you have?”
But the bones stayed silent.
Isolde stayed huddled close to her mother’s grave as the night wore on. She didn’t open
the book again and instead placed it along with the rest of her mother’s objects back in the bag
they’d come from. Isolde would bring it all back with her to Raureif once she was able to work
up the strength it took to stand and walk away.
Eventually, the sun rose, painting the sky with the delicate pastels of dawn. Isolde took a
great, heaving breath as she forced herself to her feet. She hadn’t realized how hard it would be
to leave her mother’s grave so soon after finding her. Isolde uttered one last goodbye to Emilia
before turning and climbing out of the ravine, leaving her mother behind as she did so. Her
aching limbs shook from the effort it took, but eventually Isolde accomplished what her mother
never had and made it out of the ravine.
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Isolde grew still once she was back standing on the forest floor. The grief that had been
her companion all night ebbed way and was replaced by a coldness Isolde hadn’t known she was
capable of feeling. Turning to face the pines and what prowled among them, she threw back her
head and howled.
“You took her from me. Did you think that was the end of it? It’s not. I’m here now. Can
you sense your own end? Because I am coming for you and you will not survive this fight.”
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Chapter 11

Johan yawned and stretched out beneath the blankets piled on top of him as the morning
sun crept through his windows. The sun had barely risen and he hadn’t quite caught up on sleep,
but he was as well-rested as he would ever be. Some mornings Johan doubted he would ever feel
fully rested and relaxed again. But then he wouldn’t have wanted a simpler life anyway.
As he slid from his bed and neatly made it back up, Johan composed a mental list of
everything he needed to accomplish that day. Check on Ludwig, run an inspection over the
servant’s quarters, and send an order for everything that needed to be shipped to Raureif in the
coming weeks. Johan took an extra few minutes to smooth out the thick, warm blankets on top of
his bed until they lay flat and wrinkle-free. As high-ranking as he was at Raureif, he easily could
have gotten a servant to perfectly make his bed, but Johan had always preferred to do it himself.
‘You have a problem,’ a friend named Oskar had once told him. Johan had laughed, but it was
true. He was so desperate to be in control of everything that he refused to let another person even
make his bed.
Johan crossed his room and pulled a clean pair of hanging clothes from his wardrobe. He
cursed and nearly tripped as he yanked on his breeches. His shirt and jacket went on much easier.
He added another item to his mental list of things to do as he got dressed. Isolde had been
making so many draughts but didn’t have access to everything in her apothecary. He’d go check
with her and see about any supplies she needed delivered to the palace.
Johan frowned as he looked down at his jacket. He had been so lost in thought, he had
misbuttoned it. After fixing his jacket buttons, Johan combed his thick hair back into place and
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washed his face. Once he was ready, he stepped into the hallway and pulled his door closed a
little too hard behind him. Johan winced at the loud sound it created, but there was no one else
around to hear it.
While crossing the palace, Johan greeted the occasional servant he passed, most by name,
until he reached Isolde’s door and the hallway with the painted ceiling that it stood in. He
reached up his hand to knock before realizing that the door was cracked already. Johan rapped
his knuckles lightly against the door anyway, and when there was no answer, he pushed it open.
Isolde’s room stood dark and empty and wherever she had gone, she hadn’t taken the time to
close the door behind her properly.
Johan stepped into the room and called out her name. The only things that greeted him
were the stubs of a few weakly flickering candles that had nearly burnt themselves out. Though
Johan searched, Isolde hadn’t left any indications of either where she’d gone or when she’d be
back.
Wonderful. The apothecary Ludwig was relying on had turned up missing. Johan
frowned. Raureif was a big place. She had to be around here somewhere. And even if Isolde had
left the palace itself, the guards would have seen her and could let Johan know.
He looked around her room while rubbing his hands together. If Isolde wasn’t here to tell
him what she needed for her draughts, perhaps he’d be able to figure it out. After all, Johan
couldn’t wait too long for her, and he had no idea when she’d return.
Johan caught sight of Isolde’s apothecary bag, the one specifically designed to hold a
collection of glass vials, sitting open on top of a table. He stepped around a sofa to reach it, but
winced as he passed Isolde’s bed. A pillow had been tossed onto the floor and the blankets were
gathered in a heap near the foot of the bed. Johan straightened his shoulders and pushed down
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the urge to fix it himself. He was here to figure out what ingredients Isolde needed more of. Not
straighten up her room.
After grabbing the closest candle, Johan held it close to the bag that he then pulled wide
open. He was hoping he would be able to recognize the ingredients himself and then send for
more of whatever seemed low. Inside the bag, each thin glass vial was tied back against the edge
and secured so it wouldn’t knock against others or break.
The first two vials Johan looked at were types of plants. He didn’t recognize either type
of dried leaves. Johan even removed the lid to one and sniffed it. His guess would be dried
chamomile, but he wasn’t sure enough to send for more. Johan gasped as he withdrew the next
set of vials from where they were secured in the bag. The apothecary had been hiding unholy
substances here. Johan’s hands were sweating as he gripped a vial in each one. Johan just about
hurled the vials down on the table before grabbing for another set. They were the same. Johan
dug into the bag and stared at vial after sealed vial.
Many were filled with various draught ingredients. But the rest were all filled with blood.
Johan took a few quick steps away from the vials, but he couldn’t take his gaze off of
them. He almost didn’t want to know what exactly was in those draughts Isolde made. He
thought of Isolde herself, the quick grace with which she moved, and the way she had been so at
home, so unafraid in that forest. She might not have been truly normal herself. Johan ran a hand
through his hair. He had only himself to blame for what he had unleashed by bringing her here to
Raureif.
As Johan was shifting his weight from foot to foot and doing his best to decide what on
earth to do next, a surprised voice sounded from behind him.
“Johan. What are you doing here?”
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Johan spun to face the voice. A disheveled looking Isolde stood in the doorway with a
bag slung over one shoulder and a lit gas lamp held in her hand. She wore the same clothes she’d
had on yesterday with the addition of a shawl, but they were even more rumpled and dirty than
before. Isolde’s hair was damp with sweat and streaks of dirt marred both her hands and face.
As he took in the sight of her standing before him, Johan tried to force the fear from his
face. Isolde didn’t need to know what he felt, lest she use it against him. Johan wanted to ask
where she had gone so early in the day and come back from looking such a mess. Instead, he
kept to the most important question.
Johan pointed to Isolde’s bag of supplies and the vials of blood scattered across the table.
“Explain.”
Isolde’s eyes flashed and she walked forward until she was only a few paces from him.
“Why are you here in my room? Why are you going through my things?”
Johan sputtered at the turn in questioning. He was supposed to be forcing answers out of
her, not the other way around.
“I was merely seeing if you needed more supplies. You weren’t here to ask and I needed
to order things to be delivered to Raureif soon.” Johan narrowed his eyes and closed the distance
between them with a few heavy steps. “You’re a witch, aren’t you? Poisoning us all with your
blood and dark magic. I thought Bavaria had been cured of its demons years ago. But it’s
impossible for a kingdom to be entirely pure, I suppose.” Johan’s face had grown red and spit
flew from his mouth as he yelled. Though he moved closer to her with every word, Isolde held
her ground. “Are you the one cursing the Fürst? Did you afflict my father with his madness?”
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Isolde bared her teeth as Johan spat accusations at her, but she kept her temper under
control. When she spoke, Isolde worked to keep her voice low and steady, so unlike Johan’s
then.
“Take half a moment to think before you begin accusing me of such outlandish things.
Ludwig was mad before you even knew I existed. I came here to what, poison him? How would I
manage that? How could I have possibly known that you would walk into my apothecary and
hire me to come here to Raureif?”
Johan paused with his mouth hanging open and his finger pointed as Isolde. Finally, he
forced out, “but…how? Explain the blood then.”
Isolde’s mouth quirked. “And how much do you know about the processes and
ingredients used by an apothecary? How do you know that’s not a common ingredient?”
Johan hissed. He could take insults all day. As a well-known bastard, he was used to it.
But the one thing he refused to suffer through was when someone insulted his intelligence.
“Because,” he said. “I have worked with apothecaries before. And I have never seen one use
blood. Not once.” Johan crossed his arms. “So if you’re not using blood to accomplish some dark
magic, then what is it there for?”
Isolde sighed and crossed her arms after shifting her weight to the other foot. “Johan, you
don’t know what you’re talking about. I’ll let you know what supplies I need more of. Why don’t
you leave and go bother the other servants or something?”
Johan clenched his teeth together. “I need an answer, Isolde. Now. I can’t leave without
one, especially with everything that’s happening right now.”
Isolde’s mouth grew tight. She gave a single, grim nod before turning and shutting the
door behind her. Johan stayed where he stood as she crossed the room and drew the purple
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curtains over the windows closed as well. Finally, Isolde took her place behind the table where
her supplies sat.
“Come here,” Isolde said as she motioned to Johan.
He took a deep breath and walked to face her on the other side of the table. Johan hoped
he hadn’t sealed his own end in defense of his father. At the table, Isolde picked up one of the
vials of blood Johan had thrown down so hard he’d been surprised it hadn’t shattered. With the
curtains drawn, it remained a dark red rather than the lighter ruby shade it would have been in
the sunlight.
Johan jabbed a thumb at the vial. It all reeked of dark magic. The unholy things that
bared their fangs from the shadows of the night. Everything Johan had ever been taught to fear
and fight against. “You’re still trying to claim that this is normal?”
Isolde glanced over her shoulder toward the closed door. “No,” she said. “It is not.”
Johan licked his lips. “I knew it. Dark magic. Or witchcraft.”
Isolde passed the vial of blood from hand to hand. “I’m going to explain this to you, but
you must do two things for me.”
“What?”
“Never tell another soul about it. And stop moving your mouth so I can have the chance
to explain.”
Johan started to speak again, but Isolde cut him off with a glare. He sighed and held his
tongue. He might as well listen to how she was going to attempt to defend herself.
“My mother was renowned for her healing abilities,” Isolde said. “That’s the reason you
first came to my apothecary. Because of the reputation she built for it. She could heal things no
one else could. Things that should have killed the afflicted. That was thanks to a gift she
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possessed. You see, this isn’t my blood. It’s my mother’s. A few drops in a salve or a draught
and it would work a type of healing magic. She had built up such a store that by the time she was
gone we were able to continue her work.”
Johan nudged one of the other vials lying on the table before meeting Isolde’s eyes.
“How am I supposed to believe you? And who cares that she used her magic to heal? Blood
magic is a type of dark magic, never mind what it’s used for.”
Isolde’s lip curled as she leaned toward him. “Watch your words. My mother’s magic is
what’s helping your father. I can ride away from this palace and leave him to his fate. And as for
proving anything to you? I’ll only make the effort because you’re a friend and we’re working
toward the same things. So consider yourself lucky.”
Johan kept silent as Isolde removed a small blade from the bag she had been carrying
when she’d entered her room. She used its sharp edge to carve a small cut into the back of each
of her forearms.
“The blood is most effective when working with other ingredients that help to heal as
well,” Isolde said, “But I’m not taking the time to make a salve.”
She took the glass vial from the table and pulled its stopper out. The blood inside sloshed
as she hoisted the vial. Isolde let a few drops of blood each land on the cut on her left arm before
she replaced the stopper. She left the cut on her right arm alone.
She glanced up at Johan and smirked. “Now we wait for ten minutes.”
So they waited. Johan was too on-edge to speak much and from the way Isolde kept
scowling at him, she was too angry to speak either. Isolde had pulled a set of bandages from her
apothecary bag and wrapped one around each of her arms. When the nearby clock decorated with
delicate, metal swans indicated that ten minutes had passed, Isolde removed both bandages.
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Her right arm looked like it had ten minutes prior, with a thin, bleeding cut, but Johan
gasped when he saw her left. When Isolde had first started with the knife, he hadn’t wanted to
watch, but now he couldn’t look away from her arm. The cut was there, but fainter. Smaller. It
was nothing but a thin, pink line that would soon become a scar. The remains of the cut looked
like it had spent three or four days healing, not a mere ten minutes.
Johan shuddered. So it worked. But this was wrong. Blood magic was wrong. It went
against everything he’d ever known and been taught.
But that magic was helping Ludwig. And it had a chance at fixing this all. Johan pulled at
his fingers that were slick with nervous sweat. Besides, it wasn’t like he was the one actually
using the blood. That was Isolde. He was only allowing it to happen. That had to be better. Johan
thought briefly of how bad Ludwig had been before Isolde had shown up with her dark magic.
Surely it couldn’t be a sin if her magic was doing such good.
“I’m sorry,” Johan said quietly. “I shouldn’t have yelled at you like that.”
Isolde lifted her head and surveyed him with weary eyes. “So you’ve come around.”
“Not quite. I still hate the use of dark magic, but I think the outcome is worth it here.”
Isolde packed away the vials of blood Johan had strewn about and closed the leather bag.
“Why are you afraid of magic?”
“Because it’s unnatural. The Fürst has spent so much time fighting any sign of it. And
besides, it’s not magic I fear. Only the dark kind.”
Isolde met his eyes with a hard stare. “There’s no such thing as dark magic. There’s only
magic and what its user does with it. You call blood magic a dark type. My mother and now I
have used it to heal and nothing more.”
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Johan glanced to the twin cuts on her arms. “What about your blood? Does it do
anything?”
Isolde hesitated before shaking her head. “No, my mother was the gifted one.” She raised
an eyebrow. “Remember what I told you? Don’t ever mention this to anyone else.”
Johan shifted his weight between his feet. “If you’re convinced the magic isn’t wrong,
then why are you so afraid of anyone else finding out?”
Creases appeared in Isolde’s forehead and her eyes blinked more rapidly. “I’m afraid of
people like you. Those who fear magic, no matter the form it takes. I know the way they like to
hunt witches and anyone else they claim is too different for their liking. Or what do they say?
Too unnatural, that’s it. My mother feared being chased down and killed and I shoulder the same
burden. Bavaria is full of people who would burn us both at the stake in the name of a god I
don’t believe could possibly be so bloodthirsty.”
Johan bit his lip as he surveyed Isolde. “I promise then,” he said. “You don’t have to
worry. I won’t tell another soul.”
Isolde covered her mouth with her hand and let out a choking sob. Johan’s brows
furrowed as concern filled his eyes.
“Isolde,” he said. She had been so angry a moment ago. That shouldn’t have so quickly
turned to tears. “What’s wrong? I promise the secret of your magic is safe with me.”
She shook her head as tears ran down her face. “I know, I know. It’s something else. And
it just caught up to me again.” Her eyes locked onto his. “There’s something I have to tell you.”
Isolde nearly threw herself into one of the few chairs scattered around her quarters. Johan
grabbed another and pulled it close to her before sitting himself.
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“What is it?” He said, all signs of anger now replaced with gentle concern. It surprised
even him how quickly his red-hot rage had melted away the moment Isolde was in pain.
“I was in the forest,” Isolde said. “I knew you wouldn’t dare to return so soon, but I
couldn’t wait any longer to find answers.”
Johan had gone still. “You went to the forest? Alone? Why did you wait so long to tell
me?”
Isolde’s mouth quirked. “You were a little preoccupied with something else when I got
back.”
Johan tilted his head. “Something to tell me…you found something out there, didn’t you?
What was it?”
Despite the pressing gravity of the situation, Isolde still took time to form her words. “In
a ravine, in the forest, I found my mother’s bones. And what was left of the items I know
belonged to her. The forest took her from me.”
The horror of it all struck Johan in an instant. “You found…? Isolde, I’m so sorry.”
Images filled his mind of his own father, nothing more than bones in a dark, deep ravine,
forgotten by all but his son. Terror gripped him. No. That would not be his father’s fate. Johan
would end this all before that could happen, before the forest could take another soul.
His gaze fell back on Isolde. It was an unnatural sight staring him back. She was a witch,
a woman cursed with powerful magic. Yet she sat there looking so raw and broken and human.
She didn’t resemble a witch with her dirty, tear-stained face and slumped shoulders. Now, she
was nothing more than a small girl who wanted her mother back.
Johan leaned forward and tucked back a thin strand of her hair that had fallen forward.
Isolde leaned into his touch as he brushed away a few of her falling tears. A witch. Here he was
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reaching out a hand to comfort a witch when he should have been running from her. But with a
start, Johan realized he was already lost. It was too late to run from her now for she had already
cast her spell over him.
As Johan looked her over, something whispered to him that perhaps that wasn’t such a
horrid thing.
“I swear I’ll help you get the answers you need,” he told Isolde. “We’ll learn what
happened to your mother and then we’ll raze that forest to the ground.”
Isolde wiped away one last tear before lifting her head. She reached out to take Johan’s
hand, the reassuring touch acting as an unspoken promise between them. But even as she did so,
her eyes turned as cold and unforgiving as the midwinter ice.
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Chapter 12

Johan left Isolde’s room later that morning still trusting, but shaken. The moment he was
past the door, she shut it quickly behind him. Isolde missed him once he was gone, but she was
glad to be alone at last too. As Johan’s steps faded away, she turned and pressed her back against
the smooth wood of the door.
Johan had better never breathe a word of her secret to anyone. Or her mother’s secret, to
be more precise, as it was her blood he had discovered. The accusation of dark magic or
witchcraft had nearly gotten her mother killed a time or two. Isolde wasn’t going to let the same
thing happen to her. Never mind that the two women actually were witches.
Isolde slid down the length of the door until she was seated on the floor. The room felt so
empty now, but she was grateful for the quiet. She needed it so she could get her rampaging
thoughts in order.
The more Isolde thought about Johan, the less she worried. She trusted him. Her secret
would be safe with him and even if he didn’t like the idea of magic, he would grow used to it
eventually. Not that either magic or witchcraft was something evil the way he and others feared.
Some people were fools who always chose to fear what they couldn’t understand.
Isolde lowered her shoulders and tilted her head back until it rested against the door. Now
that Johan wasn’t there to comfort and distract her, Isolde’s mind flooded with memories of her
mother.
It was so difficult to reconcile the living, vibrant woman she’d known with the bones
she’d found in the forest. The remains of Emilia’s body had just rested there, motionless and
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completely, utterly dead. It wasn’t right. That couldn’t be the same woman who had chased
Isolde around the house, somehow keeping pace with the quick child. Or sang while she worked,
occasionally making up her own songs. Or created draughts for anyone who was in need with
such love and care. Isolde shook her head violently. It was impossible. It couldn’t be the same
woman. But it had been her mother’s bracelet and her belongings lying there beside those bones.
Finally, the truth Isolde kept trying to deny forced her to face it. Emilia was dead. She
wasn’t ever coming home and returning to work in the apothecary. Now, the one remaining
mystery was how she had ended up in the depths of the ravine in the first place. How she had
been driven to death by that monstrous forest.
Isolde peered down at the silver bracelet adorning her wrist and the way it fit her so
perfectly. Now it was a small piece of her mother that she was able to carry with her.
That was all the fresh grave in the forest was, Isolde repeated to herself. Not some new,
sudden sadness like the one she found herself feeling, but a peace instead. Emilia had been found
and her remaining family had gained as much closure as they could in this moment with so much
still unknown.
Isolde placed both hands on the floor beside her and pushed herself to her feet. Each deep
breath she took helped her to calm her mind and accept the horrific truth of it all. Her gaze
flicked over to the straight-backed armchair resting against the wall where she’d set her mother’s
oilcloth bag. She’d been intending to go through it again once she’d returned to Raureif, but
Johan had put a quick stop to that plan.
After lifting the bag, Isolde took its spot in the chair. She clutched the bag tightly with
both hands and realized she had no idea where to start when it came to unraveling the truth
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behind her mother’s death. But the small book with the unfamiliar runes might be a place to
begin.
Isolde unbuttoned the bag and reached around inside of it until her fingers closed over the
book’s worn leather cover. Its age was easier to see now in the light than it had been in the dark
of the ravine. Isolde opened the book in her lap and laid it flat before flicking through the pages
much more slowly than she had in the forest. There was no pattern or theme to the runes that
Isolde could notice. It wasn’t a volume of one subject of runes, but a randomly arranged
collection. The runes ranged from strong protections and violent intentions to simple stitching
and sewing purposes. Isolde peered carefully at each page. And she’d only ever known a handful
for household chores.
That was one of the things Isolde regretted most about her mother’s death. The stolen
chance to learn more about herself and her gift. Magic had always worked that way in their
family, Emilia had said. The blood gift was passed on from mother to daughter though the magic
itself manifested in different ways for each woman. But part of that passing on of the magic was
to pass on knowledge as well. And Isolde had been too young to have been taught much. Not the
powerful spells. Nor the strong, dangerous magic. All the things Isolde might have been capable
of now, beyond the healing draughts and household runes, had her mother survived long enough
to teach her.
Some of the complicated, powerful magic Isolde had managed to learn on her own, but
there was much that had been lost with her mother.
Isolde tightened her grip on the book of runes. Here was some small way to rectify all
that lost knowledge. An entire collection of runes to learn and master. Some secrets that Emilia
had found a way to pass on to her daughter after all. It felt like a stone had been thrown at
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Isolde’s chest, this pang that all her mother had known had died with her. Because she had been
the only one, besides Isolde. The last women in their family descended from whichever mother
generations ago had been bold enough to make a deal with the devil in exchange for magic.
When that forest had stolen Isolde’s mother from her, entire generations had been lost
too.
Isolde flipped another page in the book and intently studied the rune scrawled onto the
page. A sense of duty settled on her shoulders, weighing her down along with everything else.
This was a most precious gift and Isolde would do her best to preserve what remained of their
magic and their knowledge.
After she had finished eyeing the rune, Isolde traced its pattern with a single pointed
finger. The few swirling lines came together to form one of the simpler runes. In addition, the
description written below it might have been one of the clearest too. To create light when it’s
dark. Isolde sighed as she slouched deeper into the chair. Unfamiliar runes, vague descriptions.
Oh, how she wished her mother were here to help. But learning about these runes was her burden
to carry alone now.
Isolde stood and let the book take her place in the chair. She crossed the room in search
of a piece of parchment and a quill. It took a few tries of yanking open random drawers, but
eventually Isolde found what she sought in the top drawer of a desk. She left the parchment and
quill resting atop the desk as she retrieved the book she’d left behind. Rather than start writing
runes with her blood, she prepared black ink in a small clay inkpot. Ink was always good to start
with because if the rune wasn’t perfect, then its magic wouldn’t work and the blood used to draw
it would have been wasted.
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Before seating herself at the desk and in order to see the rune work, Isolde blew out the
few candles that had been burning throughout the bedroom and parlor. To create light when it’s
dark. A dark room was best for both secrecy and for the functioning of this rune.
Once Isolde was back and seated at the desk, she flipped the book back to the right page
and ran a hand down its center to flatten it, ensuring the page would stay put. With everything in
place, she dipped the tip of the small, white feather quill into the inkpot. Black ink spread from
its point as it touched the blank piece of parchment.
Isolde copied the book’s rune carefully, taking note of each curved line and intricate
placement. She bit down on her tongue as she worked. When Isolde was done, she leaned back in
her chair and surveyed the rune. It nearly mirrored the one drawn in the book, with a few small
mistakes made. Good, but not good enough. Anything short of perfect and the magic would fail.
Isolde spent the next half hour filling the piece of parchment with tracings of the book’s
rune. Each copy became more perfect and precise than the last until she was finally satisfied with
her work. There were only two things Isolde expected perfection on from herself: her draughts
and her magic. Emilia had always said that a witch wasn’t good enough at a skill until she could
work the magic in her sleep.
After rolling up her sleeves past her many scars, Isolde unwrapped the linen bandage
covering the cut she hadn’t yet treated. A little prodding and twisting had the injury bleeding
again. She pulled a new piece of parchment from the back of the desk drawer and wiped the
remaining ink from the edge of her quill. Using the fresh blood running from the wound on her
arm, Isolde copied the rune another time on the fresh parchment. She made one last flourish with
the quill and the scarlet rune was complete.
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Isolde yelped as the rune and then the parchment sparked into tall, bright flames so hot
the edges burned blue.
After jumping up from the desk chair, Isolde tossed aside the blood-smeared quill. A
pitcher of water sat on a small side table halfway across the room. Isolde nearly tripped in her
haste to grab it. Once Isolde had the pitcher in her hands, she ran back to the blaze, careful not to
let too much water spill over the sides.
Isolde dumped the pitcher’s entire contents onto the flames and most sputtered out when
they met the water. She used the worn fabric of her skirt to pat out the last few. The parchment
Isolde had marked the last rune on had almost entirely burnt out, leaving behind nothing but a
few charred scraps. Part of the desk’s polished wooden surface had also been scorched.
Isolde stood back from the desk and her chest heaved as she tried to get her breath back.
A light in the dark, indeed. That rune should have come with a warning below its description.
Isolde left the quill where she’d discarded it and pulled her curtains back open. She didn’t
bother lighting the candles again with all the sunlight coming in through the windows now that
mid-morning had arrived. After letting non-magical light back into the room, the first thing
Isolde did was return to the desk and slam the book closed. She’d nearly lit herself and
subsequently, Raureif on fire. That had been enough experimenting with that book for today.
Isolde would continue to practice and learn more of the runes when she felt a little braver and
better prepared.
Rather than continue drawing runes, Isolde cleaned up the desk and did her best to hide
what had happened. The ink and quill were placed back in the desk drawer. The parchment was
ripped up into tiny pieces and readied for the trash. Unfortunately, there was nothing Isolde
could do for the desk’s scorched wood other than hope no one would notice.
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Isolde used a new stretch of white linen to rebandage her arm before picking up the book
of runes. She lifted her head and surveyed her room for the best hiding place. It was too
dangerous, too incriminating to keep the book amongst her regular belongings. The servants in
the palace were always cleaning and messing with the bedroom, but the parlor was usually left
alone. After thinking for a moment, Isolde slid the book deep in between one of the sofa’s
cushions.
Even after she had hidden it, the book didn’t leave Isolde’s mind. Her straying thoughts
keep returning to it, even as she tried to think of anything else. Breakfast, Johan, the pretty view
from her window. But still the book stayed in her mind. It was nothing but another mystery her
mother had left behind. And a quite powerful one when combined with the magic of Isolde’s
blood. Unable to stay separated from it, she pulled the book back out from the sofa. That
morning she spent much time studying the book and memorizing its runes, though not practicing
writing them.
Later, Isolde lifted her hand from where it held the book and stretched out her fingers.
She smiled as she surveyed them. The power her hands already held combined with the power of
her mother’s runes. It was a fearsome thing, but perhaps it could be a match for whatever that
forest contained. This might come down to nothing more than a battle of brute magical force,
especially if they failed to find a better way to defeat the forest. She had to be prepared for
anything, even possibilities she prayed wouldn’t come about. With that thought in mind, Isolde
spent her day memorizing each rune in such detail that they were all she saw when she closed her
eyes.
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Chapter 13

Johan yanked his bedroom door open, about to snap at whoever had been knocking so
incessantly. His mouth was open, but he had halted his angry words as he lowered his eyes and
saw Isolde. She was standing there in the hall with her fist raised, about to knock again.
Johan rested a hand against the doorframe, all annoyance fading. Usually no interruption
was ever truly welcomed, but he was happy to see Isolde. “What is it?”
Isolde stepped to the side and peered into his room. “What are you doing?”
“Answering letters that arrived for the Fürst from Steinburg.”
“Shouldn’t he be doing that?”
Johan raised an eyebrow. “He currently doesn’t have the best state of mind to be
answering important letters and dealing with any business. Though I usually answer most of his
letters anyway.” He chuckled to himself. “By now, they probably think my handwriting actually
belongs to Ludwig.”
Isolde jabbed a thumb over her shoulder. “I’m starving. Want to come with me to get
some supper? A servant earlier today told me to go steal something from the kitchens whenever I
grew hungry.”
“I like to do the same. It’s easier than forcing myself through an awkward, formal supper
with someone else. Most of the servants here take food to go with them anyway.”
Isolde stepped aside for Johan to pass through his doorway. “You never dine with your
father?”
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Johan hauled his door shut behind him and nearly laughed at the idea of being allowed to
dine with the Fürst. Ludwig might flout some traditions and care for Johan too, but there were
customs and views too deeply ingrained into Bavaria to change anytime soon. “I might have his
blood, but I would never be permitted to share his table. I’m lucky we have the relationship that
we do. Most bastards born of noble families are cast out.”
Isolde blinked and quickly mumbled something about how terrible that was. Johan felt
for her as the awkward moment stretched out between them. Both of them seemed to prefer
action over words anyway.
“Well, you’re certainly living a finer life than me,” Isolde said at last. “So I intend to take
full advantage of that while I’m here. Now show me what’s best to grab from the kitchens.”
They both left Johan’s room behind and joined the few other servants ducking into the
kitchen to retrieve their supper before escaping again. The kitchens were loud, full of shouting
voices and the thud of knives chopping ingredients and the banging of clay pots. A large fire
burned on one side and many servants darted back and forth, fetching needed objects or
preparing the evening meal for Raureif’s highest-ranking inhabitants. The servants who were
lower-ranking but didn’t work in the kitchens grabbed their own meal, careful to stay out of the
way of the various workers rushing about. Besides Ludwig’s quarters, it seemed to be the most
chaotic part of the palace and one Johan didn’t like to spend much time in.
He sent Isolde in search of bread while he ladled two servings of stew into two fine china
bowls that were too chipped for use with the Fürst. Johan moved quickly, nearly spilling some
stew from the bowls. They were out of the kitchens again before too much time had passed.
Isolde and Johan sat outside the kitchen entrance, leaning against the wall and staying out
of the way as they shoveled large spoonfuls into their mouths. The beef and potato stew was
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good, though it was a familiar recipe to Johan and one he’d grown up eating. Ludwig had been
so fond of that particular cook he’d taken her to Raureif with him to serve in the kitchens there.
After returning the bowls to the kitchens and washing them out, Johan and Isolde ambled away
with full stomachs.
“I need to return to my room to make Ludwig his sleeping draught,” Isolde said.
Johan pulled at his fingers, thinking back to what had happened with the forest. It might
be prudent to warn Ludwig, even if that would only fuel his fears. “And I should probably tell
him about what we experienced in the forest yesterday. I didn’t even want to think about
yesterday, but it’s easier to talk about it now.”
Isolde pursed her lips as she turned her attention to the wall they were walking near.
Close to the kitchens, it was where the royals would have no reason to go and so wasn’t too
finely adorned. But time and attention had still been put into forming the pointed arches along
the ceiling above them.
“Do you really think that’s best for him?” Isolde said.
Johan sighed and rubbed at his forehead. Exactly the question he’d been asking himself
since he’d returned to Raureif. “I thought about it for a while. It certainly won’t do anything to
calm his nerves or help the appearance of madness, but it’s related to his safety so he needs to
know.”
“Alright,” Isolde said. “I’ll finish the draught and then meet you at the Fürst’s quarters.”
The two parted when the hallway they were walking down split. Isolde turned left, waved
to Johan, and disappeared around the corner. Johan quickened his pace as he crossed the palace
toward Ludwig’s quarters. It was the third time he’d been there today, but he was more nervous
now because night had fallen and the Fürst would be worse.
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Johan entered Ludwig’s quarters wordlessly and stepped around a woman going along
lighting the candles sitting in sconces on the walls. Johan was on his way to Ludwig’s
bedchamber when loud voices arguing back and forth in the study he passed caught his attention.
Johan narrowed his eyes before turning and backpedaling a few steps to the study. Its
door was cracked open slightly and the two irritated, male voices were echoing out from the
room. Ludwig shouldn’t have been arguing with anyone. Few people were even supposed to be
allowed back into his quarters right now.
Johan pushed the door open wider and entered the study to see the Fürst and another
man’s back. They stood arguing from opposite sides of a long, wooden table. When the man
turned, Johan recognized him, though he should have known him from the clothes he wore alone.
Some streaks of gray in his brown hair were new, but the drab though well-fitting clothes were
the same. Johan smiled. Alarick hadn’t changed slightly in all the years Johan had known him.
He was one of the most prominent men on the Fürst’s council of advisors and held strong
opinions he always ensured were heard by all, whether they were in a meeting or not.
Creases appeared in Johan’s forehead as he surveyed Alarick. He shouldn’t have been
here at Raureif at all. The advisor should have been passing his summer at Steinburg, not riding
four days just to get here. Whatever had brought him all this way had to be important and
Alarick wasn’t usually the type to pass on good news.
Johan jumped as Alarick slapped a rolled newspaper onto the table taking up a good part
of the study. Alarick slid the paper across the table where it came to rest right in front of the
Fürst.
“Here,” the advisor said. “This is what I’m talking about. And don’t keep telling me it’s
nothing.”
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Johan cleared his throat from where he stood in the doorway and both men looked his
way. Ludwig’s hunched shoulders relaxed once he saw who it was.
“Johan, come in,” he said.
Johan obeyed the Fürst and crossed the room to reach his side. “What’s going on?”
Ludwig sneered at Alarick, not even trying to hide his contempt. “My treasured advisor
had wasted both his time and mine over a bit of gossip that made the front page. I am the Fürst.
Nearly everything I do makes the front page, whether it carries any weight or not.”
Alarick’s round face turned red, reminding Johan a bit too much of a tomato. “One day
how little you care is going to cost you the throne.”
All expression dropped from Ludwig’s face and he lifted his chin. “Careful how you
speak to your Fürst. Your words are bordering on treasonous.”
Alarick turned to Johan now that Ludwig had established that he refused to listen or be
reasoned with. Johan didn’t appreciate being forced to pick a side between the two. He looked
between the two men before reaching for the newspaper that had been thrown down on the table.
Johan unrolled the crumpled paper and read the headline that took up much of the page. ‘Fürst
afflicted with madness; seeing hallucinations and hearing voices,’ it read.
Seeing those words made Johan feel like he had been dunked in ice. He was filled with an
anger that ran cold rather than fire hot. “How did this get out?” He said in a quiet voice.
Alarick furrowed his brows. “What do you mean?”
“I mean everyone in this palace was told to keep their tongues in check and their mouths
shut. And even of those, few knew the full extent of any of this. His Highness has been staying
shut away in his quarters. This palace is remote as well. This never should have reached
Munich.”
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Alarick used his sleeve to wipe the nervous sweat from his brow. “No matter how hard
you tried, you could never have expected a rumor like this to stay contained. Especially not when
it’s related to the Fürst.”
Ludwig gestured to the newspaper Johan held. “Exactly. A rumor. It’s a front-page one,
but still nothing less than a falsehood.”
Alarick eyed the Fürst with clenched teeth. “Except it appears it’s not a falsehood.”
After throwing the newspaper down, Johan leaned forward and rested his hands on the
table. And now Alarick had witness the Fürst’s madness too. So much for trying to keep it
hidden. “What did you see?”
“I arrive and he’s ranting about voices. And you’ve given credence to it all. His Highness
couldn’t pull himself together until I told him the news and poured him some ale.”
Johan coughed. Alarick couldn’t know the truth about the forest. Then they’d all think
Johan was mad too. “It’s getting better. There’s an apothecary here now to treat him.” He eyed
the newspaper one last time before turning his attention to Alarick. “And you rode all this way
because of this?”
Alarick nodded and opened his mouth to speak but was interrupted by another figure
appearing in the doorway. All three men turned and saw Isolde standing there holding her freshly
created draught. She looked between them, blinking as she seemingly did her best to make sense
of the scene she’d walked into.
Alarick pointed a finger to her. “That’s a draught. Is this the apothecary you’ve hired?”
Johan left Ludwig’s side to go escort Isolde into the room. It was too much to see her
standing there at the entrance looking nervous with wide eyes and slightly shaking hands. “She’s
renowned for her skills,” he said.
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“It’s not enough to try to heal him. We need to fix the damage that has been done by
this.”
Isolde didn’t walk any further in until Johan had bid her to. Even then, she stayed away
from the other two men and took her place against the wall. Already bored with her, Alarick
turned his attention back to Ludwig. As the men ignored her, Isolde stayed silent and nearly
invisible while she watched everything happen.
Ludwig snorted and waved away his advisor’s concerns. “You worry far too much,
Alarick. Sometimes it’s your best trait. Other days, like now, it only irritates.”
Johan ignored the Fürst who was beyond help anyway and spoke to Alarick directly. This
was a common dynamic. More got done without the Fürst than with him most days. “Tell us the
state of things in Munich. What uproar has all this caused?”
Alarick grimaced. “The whole city is alight with rumors of a mad Fürst. A man unfit to
rule, at best. An unholy man possessed by demons, at worst. And there will be calls for action.
Despite what His Highness believes, this is not going to disappear and we need to act on it now.
We already know of several who will take the first chance they have to try to lay claim on the
throne. And an untrusting, angry public combined with a mad Fürst is as good a chance as they
could hope for. Especially if they can stir public sentiment to support their claim to the throne.
Doing nothing about this now will only lead to his ruin.”
“And what do you suggest we do?”
“Come back to Munich. Make some public appearances to restore their trust and their
belief in the Fürst’s sanity, even if it might be untrue. If the rumors have no basis, then I believe
they will mostly disappear. But they are flourishing now with His Highness hidden away in the
mountains.”
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Ludwig’s eyes had grown wide. “I cannot leave. I cannot go into that forest. By asking
me to leave this palace, you are asking me to die.”
Alarick jutted out his chin. “See? You are mad.”
Johan’s mouth grew tight. Placating two men was turning out to be more difficult than he
wished. “That is the one true problem with royalty, no? No one can force a Fürst to do anything
that he does not wish.”
Ludwig tapped at the bold, thick letters of the newspaper’s headline. “Honestly, Alarick.
What is the worst that could come of this?”
“The people force you off your throne. All it takes is a little more fire and passion before
they’re demanding your removal and replacing another on the throne. Civil war. Rebellion. All
could easily come to your front gate.”
“My people would never rebel against me. Even with something like this on the front
page across all of Bavaria.”
Isolde had been so silent they’d all forgotten she was there, but she used both hands to
push herself off the wall and spoke up then.
“Then you clearly don’t know your people.”
All three men whipped around to stare at her. It was the second time she’d held the
room’s attention and she still bristled under their gaze but held her ground now. Though her
outburst had surprised Johan, he was grateful that she had spoken up in support of them.
Ludwig lowered his head. “That is my entire role in life. To guide them. To do what is
best for them.”
“That’s entirely different from knowing them,” Isolde said. She spoke quietly, with all
the respect a Fürst was owed but with a force that dared him to contradict her. “I’m one of them.
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I know them. And I’m telling you that revolts start with an idea, with a spark. And this could turn
into a pretty powerful spark. Your Highness, for your throne, and for Bavaria, I think you should
listen to Johan and Alarick.” She tapped her fingers against her thighs. “But I also know there is
something in that forest.”
Alarick narrowed his eyes. “You’re the healer. Should you be encouraging this?”
Johan caught Isolde’s eye before raising an eyebrow and shaking his head. Yesterday had
confirmed something unnatural did exist beyond the confines of the palace, but Alarick would
never believe them and they didn’t need this dragging out. They also didn’t need Alarick, and
soon the rest of the Fürst’s council, thinking they weren’t doing what was best for Ludwig or that
they were going mad themselves.
Johan tapped a foot against the blue carpet beneath him as he faced Alarick. “There’s no
one I trust more to monitor and work to fix this situation in Munich. Will you return and start
cleaning up this mess? I will send regular letters updating you on the progress here and we will
return to the city as soon as we are able.”
Alarick gave a single nod, understanding the meaning behind Johan’s words. Johan
would find a way to ensure the Fürst returned, even if it took time.
Isolde stepped closer to Alarick. “I’ve been a healer my whole life. His Highness is in
good hands. I promise you I’ll get him back to Munich and his people as soon as I can.”
Alarick’s smile was grim. The goodbye he gave was brief before he exited the study and
strode from the Fürst’s quarters. As soon as Alarick was gone, Ludwig yanked a chair free from
the table and collapsed into it.
“That man is a fool,” he said.
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Johan and Isolde exchanged a silent look. The pressure from Munich was an unwelcome
addition to everything already going wrong for them.
“We have to fix this,” Isolde said. “The people are already desperate, from what Alarick
said. If one of Ludwig’s rivals can give them a cause to unite under, then it’s over. For His
Highness and for Bavaria.”
In a sudden urge to reassure her, Johan reached forward and took her hand. “We’re up
against this, and against that forest together. Don’t forget that. We’re going to face down what’s
out there and we’re going to win.”
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Chapter 14

Night after night, the sleeping draught Isolde prepared for Ludwig successfully lulled him
into rest and let him escape the forest’s screaming voices. When Ludwig was at peace, Isolde and
Johan could both sleep better themselves. There was enough to worry about during the day
without being preoccupied with the Fürst all night long too.
Isolde had been sprawled out across her bed one particularly frigid night, breathing
deeply with one arm thrown over her head until something roused her. The palace had long been
silent and resting alongside Isolde when a soft whisper wrapped itself around her and crooned.
It took her some time to wake and peer wearily around the pitch-black room as she tried
to discern what had woken her. It was so quiet all Isolde could hear was the faint sound of her
own chest rising and falling. And then a whisper spoke out again in the dark.
Isolde pushed herself into a sitting position atop her bed and strained to listen. She hated
whatever had had the audacity to wake her so late in the night. In her room, there was one more
faint whisper uttering indiscernible words and then nothing but silence.
The voice was little more than a breath as Isolde tried to make out specific words or to
identify the speaker. Nothing. All she got from the voice was a vague sense of sadness. But no
words, no familiarity behind it. Isolde’s eyes widened as the voice murmured again.
Ludwig. He claimed so often that the forest was screaming to him and she had heard
nothing then. If Isolde heard a whisper now, she fearer whatever was happening with the Fürst.
Isolde bolted from her bed and slid on a pair of slippers a servant had brought for her the
other morning. After grabbing a candlestick and lighting it, she rushed from her room. The
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slippers padded the sound of her footsteps, but they still echoed out as she sprinted through
Raureif. There wasn’t time to even wake Johan and instead Isolde ran straight for the Fürst’s
quarters.
Isolde only passed two other guards who were snoozing at their late-night posts and while
they blinked at the sight of her flying past them across the checkerboard marble floor, they made
no move to question her. The rest of the palace peacefully slept on as panic seized Isolde and
made her shake.
The guards outside Ludwig’s quarters greeted her and stepped aside to let her through the
tall set of double doors. By then, they had become used to Isolde and Johan coming and going
from the Fürst’s quarters at strange hours.
Isolde heard Ludwig’s cries as she ran deeper into his quarters and reached his
bedchamber. The sleeping draught had been working. Isolde cursed. She didn’t know what could
have changed.
Isolde didn’t wait to knock and instead shoved open the heavy doors leading into
Ludwig’s bedchamber. Inside this room, the Fürst had acted mad before. Now he’d left behind
any semblance of sanity.
The Fürst had his arms flung wide and was waving them in erratic patterns as he spun
around the center of his bedchamber. Tears streamed down his face, and he kept alternating
between pleading and screeching. Ludwig’s voice was guttural when he cried out.
“Leave me alone. Why are you doing this? Why are you haunting me? Please, can’t you
spare my soul?”
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Isolde crossed the room until she stood a few paces from the Fürst. She held a hand to her
mouth as she watched him in horror. Those voices… She couldn’t imagine what kind of hell they
were creating for Ludwig.
Isolde hadn’t noticed at first in the dark of his bedchamber, but Ludwig’s eyes remained
closed. She called out his name a few times, expecting his eyes to snap open and turn toward her.
But the Fürst remained preoccupied with the screaming voice. It was like he couldn’t hear her at
all.
Isolde bit down on her lip. Even when the voice had been bad in the past, Ludwig had
remained aware of the world around him. But now he was asleep, trapped in whatever nightmare
he was currently experiencing.
Isolde set her candlestick on the floor and closed the distance between her and the Fürst
with a few slow steps. Once she had reached him, she grabbed his wrist.
“Your Highness, wake up.” When neither her touch nor her voice did anything, she shook
his thin arm and yelled, “you’re dreaming. Wake up and this will all be over. None of it is real.”
The Fürst kept on screaming, drowning out her words and the pretty lies she kept trying
to soothe him with. But right then, pretty lies were what he needed to hear. Isolde was in this
deep enough now to know that whatever was haunting the Fürst was much too real.
Isolde stepped back and released Ludwig’s arm. The moment her hold no longer pinned
his arm, he returned to whipping it around. Isolde’s attempts to help hadn’t done anything. Even
her mother’s draught that was intended to help Ludwig sleep couldn’t fix this.
But Isolde had her own magic.
Though she hated it, Isolde was forced to leave the Fürst alone again. She would only be
gone for a moment. Isolde left the doors to his bedchamber wide open as she rushed a few rooms
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over to his study. There had been a letter opener in there the other day, but it was no longer
resting atop the Fürst’s large desk. A servant must have tidied up the room earlier. After yanking
open various drawers and frantically searching for it, or anything at all with a sharp edge, Isolde
at last grasped the letter opener. With it in hand, Isolde turned from the desk and ran back to the
Fürst’s bedchamber.
Isolde was no stranger to blood, but it was a peculiar feeling using her own instead of her
mother’s like she usually did. She gripped the letter opener tightly and pulled her left sleeve back
to reveal a scarred arm, though not one nearly as scarred as her mother’s had been. In one quick
motion, Isolde sliced the letter opener’s sharp blade down her arm. The wide gash it left hurt, but
Isolde forgot the pain as she approached the Fürst.
She wiped her right palm across the wound until it was sticky and wet with blood. The
Fürst moved around before her, jerking about like some puppeteer’s poor marionette. Ludwig
hadn’t calmed any and still teetered on the brink of true insanity.
Isolde dodged one of his swinging arms and wiped her blood-coated palm across his
closed eyes. The moment her hand connected with the Fürst’s skin, she seized. Isolde’s magic
flared up, swift and strong within her.
Isolde’s veins were aflame as she mentally reached out and connected her mind to the
Fürst’s. She took a step away from him and closed her eyes to better concentrate. It was chaotic
inside Ludwig’s head, nothing more than a tangle of fear and anger and hatred. He wasn’t
thinking, only drowning in his own emotions as whatever voice he heard took over his entire
world.
With her gift, Isolde could fight back against it. Ludwig’s reality didn’t belong to the
forest’s screaming voice anymore. Now it was Isolde’s to control.
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She quickly brought to mind everything she’d heard in passing and had since learned
about the Fürst and his passions. Dancing. And music. He was famous for the balls he threw so
often in Munich and the way he was always the last to leave them.
Isolde concentrated on imagining a scene before her. A grand ballroom stretched beyond
them both. A ceiling painted with clouds and brightly clothed angels that several enormous
chandeliers hung from. The chandeliers with their dozens of lit candles dripped long strands of
crystals while the rich women dancing below them dripped with diamonds and pearls. Long
tables bearing steaming food and elaborate dishes lined one wall and servants bearing trays of
varied drinks passed between the gathered men and women. In one corner of the ballroom, a
small orchestra played a lilting waltz. Though she’d never attended a ball herself, Isolde had
heard enough stories of them to imagine one well enough.
Isolde bit down on her tongue as she concentrated on the scene before her. It was a skill
she’d spent years building and a magic that she’d been born to use. Isolde fine-tuned the scene’s
details and imagined it all so well it seemed real. And to the Fürst, it would be. With Isolde’s
blood over his eyes, what she imagined would be all he saw.
When at last the Fürst’s nightmare melted away into Isolde’s ball, he was able to calm
himself. His screaming and his pleading had both silenced and Ludwig finally stood still. Isolde
opened her eyes briefly to check on him. His arms hung limp at his sides and his face was pale,
but he was at peace. The voice was gone, forced away by Isolde.
She closed her eyes again and kept her mind on the imagined scene before her. Though
the Fürst had calmed now, the moment she stopped working her magic, he would be back to
where he’d been trapped before.
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It was the longest Isolde had ever held an illusion for, but she had practiced her magic
often, especially when she was younger. Once she and her mother had discovered exactly what
ability her blood gave her, Emilia had trained her nearly every day from the time she was five
years old. Sometimes it was for a few minutes but other days they would sneak away to the
forest and practice for hours in the privacy only the pines could give them. Isolde had first honed
her gift by working illusions and creating worlds full of grain for her neighbor’s chickens. She
had practiced on those chickens and a stray dog and even a few cows until Emilia had declared
her strong enough to progress to humans. Then mother and daughter had practiced for years as
Isolde wove worlds of wonder and realities full of brightly colored flowers and unclouded skies
for her mother to spend time in. Isolde’s father had always loved to watch the magic happen,
though he was too afraid to let her practice on him. He had never feared magic users, but magic
itself sometimes made him uneasy.
Isolde kept her magic strong and steady as the night passed and shadows crept along the
walls. The effort of continuing the illusion for hours was exhausting, but she refused to surrender
Ludwig to the forest and its horrors. Isolde would sometimes shake from the effort and her
breathing would grow labored, but each time she summoned her strength and reminded herself
what was at stake. Besides, she was an apothecary and a healer. She wasn’t in the business of
letting people suffer.
The dark outside made everything more difficult. That had always been the trouble with
the night. Magic was stronger then. Both Isolde’s and the dark magic in the forest. Night was the
domain of witches and magic, her mother had always told her. The domain of things not quite of
this world.
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Isolde kept her hold on Ludwig’s reality and stayed that way until dawn. He spent hours
calm and happy, trapped inside the glittering world she had built for him. Isolde’s draught had
failed, but at least she had still been able to help.
She didn’t release her power over the Fürst until at last the sun rose, chasing away all the
shadows haunting him.
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Chapter 15

Isolde was exhausted and unsteady on her feet by the time dawn broke outside the
windows in Ludwig’s bedchamber and painted the sky a soft pink. Near a pitcher of water, she
found a spare towel, wetted it through, and rubbed it across Ludwig’s closed eyes. The spell
Isolde had cast with her magic broke as she wiped the blood from his face. As Isolde lost her
hold on the Fürst, he collapsed but stayed asleep. Isolde lunged forward and caught the Fürst’s
heavy, limp body before lowering him to the floor. She grunted underneath his weight and
wasn’t strong enough to haul him over to his bed so she left him on the floor to continue snoring.
When he woke, Ludwig was likely to think this had all been nothing but an unusually vivid
dream.
Isolde eased herself into one of the uncomfortable, hardbacked chairs lined up against a
wall of the Fürst’s large bedchamber. One thing this palace had no shortage of was furniture.
And ostentatious rooms, of course. Isolde’s entire village could have fit and lived comfortably in
the Fürst’s quarters alone.
After sitting, Isolde pulled her legs up onto the chair and wrapped her arms around them.
She couldn’t remember the last time she’d been so utterly spent. Now all she wanted was to
crawl back into her own bed. But even though the sun had risen and Ludwig had lost his
torments, Isolde was afraid to leave him alone.
The Fürst dozed while Isolde sat there watching both him and the minute hand tick
around a clock’s large face. The clock stood in one of the bedchamber’s far corners and it was
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the first time Isolde had peered at it long enough to notice the hunting scene carved into the
wood of its tall base.
Isolde turned her head a while later as the bedchamber door slowly opened. A slim maid
with short blonde hair poked her head in and furrowed her brows at the sight of the Fürst
sleeping curled up on the floor. She didn’t see Isolde sitting against the wall until the girl
coughed to get the maid’s attention.
The maid jumped at the sound and blushed. “I’m sorry to interrupt. I was only seeing if
His Highness wanted his breakfast. This is usually the time he takes it.” She glanced back at
Ludwig. “Is he all right?”
Isolde lowered her feet to the floor. “He will be. He won’t want breakfast this minute, but
instead, can you go get Johan? I need him here, and he should be awake by now.”
The maid promised she’d return soon and crept back out from the room, shutting the door
quietly behind her. Isolde glanced almost contemptuously at Ludwig snoring on the floor. She
desperately wished to trade places with him in that moment.
Isolde didn’t have to wait long before Johan came bursting into the room with the maid
following behind him and panting from the effort of keeping up with his long legs. Once he was
in the bedchamber, Johan motioned for the maid to leave the room. She was quick to obey and
closed the door behind her.
Johan’s jacket was misbuttoned and his hair hadn’t been combed, as if he’d been in the
midst of dressing when the maid had gone to fetch him. He still looked much more put together
than Isolde did in her slippers and wrinkled set of bedclothes.
Johan motioned to the door the maid had gone out of. “She said you needed me right
away in the Fürst’s quarters.”
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Isolde gave a tired nod. If only he had shown up earlier.
Johan let out a small, surprised noise as he spotted his father lying on the floor. He
hurried over to Ludwig and knelt down to inspect him.
“What’s wrong?” Johan said once he was done. “He’s just asleep. The one thing amiss is
that he’s passed out on the floor.”
A strained laugh escaped Isolde. Oh, more than that was amiss. “That’s because you
weren’t here last night. I’ve been here all night long. Can you watch him now?”
Johan began to speak, but stopped when the Fürst stirred. Ludwig groaned as he slowly
came back to consciousness. After rolling to his side and sitting up, he blinked as he looked
around the room.
Ludwig looked up at Johan and grimaced. “It looks like I was sleep walking again. What
are you doing here so early?”
Before responding to the Fürst, Johan glanced at Isolde who slightly shook her head. She
needed to speak alone with Johan before informing Ludwig of everything that had happened.
Isolde prayed he remembered nothing, for the sake of his own peace of mind.
Johan took ahold of Ludwig’s arm and heaved him to his feet, after catching Isolde’s
silent message. “I was helping the maid bring your breakfast in. She said you weren’t waking so
I came to see if anything was wrong.”
Ludwig’s chuckle was light, so very different from his hoarse cries and desperate pleas
that had echoed throughout his bedchamber the night before. “I must have really been asleep. I
wouldn’t have turned away breakfast. It’s a fine thing, being able to sleep peacefully again.
Though, I did have the strangest dream last—”
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Ludwig prattled on to Johan while Isolde slipped out of the room. She found the maid
and let her know the Fürst would take his meal now. Isolde waited at the bedchamber doors
while the maid wheeled in a small cart with the Fürst’s breakfast sitting in covered plates on top.
With Ludwig now distracted by the smell of fresh food, Johan bid him farewell and
joined Isolde in the doorway.
“What happened?” he said quietly. “What don’t you want Ludwig to know?”
“He’ll be fine for right now,” Isolde said. At least something had gone right this morning.
“But we need to talk.”
Johan nodded and led the two of them to one of the spare parlors in the Fürst’s quarters.
It was more sparsely decorated with gold accents and cream-colored furniture, but it was empty
and far from the bedchamber so there was little chance of them being overheard. What a routine
roving about the Fürst’s quarters was becoming. Mere days ago, Isolde never imagined she
would have found herself becoming so comfortable in the Fürst’s rooms. Or ever stepping foot in
them at all.
Isolde sat again quickly on one of the sofas that was stiff from a lack of use. She was so
tired it was becoming difficult to stand. Johan sat next to Isolde on the other side of the sofa and
turned to face her.
“What happened?” Johan repeated.
“I heard it last night,” Isolde said in a strained whisper. She hated that she had been able
to hear that damned voice. But at least it had acted as a warning about Ludwig.
Johan’s eyes widened. “The voice?”
Isolde did her best to blink the weariness from her eyes. If only her body would recover
from the stress of last night. “From the forest. But it wasn’t anything like what Ludwig’s been
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hearing. It was a soft whisper. So quiet I couldn’t hear any words. I only heard a faint voice. And
it wasn’t threatening either. But then I realized that if I could hear it now, it must be worse for
Ludwig.”
Johan brushed a hand across his unshaven face. “You should have come and gotten me.”
“I was so desperate to get to Ludwig that I didn’t want to take the time. It was a good
thing I didn’t stop to find you. I made it to Ludwig’s and he was in such bad shape.” Isolde paled
at the memory. “Be glad you weren’t there to see it.”
Ludwig pushed himself up from the sofa and paced across the room with loud, thudding
steps. “No, I should have been there. You’re in this, but Ludwig is more my concern than yours.
What was he doing? What was happening when you got there?”
“The voice had invaded his sleep. He was moving and screaming and begging, but doing
it all while he slept. I couldn’t get him to wake either. It was like he was trapped. I’m just glad I
heard the whispers from the forest, otherwise I wouldn’t have known to go help him.”
“Damn. I thought everything would be fine with the sleeping draught,” Johan said. “How
did you help him?”
Isolde was a little too quick to answer, the lie slipping easily from her lips. “A different
one of my mother’s draughts. It was one that dissuaded nightmares and a higher dose than
normal unlocked Ludwig from his cage.”
Johan accepted her words as true and Isolde relaxed. He was still so convinced about
what he called dark magic. Emilia’s blood and its healing properties had taken Johan some time
to accept. But he would see Isolde’s as a more dangerous, more ungodly magic. A kind that he
might not be so keen on accepting. Even though she trusted him, Isolde didn’t yet want to risk
the consequences of revealing to Johan what her own blood could do.
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Isolde looked down at her hands. “He’ll need a new draught now. But one I don’t have.
I’ll start experimenting and see what I can make that will help him sleep, but keep the forest
from twisting his dreams into nightmares.”
Johan stopped pacing and returned to the sofa. “I know you’ve been to the forest a second
time, but perhaps we both need to go again.” Johan shuddered. “Though no part of me wants to.
But how else will we solve this before Ludwig truly goes mad or all this kills him?”
Isolde laid a hand on Johan’s arm to calm him. “Twice now I’ve been to that forest. I
have found nothing but death and dark spirits. No answers, no key to saving the Fürst. I don’t
know if a third trip there will do anything but put both our lives at risk again.”
Johan sighed and ran a hand through his already messy hair. “Then what are we supposed
to do?”
Isolde’s face had softened. “I don’t know,” she said. “I wish I did.”
Johan leaned his head back until it rested on the top of the sofa. “I’m going to the library.
Ludwig has an extensive collection of books. There has to be something I haven’t found yet.”
Johan’s face lit up. “And the library at Steinburg has been collecting materials for a hundred
years. I’ll write to Alarick and have him look for me and send anything he finds. There are
answers to the forest and we will find them.” Unable to stay still, he began to wring his hands. “I
swear it.”
“It’s going to take me time, a few days probably, to experiment with draughts until I find
one effective enough for Ludwig,” Isolde said.
“Thank you.” Johan’s gaze snapped to her as a sudden thought occurred to him. “You.
Your mother. You’re both magic users and this is some form of dark magic we’re up against. If
you have no insights about it yourself, do you know others who might? Other magic users? Or
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anyone you could reach out to and send your own letters to?” Johan placed a hand on the back of
his neck. “This is getting worse. We need as much help as we can get.”
Isolde pursed her lips and tried to think of other witches she knew. There weren’t many
and most had only known her mother, not her. “I don’t have as many people to contact as I wish,
but my mother had friends, partners, teachers. They’re scattered across the Empire, but I’ll see
what I can do. I’m going to need more parchment though.”
Johan laughed. “It seems it’s going to take an entire kingdom to save the Fürst.”
“The Fürst is supposed to look out for and protect his kingdom. I say it’s a good thing
that the opposite can become true as well.”
Johan picked at a loose hangnail. “And if nothing comes of our efforts? If we’re no closer
to defeating the forest?”
Isolde leaned forward and took both of Johan’s hands in hers. “We’ll worry about that
when we get there. Focus on what we can do now. If it comes to it, we’ll burn that forest to the
ground. That might solve the problem.”
Johan stilled as he stared down at her hands on his. “That’d sure be something to see.”
Isolde stood, releasing Johan as she did so. “I’m exhausted so I’m going to go collapse in
my bed. And then I’ll be working on draughts for the Fürst so if you need me, I’ll be in my
room.”
Johan uttered a goodbye to her as she walked away and left him behind. Isolde
disappeared from the doorway, the sound of her quiet pace lost among the loud noises and voices
of the Fürst’s quarters.
Isolde took a deep, calming breath as she walked back to her room. The forest had
breached Raureif and gotten to the Fürst where he should have been safe from it. This new
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development made her nervous. There was a chance the forest was capable of more than they
realized. Isolde feared discovering what else this demon they were up against was hiding.
The more they dug for the truth, the more horrors they unearthed instead. It was starting
to terrify Isolde, the idea of what else was waiting to be found within the depths of the forest.
***
The days passed much too slowly for Johan, especially as they yielded none of the
answers he sought. It took Isolde five days to perfect her new draught, though each evening she
got closer and the Fürst’s nightly terror grew lesser. Ludwig slept for sixteen straight hours the
night Isolde finally got the draught right.
A draught like death, she called it. A sleep so deep and dreamless it was akin to the grave
itself. She claimed that the forest couldn’t slip in and take advantage of a near-dead man’s brain.
The thought of his father near death every night horrified Johan, but the draught did what it was
designed to do. The forest couldn’t reach the Fürst in his sleep anymore, but it continued to haunt
and torment Ludwig every other waking moment.
Johan sent a near-frantic letter to Alarick, asking him to search the library for anything
related to demons and ghosts and other supernatural creatures. Even biological facts about the
trees and ferns the forest contained as well. But everything Alarick sent back was something
Johan had either already found or ended up discovering the second time he tore Raureif’s library
apart.
Johan had held high hopes for Isolde’s own contacts, but few even opted to respond to
her letters. He wasn’t sure whether it was because it was Isolde and not her mother, or if it was
because of the Fürst’s involvement. The man was well-loved by most, but his stance against
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magic and devil-worshippers had made him some enemies amongst those who practiced
witchcraft or dark magic.
Of those who did respond to Isolde, a few suggested possible ghouls or demons
commonly found in remote forests. Lorelei that drowned men, Mara or druden that would cause
horrific nightmares that could consume a person whole, and even a wiedergänger, a spirit come
back from the dead to cause chaos among the living. Each suggestion was carefully researched
and considered by both Isolde and Johan, but none seemed to be a close enough fit for the evil
magic and dark forest that were threatening to swallow Raureif.
“There’s a chance none of this research will give us the answers we need,” Isolde said
one afternoon while they sat beside each other in Raureif’s expansive library.
“I know,” Johan said as he flipped through the pages in the book he held. “But we’re
going to keep searching anyway. We have to.”
So they did. As the hours of researching and writing letters lengthened into days, Johan
took to lying awake in bed at night imagining the worst. Meanwhile, Isolde took to feigning a
positive attitude and a wide, bright smile as best she could. Though they fought the forest
ferociously for its secrets, the answers they sought were hard-won. Neither Isolde nor Johan were
fully able to uncover any desperately needed truths, even as the darkness tightened its hold on
them and Raureif a little more.
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Chapter 16

Freezing night rain poured onto Munich’s streets several days later. It pattered down on
rooftops and against windowpanes while chilling to the bone anyone unlucky enough to be
caught outside at the time. Most of the city’s residents were gathered around warm fireplaces and
under sturdy rooves. Munich’s streets were nearly empty and so Alarick passed few people as he
rode into the city and toward its center where Steinburg rested.
The two men who had accompanied the advisor to Raureif rode behind him as their
horses walked through the muddy streets. Both the horses and their riders were soaked through
and splattered with mud by the time they reached Steinburg’s towering, iron front gates. The
men dismounted as they all shivered from the cold, despite the heavy coats they each wore.
Once Alarick was recognized, his status prompted two guards to leave their posts at the
gate and offer to take the men’s horses. Alarick’s chest heaved as he let out a weary sigh and
wiped away the water dripping down his face. He gave his horse a grateful pat before handing
him off and thanking the guard who had offered to take the stallion to the stables.
The three men crossed Steinburg’s wide front courtyard as the gates closed behind them,
shutting them off from Munich and bringing them back into the royal court. Alarick had sorely
missed having a roof over his head and his meals being served to him. Such luxuries were
nonexistent when he was traveling through Bavaria. Alarick shook his head and droplets of water
flew from his hair and beard. He couldn’t remember the last time he’d missed a warm room and
dry clothes this much either.
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Steinburg’s warmth enveloped each of the men as they stepped into the front hall. It was
a welcome sight with its grand set of white marble stairs, rich purple carpets, and the gilded
chandelier with the way it hung over them, at least twice as large as Alarick. All of it had been
designed specifically to impress any who were fortunate enough to be welcomed into the palace.
Alarick had once been in awe of it all when he was a younger man and new to court, but now he
was only grateful to be out of the rain and done with his journey.
The advisor bid his two traveling companions goodnight before clomping up the stairs
and turning left to head for his own smaller, but comfortable quarters. Water dripped from his
soaked clothes and he winced as he glanced back to see the trail of mud he left behind him.
Luckily, Steinburg employed its own battalion of servants to keep it clean and shining.
Alarick passed long windows and gilded halls complete with tall, arching ceilings until he
reached his empty and closed off quarters. He was already pulling off his coat before the doors
had fully closed behind him. Alarick stood in the entrance to his quarters and took a moment to
appreciate the peace and quiet. It was the first bit he’d had in over a week.
After treading past a couple of doors, Alarick reached his bedchamber where he debated
breaking into his hidden collection of mead. But no. It was too fine a mead to enjoy when he was
so exhausted. Perhaps tomorrow night.
Instead, Alarick changed into a dry set of bedclothes and eased himself into a bed piled
so high with blankets he was soon lost to their depths. He was motionless and snoring loudly
before long. He ended up sleeping all through the night and a good part of the morning as well.
The next day, various sounds made by Steinburg’s residents outside Alarick’s quarters
woke him before he could sleep for too long. It was impossible to sleep too late in the palace
with all the passing voices, loud footsteps, and servants going about their work.
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After waking and feeling more himself than he had in days, Alarick washed, dressed in a
set of his finest clothes, and went to see the Fürstin. There, he was greeted by her usual
cantankerous, gate-keeping servant, but the mere mention of the advisor’s name was enough to
grant him an audience. He ordinarily was forced to wait much longer to see Her Highness.
Evidently, Adele had been waiting for his return from Raureif.
Alarick was led to a parlor that seemed larger than usual with just the Fürstin standing in
it. The room had always been one of Alarick’s favorites in the palace, decorated to look like a
burst of fresh spring air, and was where one could usually find Adele. When she wasn’t passing
her days in Steinburg’s gardens with other noblewomen or ladies in waiting of course. But the
dreary skies and thundering rain had continued today so Her Highness’s floral room was as close
as anyone could get to the expansive gardens themselves.
As Alarick entered her parlor, Adele turned and lifted her head at the sight of him. Her
usual companions weren’t present and once the servant had left, there was no one present but the
two of them. At Adele’s urging, Alarick turned and closed the set of double doors designed to
look like green painted vines were crossing them.
After catching him peer about the empty room, Adele spoke. “I wasn’t in the mood to
host my usual gathering today. Besides, I awoke to word that you had returned last night and I
had assumed there would be much to discuss.”
Alarick waited to sit until Adele had taken a seat herself. The advisor sat in a nearby chair
instead of joining the Fürstin on the sofa that her widespread, dark green skirts took up so much
of.
“If only it weren’t improper to speak poorly of the Fürst,” Alarick said with a wry smile.
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Adele laughed and motioned for him to go ahead. “Ludwig is a four days’ ride from here.
What can he do about it? Besides, much of my day consists of speaking improperly about the
Fürst.” Adele leaned forward on the sofa. “Please, tell me what has occurred at Raureif. What did
you discover?”
Alarick tugged at his beard, trying to think of ways to speak gently to Adele. Ultimately,
he decided there were none, at least not in this matter.
“Adele, the rumors we heard are correct. I saw Ludwig. As mad as they say, or worse.”
The Fürstin’s eyes widened. “What? Ludwig was perfectly fine when he left a few weeks
ago. Tell me everything.”
“That newspaper didn’t print lies. Ludwig was pacing his quarters and pulling at his hair
when I arrived. He was muttering about screaming voices in the forest and was truly terrified of
them. He refuses to leave Raureif, even after I kept urging him to return to Munich. Ludwig
thinks if he steps foot into the forest, he’ll be killed by whatever he thinks he hears.”
The Fürstin stared at Alarick with a gaping mouth as he spoke.
“Did you tell him of the unrest in the streets here?” she said. “How he must return for his
people and for his throne?”
Alarick grunted as creases appeared in his forehead. Adele shouldn’t doubt him. He had
said everything he could have to the Fürst. “I spent all the time I could trying to convince him.
That pigheaded man you married refused to budge. He said I was worrying far too much and
refused to listen to me. But they have taken some precautions there. No one but a select few
servants are allowed in and out. Johan is doing what he always does and is making the best of an
impossible situation.”
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Adele’s lip curled at the mention of the boy’s name. “Leave it to Ludwig to keep a
bastard so close to him. Like I need the reminder that marriage isn’t as sacred a sacrament to him
as it should be.”
Alarick’s mouth grew tight. He hesitated to speak against Adele, but her criticism of
Johan was unwarranted. “Whoever Johan is, you have to admit Ludwig and his court would be in
far worse shape without him.”
Adele scowled as she smoothed out her satin skirts. “Then what is he doing up at
Raureif?”
“Handling his father as well as he can. And keeping the palace running. He’s brought in
an apothecary to treat Ludwig. Johan listened to my concerns far more willingly than the Fürst
and agreed with them. He promised to keep us updated on the situation if I’d tell him any news
from Munich. Johan also promised to do his best to convince Ludwig to return to Steinburg.”
Adele pursed her lips. “Brought in an apothecary? Why not send for the royal apothecary
here? He’s a fool to be toying with the Fürst’s health and sanity like that.”
Alarick rubbed at the back of his neck. “I won’t pretend to understand Johan’s reasoning,
but he assured me the girl was renowned for her skills. She was young and seemingly had no
status, but she was sharp and understood the gravity of the situation. I wasn’t too worried about
his choice to hire her. Johan wouldn’t take any chances with his father.”
“I trust your judgment, but I don’t approve of Johan’s decision.” Adele tucked back a
strand of hair that had fallen loose from her elaborate updo. “It hasn’t been as eventful here.
Though Stefan and Ethelinde have been especially active.”
Alarick tilted his head. He’d been expecting them to strike once the rumors about Ludwig
had started. “How so?”
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“Some lesser noble’s son managed to insult and then enrage Stefan at supper two nights
ago. Though it doesn’t take much to make Stefan’s temper rise. The two ended up challenging
each other to a duel and though Stefan is skilled, this noble’s son was known for his aim. I
suppose Stefan thought the odds in his opponent’s favor were too great because the man turned
up dead from poison before the duel could be carried out. Rather than swallowing his pride and
backing out from the challenge, Stefan set his snake on the man and took an innocent life.”
Alarick tapped his fingers against the arm of his chair to the tune of a song he couldn’t
remember hearing, but had woken with stuck in his head. “Were you able to trace it to
Ethelinde?”
Adele sighed and stretched out her legs so that small, slippered feet peeked out from
beneath the heavy folds of the dress she wore. “You know we never can. She’s too careful, but
we’re always watching. One day she’ll make a mistake and then her pretty neck will find itself in
a noose.”
“It might be a good thing Ludwig refuses to return to Munich right now. If the serpent is
on the loose, we don’t watch her fangs getting anywhere near his throat.”
Adele paled. “She wouldn’t dare.”
“That depends entirely upon how desperate Stefan is.”
Adele clenched her hands together in her lap. “If only I dared approach or challenge her.”
Alarick lifted an eyebrow as he stared at the Fürstin. Surely she was smarter than that. “If
you do that, you’ll be finding poison on your own lips.”
“Then I’ll continue to watch them.”
“And any of Ludwig’s other rivals?”
Adele blinked before shaking her head. “None so much a danger as Stefan is right now.”
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Alarick licked his lips and leaned back in his chair. “A shame the Fürst has so many
enemies. It’s almost impossible to keep track of them all.”
Adele straightened up and shot the advisor a sideways glance. “Any other man on the
throne would have had twice as many.”
Alarick chuckled to himself as he thought of Stefan on the throne. The man truly had a
gift for making enemies. “If the warmonger manages to get his clutches on the crown, he might
make a new record for himself.”
Adele’s eyes flashed. “Don’t joke about that. I don’t even want to hear a mention of
Stefan ruling Bavaria.”
Alarick leaned closer to the Fürstin and inclined his head. “My apologies, Your
Highness.”
Adele’s gaze had grown mournful as any remaining irritation left her eyes. “Is he going
to be alright, Alarick? My husband?”
Alarick was quick to nod. “I don’t doubt it. And besides, we’re going to be doing
everything we can to help him.”
Adele released her hands to her sides and straightened her back until her posture was
formal and regal. She had always looked every part a Fürstin, but there were moments like this
when Alarick knew she had been destined for this role from birth. Though it was Ludwig who
ruled, Alarick was struck with a sudden sadness that Adele, as a woman, would never be able to
take the throne herself. What a ruler she would have made.
Adele sat there staring at him, prim and proper on the sofa, as the two exchanged a
pained smile. Alarick had always enjoyed the understanding the two of them had come to share.
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The understanding that, no matter the consequences, they would fight to protect Bavaria and her
people.
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Chapter 17

Glass shattered as Stefan threw a second porcelain vase against the marble floor of his
quarters. It had sailed past the rug adorning the center of the room and nearly hit the wall
beyond. Ethelinde sat nearby, out of range of the two vases Stefan had thrown, and ignoring her
husband’s outburst. She had long since given up on trying to reason with or even speak to him.
Instead, Ethelinde needled a length of delicate, white lace over her lap and quietly
hummed a classical piece she’d heard performed last night after supper. She finally looked up
again as a third vase crashed into the floor, shattering into smaller fragments. The moment the
white and blue vase broke, water spilled out and a ruined bouquet of flowers was scattered across
the room. A small gasp escaped Ethelinde as she saw what was left of the bright yellow flowers
she’d gathered from Steinburg’s gardens just yesterday. Loose petals and green, thorny stems
had become nothing more than carnage in the path of Stefan’s rage. Soon there wouldn’t be any
more vases of flowers left untouched. Ethelinde had always tried to keep their quarters bright and
pretty, but that wasn’t a priority to her raging husband.
Ethelinde’s tone was cold when she spoke to Stefan. “You’re ruining every nice thing we
have. Throw one more thing and I swear I’ll poison you.”
Stefan’s narrowed eyes met his wife’s. She maintained her gaze while taking another
stitch with her thin metal needle.
Stefan’s words were little more than a growl when he spoke. “You are useless. I wanted
poisons. You insisted on runes. And now nothing has changed in days. The same old rumors.
And Ludwig sitting untouchable atop his mountain. We are no closer to power or to the throne
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and it is entirely your fault. If you had listened to me, done what I wanted, everything would be
different. Don’t you understand? Our chance is slipping away despite my best efforts to hold
onto it. And you have done nothing but get in my way.”
While Stefan ranted and yelled at her, Ethelinde calmly pricked her index finger with her
needle without so much as a flinch. A drop of blood welled up on her pale skin. The pretty
stretch of lace she’d been working on had been merely something to occupy her time and now it
had become nothing more than the closest available surface. Ethelinde set her needle down and,
with her bleeding finger, traced a rune onto the surface of the lace, staining the pure white a dark,
deep red. It was one of her more powerful runes and she was exhausted and taking deep, heaving
breaths by the time she was done.
Ethelinde rested a hand near the drawn rune as she lifted her gaze to her husband. She
jutted out her chin and her eyes held nothing but challenge while Stefan glowered at her, unable
to utter a word. Ethelinde rarely used runes on her own husband, but he was not allowed to speak
to her that way. No one was. And so Stefan would have silence forced upon him until the rune
was washed away or marred somehow.
Stefan clawed at his throat until his nails had left raw, raised scratches. He kept opening
his mouth wide, but no matter how hard he tried he couldn’t speak a word. Ethelinde tucked her
ankles beneath her and smirked, now that she’d caught her breath back. It had been worth the
effort, even if it had left her exhausted. If only she could have held the power of the witches
she’d heard about in stories told to frighten children. The power the Fürst claimed some in this
world possessed. But she made do well enough with the little magic she called her own.
Ethelinde spoke quietly now that she could get a single word in. “Don’t speak to me that
way again. Though, I do agree that our opportunity may be slipping away. Perhaps the time for
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caution is past. You want your throne? Then take me to Ludwig. But don’t forget who got you
this far and who will be ruling at your side.”
Ethelinde yanked at a few white threads of lace and unraveled some of her carefully done
stitching until a large enough hole had been torn and the rune was longer whole. Stefan’s voice
returned the moment the rune lost its power over him. He glared at Ethelinde one last time before
taking a seat beside her on the sofa.
“Take you to Ludwig?” He said.
Ethelinde shoved the remains of the bloody lace off her lap and onto the floor. “I’d
suggest it if you want the Fürst poisoned.”
Stefan threw back his head in laughter. “The Fürst is so proud of his shining, new palace.
And I’ve heard such things about it. Shall we go see Raureif for ourselves?”
Ethelinde’s eyes shone at the suggestion. “I’ll summon servants to help with the
packing.”
Stefan reached for his wife’s hand and kissed the back of it. The action was both his
silent apology and his thanks. Ethelinde stood and kicked her lacework out of the way with one
slippered foot. She had so many supplies to prepare, ingredients to be sure to bring. The servants
could pack her clothes and any other necessities. However, Ethelinde allowed no one but herself
to go near her hidden poisons. The last time someone else had dared to touch them, they had
ended up dead.
***
At the next evening’s banquet, Adele requested that Stefan sit at her left side. It was
usually high praise to be offered a seat so close to where the Fürstin surveyed the great hall and
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its inhabitants like a bird of prey. But to Stefan, it was less praise and more akin to a warning.
Even a threat.
Stefan was dressed in his best coat embroidered with shining silver thread as he took his
seat next to Adele. A long table stretched out before them. Servants were constantly coming and
going, relighting candelabras and bringing new dishes of steaming food. Bread and pies and
stews that all smelled divine.
The Fürstin didn’t deign to acknowledge Stefan until they were halfway through the
banquet’s second course. Until then, he had been waiting in an uncomfortable and tense silence.
But even Stefan knew better than to speak first to Adele. The Fürstin always had the first word
and usually the last as well.
Adele swallowed her spoonful of hearty venison stew and turned to Stefan. Her tone was
friendly, but her narrowed eyes promised something else. Stefan wiped his sweaty hands on his
breeches and wished Ethelinde was at his side to help him face down the Fürstin.
“So you’re preparing to travel?” Adele said. “Surely, the unruly spring weather will make
for a miserable journey.”
Stefan prayed his wide smile hid any nervousness he might feel. He debated whether or
not to conceal his intended destination, but lying would have been useless. He’d bet everything
he owned that Adele already knew far more than she should have.
“Yes,” Stefan said. “Ethelinde and I have tired of Munich. Besides, we’ve heard such
wondrous things about the Fürst’s new palace. And we miss him, of course. He is family and
he’s been away for a while now. Ethelinde will be able to enjoy all of Raureif’s promised glory
and I’m looking forward to hunting parties with my cousin. No one can match him when it
comes to the bow, though I do claim to be a better shot with a rifle.”
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Once her stew was gone, Adele laid her thin spoon down and angled it to indicate she
was finished. A servant came to remove the empty ceramic bowl while she continued speaking
with Stefan.
“That does sound lovely. Did you know even I haven’t seen Raureif yet? Only heard
Ludwig’s impassioned words and seen the plans for his great dreams.” The Fürstin leaned close
as if the two were friends exchanging an intriguing secret. “And oh, how I tire of court life some
days. I’d like to join you on your journey. I look forward to keeping Ethelinde company and
eventually seeing both Raureif and my husband. Sleep well tonight, for if all goes well, we can
depart tomorrow afternoon.”
Stefan’s face had grown a deep shade of red, but he held his tongue before the Fürstin.
Adele blinked demurely at him. “Is everything alright?”
Stefan turned away and coughed. His face was pinched when he faced the Fürstin and her
too proud expression again. Her words relayed nothing but innocence, but Stefan would have to
be blind to miss the slight smirk she wore. Court had only ever been a chess game to the woman
and she knew exactly when she had won the latest match. Like Ethelinde and her poisons, the
Fürstin had been born to this.
As he surveyed Adele, Stefan’s nostrils flared. Whoever had declared the queen to be the
most powerful chess piece had been a fool.
“I’m fine,” Stefan said after the silence had grown unbearable. “It seems the stew is a bit
too hot for me. It will be lovely to have you join us on our trip. Though, are you sure you
wouldn’t be more comfortable here at court?”
Adele sipped from her half-empty glass of wine. “No, I have been at Steinburg for much
too long. It’s time for me to enter Raureif myself and set aright the chaos you and I both know
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dropped it back in her lap, the few drops of red wine staining its surface only served to remind
Stefan of blood.
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Chapter 18

After checking on his father yet again early one morning, Johan left the Fürst’s quarters
and let his tense shoulders relax as he walked through one of Raureif’s mirrored halls with its
golden sconces and polished, shining floor. Isolde’s new draught had worked for another night.
Johan was relieved that he could now count on more than one hand the number of nights his
father had been safe from the screaming voice. He forced himself to straighten up as he stepped.
It wasn’t much progress, but it was something to be grateful for.
Now if only they could find a way to strike a heavy blow against this damn forest.
Johan sighed to himself as he walked. This world had been so much simpler when magic
had only been a faraway danger. Something dangerous that no one but the most misled indulged
in. But now here it was both haunting and saving his father.
Johan was passing through one of Raureif’s main corridors when a panting guard in a
rumpled, too large uniform caught up to him. When Johan didn’t immediately react to him, the
guard caught his arm to get his attention. Johan paused and faced him. The guard had a kind,
round face and he spoke with Johan occasionally, though he did talk too much for Johan’s liking.
But now, worry had twisted the guard’s features and he kept rocking his weight from foot to
foot.
“What is it?” Johan said after he had paused and taken in the guard’s expression.
The guard grimaced before speaking in a low voice. “It took me a while to find you. I’m
sorry to waste your time, but I thought you should know so that you could make the Fürst aware
and —”
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Johan coughed to interrupt the rambling and the guard blushed.
“Right, sorry,” he said. “I only meant to say that Her Highness Adele along with the
Prinz and Prinzessin have arrived from Munich. They sent no advance notice of their arrival and
are being escorted into the palace now.”
Johan stiffened. “Which Prinz and Prinzessin?” he asked. Though there were many who
were related to Ludwig and thus claimed the titles, Johan had an idea of who would have
required such a quick warning.
The guard’s voice grew even quieter. “Stefan and Ethelinde.”
Of course they had come. Johan almost let a desperate laugh escape him. Adele herself
might not have been any trouble, but the couple she brought with her were desperate for the
throne. And, from what Johan had witnessed, willing to do anything to get it.
Stefan could not be allowed to see the Fürst in his current state or else he’d be the first to
fight for the throne under the pretense that the Fürst was too mad to rule. And Ethelinde with her
poisons was far too dangerous to let anywhere near Ludwig either.
Johan cursed under his breath and the guard winced at the sharp words. It felt like he was
always fighting the Fürst’s wars for him. Some days Johan didn’t want to put in the effort, but
the alternative was a fate terrible enough that he didn’t want to live to see it.
“Did they say what they were here for?” Johan asked.
“I don’t know,” the guard said. “I wasn’t there to hear it.”
Johan straightened his coat as he ground his teeth. “Thanks for the warning.”
The guard patted Johan’s shoulder before continuing down the hall. The touch hadn’t
been much comfort, but Johan appreciated the gesture. Once the guard was gone, Johan took a
nearby flight of stairs down to Raureif’s grand entrance hall to intercept the three royals. They
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were already gone and had headed deeper into the palace. Johan didn’t run but was forced to
keep a fast pace to catch up to the three royals and the small gaggle of guards and servants
escorting them.
Johan shoved his way around a few people and broke through the crowd to reach
Raureif’s newest guests. The Fürstin stood tall and proud in an ivy colored gown and matching
black boots and cloak. She soured the moment she caught sight of Johan. Usually, she was
known for her kindness toward the household servants, but she’d only ever been curt with him.
Adele was a sharp woman and held no doubts about Johan’s identity so he could hardly blame
her for the rude way she’d always treated him.
Johan bent at the waist once the Prinz had noticed him too. The mere sight of Stefan was
enough to set him on edge. “I came to welcome you to Raureif. And I hope your travels went
well.”
Adele gave a single nod in response while Stefan broke into a wide smile that failed to
reach his eyes. Ethelinde stayed silent, looking bored as she hung onto her husband’s arm.
“Our trip did pass nicely,” Stefan said. “We were desperate to see Ludwig’s palace. He’s
been so proud of it and we’d decided we’d been in Munich for far too long.”
“If you’d like, I can escort you to the rooms we’ve prepared for you,” Johan said.
He was grateful that Raureif’s staff always kept a few grand guest suites clean and ready
at any moment for surprise arrivals like this one. Johan glanced at Adele whose attention was on
Raureif’s vaulted overhead ceiling. It was another painted stretch of hall, designed to look like
the heavens above. Johan wasn’t quite sure how they’d managed to get a painter up so high.
Johan scoffed as Adele continued to stare. There were plenty of fine halls back at
Steinburg. Adele had had a reason to make the trip all the way out here, though Johan wasn’t
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sure what. But if Johan knew her at all, she was sure to meddle and make his life more
complicated than it already was. It would have been simpler if they’d all stayed away. Johan took
a deep breath and decided to assume the best of Adele. Perhaps she had merely needed a rest
from life in the royal court, but had ended up in Stefan and Ethelinde’s power play.
Johan didn’t let his doubts about Adele rest too soon. He’d learned the hard way a while
back not to think her simple. When he was young, Johan and another servant’s son had once
attempted to hide an inflated pig’s bladder under a cushion in one of Adele’s parlors before she
and a few other noblewomen visited. Not only had Adele caught it immediately, Johan had been
fiercely slapped and yelled at for a long time by the most powerful woman in Bavaria. The
memory of it still made him shudder.
“Excellent,” Stefan said. “Our arrival wasn’t too sudden for you then. I was hoping not.”
Johan bid the Fürstin a formal farewell as another servant led her to her quarters. After
she was gone, he fell into step beside Stefan and Ethelinde. A few more guards and a handful of
servants followed behind them, but Stefan motioned for those trailing to give them some space.
Johan’s eyes narrowed at the forced distance. The Prinz was choosing quickly to either make a
stand or utter a threat. Johan didn’t like the audacity and boldness with which Stefan was
carrying himself.
“So the Fürst came all the way out here to find the peace he couldn’t get at Steinburg?”
Stefan said.
Johan’s eyes met Ethelinde’s striking green ones as she peered at him. “It is a lovely
place for a palace,” Johan said. “Don’t you think it’s peaceful with the mountains and all those
pines? I could stare out the windows all day if I didn’t have a household to help manage.”
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Stefan’s voice was soft, but there was a rock-hard force behind his words. “Yes, I have
heard the pines especially are remarkable. Does the forest speak to you too, Johan?”
Johan jutted out his chin and pressed closer to the Prinz. He was pleased to see that he
had a few inches on the man. “I’m sorry, Stefan, but I haven’t the slightest clue of what you
mean.”
Stefan’s eyes flashed at the bold use of his name. Johan refused to stoop to using a title or
any other form of respect with the man. No matter how much trouble it might get him into later.
“Perhaps that is my fault then,” Stefan said. “I shouldn’t have put so much stock into
rumors. But some mighty concerning ones were reaching us back in Munich. Why, I had to come
out here to ensure everything was alright. And poor Adele was just pining away for her husband.
You know how women are.”
Johan turned a corner and entered one of the palace’s darker hallways where there were
no windows. Though they tried, candles never could be a match for sunlight. “Then it’s good that
Their Highnesses are in shared company again.”
“I agree. And it will be excellent to see my cousin again as well. It’s a shame that he’s so
fond of hiding himself away up here in the mountains. I’m quite looking forward to dining with
the Fürst and toasting to his health.”
“As we toast to yours.”
Ethelinde let loose a deep, throaty laugh and spoke at last. “Like we hoped you would.”
The three stopped at the white set of double doors complete with a gilded design in the
center and leading into the finest guest suite Raureif possessed. Johan twisted one of the door’s
handles and gestured inside after it had been opened. “I hope everything is to your tastes. If
there’s anything you’re in need of, be sure to summon us.”
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The three all stepped aside as the servants carrying the Prinz and Prinzessin’s large,
heavy trunks brought them into their temporary quarters. One guard stationed himself outside
while the other two entered the quarters as well.
Ethelinde stepped inside herself, loudly uttering her thoughts on the rooms they’d been
offered. Her voice faded away as she ventured further into the guest quarters.
Stefan started forward before pausing in the doorway and turning back to Johan. “It’s a
shame that you’ve become so fixated on the current Fürst that you’ve lost sight of Bavaria and
what’s best for her. But you’re a smart boy and I admire the dedication you bring to court so I’ll
tell you this once.” Stefan locked eyes with him. “Don’t act a fool and attempt to impede me. I
know they call me monster behind my back and if you step in my way, I’ll show you just how
true those rumors are.”
As his hands curled into fists at his sides, Johan stared wordlessly at the man. How dare
he stand there and threaten him. While Stefan might hold a great deal of power in his hands,
Johan would not be afraid to stand between him and his father.
Stefan ignored any reaction from Johan and strode through the wide doorway, slamming
the door shut so hard it rattled. He left nothing behind him but a stunned Johan and a sour stench
in the air.
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Chapter 19

Johan plodded straight to the Fürst’s quarters after pulling himself back together. He
refused to let Stefan’s threats rattle too much. But as he walked, Johan continually looked over
his shoulder, though for what he wasn’t sure.
He stopped at the entrance to the Fürst’s quarters and spoke briefly with the two usual
guards stationed there. The one spoke at length about his newborn daughter and the other tried
out a few jokes he’d come up with on Johan. Most he laughed at out of kindness rather than true
amusement.
After the conversation lulled, Johan stepped close to the guards and lowered his voice. “I
don’t know if word has reached this far, but Stefan and Ethelinde have both arrived at Raureif.”
Both guards immediately turned grim at the news. “I don’t think I have to explain to you how
important it is that they’re kept far away from His Highness. I don’t even want them in this
hallway. I know they’ll both try to get close to Ludwig. Do not let that happen. Come up with
whatever excuse you want. The Fürst is busy, the Fürst is not feeling well, whatever. But keep
them out and double the guard around His Highness. The only three I want to have unquestioned
access to these quarters are myself, the apothecary, and Adele, of course.”
The guards repeated their understanding and Johan pushed past them to enter Ludwig’s
quarters. Of course, it would be simpler to keep Adele out as well, but that order would never
stand. Bavaria’s Fürstin far outranked him and Johan shuddered to think of what would happen if
he tried to keep her from her husband.
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It took longer than usual for Johan to discover where his father was spending his day and
he nearly yelled at him when at last he found him. Ludwig was in one of his larger rooms that
was mostly empty save for a row of cushioned chairs. The rest of the room had been intended to
be a stage for performers and the room had vaulted ceiling that had been designed with acoustics
in mind. It was also one of the simpler rooms with a few tranquil murals painted over the walls.
Nothing elaborate so as not to draw attention away from any invited performers.
Ludwig sat slouched in one of the chairs with a leg draped over its arm. A band several
men strong played classical music from the opposite side of the room. From what Johan heard, it
was all pieces from Ludwig’s favorite composer, a man the Fürst was happily a patron to. At
another time Johan might have been happy to see Ludwig relaxed enough to somewhat enjoy
himself, but now he was in too foul a mood to feel pleased for his father. Here Ludwig was
listening to men play instruments while Johan and Isolde were the ones holding Bavaria together.
Ludwig glanced up and frowned as Johan burst into the room, interrupting the Fürst’s
private concert in the process. Johan pretended not to take pride in the annoyance his interruption
had caused.
“I need to speak with you,” Johan said. “Immediately.”
Ludwig gestured over to the men who had paused their playing. “It’s so important you
needed to interrupt me?”
Johan sighed, trying not to snap back at his father. This orchestra was Ludwig’s personal
one, housed and fed in Raureif. He could have them perform any time for him.
Johan raised an eyebrow. “I’m sorry, Your Highness, but the matter can’t wait.”
Ludwig groaned and straightened up in the chair. It creaked as he rose from it. Ludwig
instructed the men of the orchestra to rest while he was gone but assured them that he’d back
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soon to listen to them perform their angelic music. After the men had spread out and relaxed,
Ludwig followed his son from the room meant for performers and to his more private study.
The door to the study had hardly closed behind them before Johan whirled around and
faced his father. “Raureif is slightly more occupied this morning,” he said as he shared the day’s
unpleasant news. “Adele, Stefan, and Ethelinde have all arrived.”
Ludwig's mouth fell open. Finally, he swallowed and stared at his son. “Very well. You
have my forgiveness for interrupting me.”
Johan snorted. “Excellent. I didn’t know how I was going to carry on without it.”
Ludwig peered at his son with a stern gaze before settling down in a nearby chair. “And
how long do Stefan and his wife plan on staying here?”
Johan eased into one of the study’s chairs himself. Some days he grew tired of being on
his feet constantly. “For as long as it takes to poison you, I’d assume.”
Ludwig grimaced. “Well, I’d like to avoid that. Why are they here now? This forest
wasn’t enough to deal with already?”
“I’ve been asking myself that all day,” Johan muttered to himself. He cleared his throat
but before he could speak up, the door to the Fürst’s study burst open with such force that it sent
both men jumping to their feet.
It was neither Stefan nor Ethelinde like Johan feared. It was worse — a furious Fürstin.
Ludwig relaxed at the sight of his wife and stepped toward her with an easy smile, one
Adele didn’t return. She hadn’t yet changed out of her traveling clothes and seemed weary from
her journey though she held her head high.
“I’d just heard you’d arrived,” Ludwig said. “What do you think of Raureif?”
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“Oh, it’s a fine palace. One I couldn’t care less about. It’s you I’m concerned with,
Ludwig.” Adele peered at him with a hawk’s sharp stare. “All Munich is aflame with rumors of
you having gone mad or having turned into an ungodly man. I sent Alarick here to discern the
truth and he came back with nothing but bad news. And then your lovely cousin and his wife
opted to pay a visit. For no good reason, I’m sure. So now I’m here because fate forced me to
take matters into my own hands.”
Ludwig looked sufficiently cowed under his wife’s angry words and scornful gaze.
“Adele, a lot is happening here that you don’t understand.”
“Oh, I understand plenty. Alarick reported everything back to me. He fears you truly are
mad and terrified of the forest beyond Raureif. Not to mention neglecting Bavaria because of all
that. And he claims a mere village girl is treating you. Why on earth did you not send for the
royal apothecary? Or for me in all this mess?”
Ludwig’s voice was soft and gentle with his wife, despite all the angry words she had
hurled his way. “I didn’t want to drag you down in all this, Adele. Forgive me.”
The rage had finally faded from the Fürstin’s face and she folded her hands daintily in
front of her. “Alright. But I’m here now and I’m going to set about cleaning up this mess.”
Ludwig inclined his head toward her. “I’d like nothing more.”
“Excellent. Now if you don’t mind, I’d like to speak to Johan.”
Johan stilled. Any time Adele had chosen to speak alone with him had never ended well.
Ludwig stayed in the room just long enough to cast his son a pitying look before slipping from
his own study.
Adele spoke as soon as the Fürst had shut the door behind him. “Care to explain a few
things to me?”
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Johan bit his lip. He was a great deal taller than the Fürstin, but she still somehow
managed to make him feel small. “Of course.”
“You are enabling Ludwig’s imaginings of an evil forest. You hired a common girl to
treat Bavaria’s Fürst. You failed to alert me or any one of us back in Munich about the issue of
Ludwig’s madness. You might pretend to run this kingdom, Johan, but the truth is that you do
not. And you’re nothing more than a bastard so you never will.”
Johan stood still, shocked into silence by the callousness of Adele’s words. He forced
himself to meet the Fürstin’s blazing eyes and refused to let her see how deeply her words had
rooted themselves inside him.
“This was never about me, Your Highness. It was always about Ludwig and what was
best for him, as well as for Bavaria. I run Raureif because no one else can right now. Ludwig is
going mad, yes, and I have been doing everything I am capable of to help him. We didn’t send
word to Munich because we were afraid of the news spreading the way it ended up doing. This is
not a good time for Ludwig to be vulnerable, not with all those vultures circling his throne. And
the apothecary I hired, Isolde, is known across Bavaria, even the Empire I’d bet, for her skills.”
Johan straightened up to his full height. A silent war was waged between them, fought
through stance and raging glares. Johan tried to win the battle, but he was no match for the
Fürstin. Though he stood taller than she did, she never lost the control she held over the room.
“Was there anything else?” Johan said at last.
Adele surveyed him with a frown. “I’ll try to understand the reasoning behind the actions
you took. I know you have Ludwig’s best interests at heart, as do I. But we need to work together
now. I’ll trust you not to undermine me while I’m here.”
Johan shifted his weight to the other foot. “I wouldn’t dare, Your Highness.”
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Adele gave a satisfied nod. “We’ll speak again soon. And in the meantime? I’d
recommend you keep your distance from Stefan and Ethelinde.”
Johan coughed, doing his best to hide his amusement. He had no choice in the matter, not
if Ludwig was going to stay safe and on the throne. If only he could stay away from Stefan and
Ethelinde.
After Adele dismissed him, Johan folded his hands together and prayed that, God-willing,
Stefan and his serpent would be removed from Raureif before either had a chance to strike
against the Fürst.
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Chapter 20

Isolde had been in her room taking stock of her stored ingredients and determining what
she needed more of when an insistent pounding on her door drew her away from her work. She
paused before setting down the dried plants and heading toward her door. It couldn’t have been
Johan. He had only ever knocked softly. A few times so quietly, she’d never realized he was
there until he opened her door. It was like he was afraid to take up any space in the world for
himself.
After pulling her door open, Isolde looked over the unknown man standing outside her
room. His blond hair was combed back and he was dressed in a well-pressed blue uniform with
red trim. As Isolde surveyed the man, he did the same to her. His lip curled as he looked her and
her attire over. Usually such disdain wouldn’t bother her, but there was something about his
expression that made her conscious of herself. Isolde resisted the urge to smooth down her
flyaway hair and instead glared back at the man.
“Is there something I can help you with?” she said. “I was busy and I’d like to return to
work.”
The man snorted. “Not too busy to ignore a summons from the Fürstin, I hope.”
Isolde froze. The Fürstin. She should have been back in Steinburg. Besides, it had been
one thing treating the Fürst. But now she was being forced to get involved with the Fürstin as
well. Isolde was entirely unprepared to be spending so much time with royalty. At least Johan
hadn’t technically counted.
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“Now?” Isolde said as she attempted to smooth out a few wrinkles in her skirt. “She
wants to see me now?”
The man nodded.
“What does she want with me?”
The man grunted. “That’s the Fürstin’s business. And she’s far more impatient than her
husband so I’d suggest you hurry.”
Isolde sighed. That boded well. She stepped into the hallway and pulled her door closed
behind her. After removing her hand from the cold metal knob, Isolde gestured for the man to
lead the way.
“If she’s impatient, you ought to show me where to find her then,” she said.
The man huffed and started walking as Isolde trailed behind him. She knew the route they
took. It was the same way she always traveled to the Fürst’s quarters, through the stretch of the
palace with the heavens painted onto the vaulted ceiling and then through the mirrored hall that
had taken its place as Isolde’s favorite part of Raureif. But instead of entering Ludwig’s quarters,
the man led her to a nearby set of rooms. The large double doors were identical to the Fürst’s and
the large parlor they entered into was also similar, though with different furniture and décor.
There were many gilded touches along the white walls, but the furniture was softer colors and
many had designs inspired by nature whereas the Fürst favored solid colors over patterns.
The man gestured toward a sofa embroidered with daisies that had been formed from
delicate stitches and brightly colored thread. “You can wait here. You’ll be summoned when the
Fürstin is ready to see you.”
The man left, disappearing deeper into the Fürstin’s rooms. Isolde eyed the sofa but
didn’t slump down onto it like she wanted to. Unlike in the Fürst’s quarters, she was afraid to get
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too comfortable in this unfamiliar part of Raureif. Instead, Isolde stood and swayed on her feet
for nearly twenty minutes until a different servant came to fetch her.
Isolde was led a few rooms deeper into the Fürstin’s quarters until they arrived at another,
more private parlor. It had a floral feel similar to the first room, but this one was complete with a
large window and a stunning view of mountains standing tall beyond Raureif. Often, the
mountains wore mist like a shroud, but today the view was clear as the sky above was blue and
bright.
Though Isolde had never seen the Fürstin up close, it was impossible to mistake her for
any other person present. She was the finest dressed woman in the room with a deep purple gown
and full skirts. An elaborate updo sat atop her head and though silent, she remained the center of
attention. A few of her ladies in waiting who must have come from Steinburg with her were
seated facing her way as they spoke with one another. Some drank cups of cider while a few
others embroidered. Much more peaceful and commonplace than the madness and horrors taking
place down the hall where the Fürst lived.
Once the Fürstin lifted her head and saw her servant waiting with Isolde in the doorway,
she bid her ladies in waiting goodbye and signaled for them to leave. In a flurry of fine skirts,
they all gathered up their things and paraded from the room. A few gave Isolde intrigued looks as
they passed her on their way out. She didn’t return their stares as she kept her attention on the
Fürstin.
The parlor was much too quiet once the other ladies were gone. The servant ushered
Isolde in before leaving and shutting the door quietly behind the girl. There was nothing
abnormal about the way it closed, but to Isolde, there was a finality to it.
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Isolde gave a small curtsy to the Fürstin but didn’t lower her eyes. The first time she’d
met the Fürst, there hadn’t been time for court manners and protocol. She’d immediately had to
leap in and help him. And now, here before the Fürstin, Isolde wasn’t entirely sure how to react.
The Fürstin let out a small chuckle at her awkwardness. She gestured to a cushioned,
comfortable-looking chair near her. “Please, sit. Water? Cider? Wine?”
Isolde shook her head and took her place where the Fürstin had intended. The Fürstin’s
eyes flashed.
“When I ask you a question, I expect a response,” she said. “Not some shake of the
head.”
Isolde sat straight up, taken aback by the Fürstin’s stern tone. “I apologize, Your
Highness. I don’t need anything to drink.”
Isolde frowned as she settled back in her chair. So this was what she had to face this
afternoon. This was the reason she’d always frowned down upon most of the higher-class
citizens she’d treated. They acted like the entire world wasn’t fit to touch their shoes and
expected pure awe in their presence. All because they had done nothing but be born into the right
family.
Isolde jutted her chin out. She was descended from a long line of women who could work
magic with the very blood that ran through their veins. And they’d done something with their
gift. The Fürstin didn’t seem to contribute anything to the world other than some fine
embroidery. Here she was, arguably the most powerful woman in the kingdom and she was
gossiping in the parlor with her ladies in waiting. No, she had no right to treat Isolde or anyone
the way she had. And damn the consequences of not respecting the Fürstin. Isolde was tired of
all those upturned noses and that had been the last one she’d tolerate.
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“What did you want to see me for?” Isolde said.
The Fürstin took a long sip from her pretty china cup of cider. “I rode four days in
terrible weather out to this remote palace because I had to see for myself what was going on. Do
you know what they’re saying in Munich?”
Isolde murmured that she didn’t and tucked a loose strand of hair behind her ear.
“They’re saying that my husband has gone mad. That he is not fit to rule. Even that God
has abandoned him and the kingdom he’s supposed to be ruling. And there are some who have
been waiting for the Fürst’s throat to be exposed like this. They’ve been waiting for a moment to
strike. So to prevent that, I came here to make sense of the rumors before they could spread like
ivy and entangle us all. And do you know what I found once I finally reached this place?”
Isolde tilted her head back. “Please enlighten me, Your Highness.”
The Fürstin raised an eyebrow but continued speaking. “I find my husband has gone as
mad as they were all saying. Or worse. He speaks of screams from the forest tormenting him. He
claims he can hardly leave his room, let alone the palace for fear of his own death. And what has
anyone done to help him or to fix this?” The Fürstin slammed down her china cup so hard Isolde
was surprised it didn’t shatter. “My husband’s bastard son takes what semblance of authority he
possesses and instead of sending for the royal apothecary, hires a seventeen-year-old village girl
to treat Bavaria’s Fürst.”
Isolde’s mouth grew thin and she bristled at the Fürstin’s words. From the first moment
the woman had spoken, Isolde had expected such venom to be sent her way. But she hated the
way the Fürstin spoke about Johan. He was far too kind of a man and much too dedicated to
Bavaria and father to be referred to in such a manner. Johan wasn’t here to defend himself
against the Fürstin and for a reason she couldn’t name, Isolde couldn’t let him go undefended.
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Isolde opened her mouth to speak, but the Fürstin held up a hand to silence her and raised
her own voice instead.
“You will be paid for the work you have done so far, but I want you out of this palace by
tonight. I’m sure your slim knowledge and skills have already done enough harm. I have sent for
the royal apothecary already and he will be here soon to treat the Fürst like he should have been
doing all along.” The Fürstin drew her lips tightly together. “For as long as I live, I’ll never
understand how Johan could be such a fool.”
Isolde leaned forward and scowled at the Fürstin, unable to keep her own rage contained
any longer.
“Don’t insult either Johan or me like that. He lives his life in service to your husband and
I am here at Raureif to do the same. Do you know why I’m at this palace? Why Johan went to
such great lengths to bring me here to care for your husband? Because my family’s apothecary is
known throughout Bavaria for what we’re able to do. For the impossibilities we’ve been able to
heal and cure. It was even more well-known five years ago when my mother was alive. She
herself treated patients across Bavaria and it’s her recipes that we follow for draughts and salves.
So do it. Send me away. Because your husband won’t make it without me, that I can assure you.”
The Fürstin stared open-mouthed at Isolde. She finally said, “What a confident woman
you are. Of course you have faith in your own skills. But this is my husband and Bavaria’s Fürst.
I am not taking any chances. Please pack your things.”
Isolde shoved her hands underneath her. She couldn’t leave. Not when the Fürst was in
such danger and besides, Isolde and her mother were both involved in this now, deeply
interwoven into everything that was happening. If Isolde rode away from Raureif tonight, she’d
be leaving behind the mother she’d lost and any chance of ever knowing her fate.
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After taking a deep breath, Isolde surveyed the Fürstin. The woman should have
remembered that her own life had once been saved by a young apothecary from a small, rural
village. Isolde had heard the story from her mother so many times growing up that she’d never
be able to forget it. The Fürstin ought to have more faith in what Isolde could accomplish.
Isolde’s voice had gone quiet. “You don’t remember her, do you?”
The Fürstin threw her head back. “I have no idea what you’re speaking of.”
Isolde had the audacity to meet her eyes. “Twenty-two years ago you had lost your child
in birth and were on your way to death yourself. Neither the royal apothecary nor the midwife
with you could help. Rather than wait for you to die, the Fürst sent for another midwife in the
city that was so talented word of her had reached even him. She came and saved you when the
others couldn’t. You’re alive because of her.”
The Fürstin’s grimace had turned to a faint smile. “Yes. My one wish had been that she’d
gotten there early enough to have a chance at saving the son I lost. I was sorry I never caught her
name. She was gone by the time I was aware enough to ask.” The Fürstin peered at Isolde. “I
won’t ask how you knew all of that.”
Isolde pulled at her fingers, the memory of her mother bringing her joy and pain in equal
parts. “Her name was Emilia and she was my mother. After completing her midwife training in
Munich, she returned home to the village she’d grown up in and started an apothecary. That’s
why I’m a village girl treating the Fürst.”
The Fürstin tried out the name for herself. “Emilia. And she’s gone?”
Isolde nodded. A truth that made her ache each time she acknowledged it.
“I’m so sorry. I wish I could have gotten the chance to thank her for what she did.”
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“Thank her by letting her daughter stay and help your husband. I promise that he does
truly need me and the skills my mother passed on. I wouldn’t have fought so hard to stay if I
thought otherwise.”
The Fürstin hesitated but finally nodded. “Alright. But I’m going to send for the royal
apothecary too. You two can work together. I cannot allow myself to take any chances, not even
for Emilia’s daughter. I hope you understand.”
Isolde released a small sigh. Her place here and the proximity to her mother were safe.
“As long as he’s willing to work well with me.”
The Fürstin laughed. “If he doesn’t, he’ll have both Ludwig and me to answer to. He’ll
work with you just fine.” Her brows drew together as her face turned somber. “Please promise
me that you’ll fix this. There is so much going wrong and Ludwig must remain on the throne, for
Bavaria’s sake.”
“Of course,” Isolde said. “And I know what’s at stake. Johan told me a war of succession
was likely to erupt the moment the throne was empty.”
“Yes,” the Fürstin said. “But never mind the men and their petty squabbles. I worry more
about who would sit on the throne. Ludwig is a fool, but—”
Isolde started to protest rather than seem disrespectful toward the Fürst.
The Fürstin silenced the girl with her dark expression. “Don’t try to be kind for my
husband’s sake. He’s a fool and you know it. The rest of the men vying for Ludwig’s throne are
not fools. But they are violent and most are willing to do anything or hurt anyone for even a
small bit of power. In the end, I’d much rather Bavaria be ruled by a fool than by a violent man.”
Isolde agreed and gave her word that she’d continue to do whatever was possible to help
Ludwig. She sat back in her chair and offered the Fürstin a small smile.
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“I think I’ll accept your offer for a cup of cider now,” Isolde said.
The Fürstin was able to summon a cup of hot apple cider for Isolde and a fresh one for
herself with merely the sound of her voice and a single clap of her hands. Isolde enjoyed the
cider’s rich sweetness while the two women sat together. They drank from their fragile cups in
silence as the afternoon passed on.
When the Fürstin had nearly drained her cup, she set it down quickly on the small table
next to her. She didn’t quite meet Isolde’s eyes as she looked the girl’s way and her voice was
quiet when she spoke.
“I know Emilia’s skills were not entirely of the human world. I assume yours are the
same. And though I would never be one to approve of the use of magic, I wouldn’t forgive
myself if I didn’t at least warn you. For Emilia.”
Isolde paused and lowered her cup. The Fürstin’s tone had put her on edge. “Warn me
about what?”
“My husband is not in his right state of mind now, but be careful regardless. Never let
him know or even suspect anything unnatural about you. I don’t approve of magic users, but he
fears them. Wants them extinct. He’s tried to make them so in the past, but he’ll never fully
succeed. Just...promise me you’ll be careful around Ludwig.”
Isolde gripped the arms of the chair and pushed herself to her feet. Her voice quivered as
she spoke. “What do you mean extinct? What did he do?”
The Fürstin forced herself to meet Isolde’s eyes. “Years ago he did God’s work and
helped to purify the world of unnaturals by hunting down many of them. The war he waged was
not kind to those like you, but it was good for Bavaria. That’s why I’m warning you now. I don’t
want to see you lost.”
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Isolde took an unsteady breath at the term the Fürstin used. It had been hurled at both her
and her mother before. Unnatural. Merely someone a little harder to understand, but somehow
terrible regardless. Isolde had never been bothered by witch or devil worshipper. She was a
witch. And some female ancestor generations back had made a deal with the devil. It was how
they had gotten their blood magic. But unnatural. That hurt her. It wasn’t the word itself that was
painful, but the way it was always said with such hatred and venom.
After the shock that had forced her to stand wore off, Isolde returned to her chair and
choked down her grief. Later. She could make sense of the world later. But for now, she
remained in the presence of royalty, the kind whose faith she’d only just won, and so she needed
to keep control of herself.
“Thank you for the warning,” Isolde forced out.
The Fürstin inclined her head. “Now do you know how long it will take to cure my
husband’s insanity?”
Isolde tapped a foot against the floor beneath her. “Have you spoken with either him or
Johan yet?”
The Fürstin pursed her lips. “Both as mad as the other. Screaming voices, horrors in the
forest. I had truly been hoping the rumors engulfing Munich weren’t so true.”
Isolde rested her weight on one of the chair’s arms as she leaned toward the Fürstin.
“Your Highness, I have been in the forest. I have experienced the horrors, and I have heard some
small semblance of the voices the Fürst is hearing. I am not insane nor would I dare lie to you.
Your husband is in danger, yes, but not in the way you think.”
The Fürstin was holding her hand over her heart and staring with an open mouth by then.
Isolde thought she was taking the news remarkably well.
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“I…don’t believe it,” the Fürstin eventually said. “I don’t want to believe it.”
Isolde gave her a kind smile and stood to leave. “Believe it or don’t, but we’re getting
closer to defeating it. Though until then, I would advise you to stay away from the forest.” She
set her empty cup aside. “And thank you for the cider.”
The Fürstin was always the one to dismiss those in her company. They never dismissed
themselves, but she didn’t speak up to stop Isolde as she left. The Fürstin sat in shock from
Isolde’s words as the girl disappeared from her quarters.
Isolde was barely able to keep her tears contained while she tried to reach her room. The
revelation that had come from the Fürstin had smothered Isolde in horror. Ludwig had hunted
down and killed witches. Hunted down and killed the women just like her. Though Isolde had
tried her best, she hadn’t stay in that parlor with the Fürstin any longer. Isolde couldn’t fight the
grief threatening to flood her whole soul any longer.
The door to her room had hardly closed behind her before she was taking a sobbing gasp.
She had never known all that about Ludwig. The things the Fürstin had told her…
The things Ludwig had done…
She should run from Raureif and not look back. Not once. She should take her magic and
her skills and her draughts with her and leave the Fürst to his fate. Let him go insane. Let the
forest or Ethelinde take him. He certainly deserved worse for the lives he’d taken and the things
he had done.
Isolde stumbled over to her bed and threw herself onto it as tears streaked down her face.
She’d never known Ludwig had taken such actions against magic-users and hunted them down.
The Fürst had truly waged this war against magic in the silence of the night then. People like her,
gone without warning and not leaving a trace behind. If the job had been done well, no wonder
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word hadn’t spread. After all, the dead couldn’t tell their stories or give warnings once they were
gone.
Isolde folded up atop the tangled pile of blankets on the bed and let herself cry. She cried
for whoever had been lost to the Fürst and the senseless war he had fought against something he
hadn’t once tried to understand. She cried for those like her who had been killed. And she cried
for the sisters she had lost, even those she hadn’t known and now never would.
Once she had cried herself out, Isolde took a few deep breaths to calm herself. The grief
stayed there, but it wasn’t so persistent anymore. And now her heart was torn in two, half of it
loyal to her sisters and the other half to Bavaria and to Johan. Even to her mother.
Isolde sighed and lowered her shoulders. She couldn’t leave Ludwig to a wretched fate.
Not when her own mother was tied so tightly to him now. Isolde’s father would be devastated to
learn that she had brushed so close to the truth and had given up on unearthing it. Nor could
Isolde abandon Bavaria and all those who called it home.
After unfolding herself, Isolde slid off of her bed and to the floor. Her feet padded quietly
against its marble surface as she began to pace. It would take all her self-control not to spit at
Ludwig the next time she was unfortunate enough to come across him. But she would do this.
For Johan, for Bavaria, for her mother. And as soon as it was all over, then she’d be gone as
quickly as a wraith in the night, gone someplace where Ludwig would never be able to reach her
again. Isolde shuddered. As soon as Bavaria was safe and her mother’s secrets were uncovered,
she could leave behind this palace and all the spilled blood that its gilded surface concealed.
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Chapter 21

All the day’s disasters had led Johan to skipping supper and instead drinking far more
than his fair share of wine. Not that his stomach would have held any food right then anyway.
Johan drained the rest of his glass and set it on a nearby table before collapsing onto the
simple but soft rug taking up most of the small parlor in his quarters. He could have easily made
it to the nearby sofa, but the floor seemed like the better place to be consumed by despair and
worry. As he lay with an arm thrown over his eyes, Johan relished in the quiet of his empty
quarters. Thank God there was no one here to witness him fall apart like this. Though he ahd
tried, Johan didn’t know how to get rid of the stress and worry the day had left him with.
Johan stretched out his legs until the tips of his shoes knocked against one of the sofa’s
stout wooden legs. He closed his eyes and placed both hands behind his head as he laid out on
the rug woven from thick, alternating black and blue thread. It was about as relaxed as Johan had
been in days and that was only because he’d had three glasses of wine. Maybe one day his life
would grow simple enough that he would be able to relax without the help of alcohol.
But even all that wine wasn’t enough to stop him from worrying. Johan sighed as his eyes
snapped back open. Now there were two witches in Raureif. Ethelinde and Isolde. Johan licked
his chapped lips. He had never meant to get caught up in all of this. Magic and the people who
harnessed it for their own means; it had never done anything but scare him.
Isolde and her power weren’t the first instance of magic shoving its way into Johan’s life,
but it was the one time he’d seen magic used for good. Johan had been young and living back in
Munich the first time he’d been forced to stare magic right in its horrid face.
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Dirt roads covered most of Munich, but they gave way to cobblestone streets and squares
once one neared the city’s center. It was those cobblestones that Johan came to know so well as
he was raised in Steinburg. They were also the edge of his boundaries. Johan’s mother had
always told him never to leave the palace by himself and never to go beyond the cobblestones. If
the streets turned to dirt, he’d gone too far into the city.
It was those same cobblestone streets that came so alive one afternoon a few weeks after
Johan’s seventh birthday. There had been some holiday. Nowadays, Johan couldn’t remember
what they’d been celebrating, but it had been a grand procession. The Fürst and others had been
riding in polished saddles on the backs of horses so well-groomed their coats had shone. White
carriages with cushioned seats had been drawn by more well-bred horses and carried other
nobility down the procession’s route. Johan had been running through the crowd alongside the
procession with a few other servant boys. The spectators were a mix of Munich’s residents,
shopkeepers and servants and even farmers who had brought their families into the city for the
holiday. Johan and the other boys weren’t often allowed outside of the palace so they had all
leaped at the chance to go out.
Oskar, one of the oldest and most bold, had been leading the chase and taunting all those
who ran after him on shorter legs. Johan gritted his teeth and chased after Oskar, but he never
could tag him. It wasn’t for lack of trying. Johan seldom gave up things, even ones so simple as
tagging Oskar.
Once Oskar had grown tired of taunting and running from the others, he paused and
stepped away from the crowd. The rest of the boys caught up and took a moment to get their
breaths back, though the red brought on by exertion didn’t fade from their faces.
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Oskar gestured to the crowd. “Want to do something better?”
Johan and a few others jostled to get closer to Oskar. “What? What is it?”
Oskar’s smile grew a little too mischievous. “Let’s all sneak into the crowd. Everyone
pickpockets one person and bring what you find back here. The one with the best item wins.”
One of the boys shuffled on his feet. “Stealing? We shouldn’t steal. What would happen
if we got caught?”
Oskar gave him a light shove. “Don’t get caught. Besides, that’s all part of the fun. It
wouldn’t be exciting if there wasn’t a chance you’d get caught.” He looked around. “Or are you
all scared?”
Those were the right words to prod them all into action. With a few defensive words, the
group of boys broke apart and dove back into the crowd they’d just emerged from. Johan’s thin
frame became an asset as he slipped in between people who were huddled tightly together and
hoping to catch sight of the Fürst. He hurried through the crowd looking for a well-dressed man
with easy-to-reach pockets. Maybe Johan could never tag Oskar, but he was going to win this.
He just had to.
Johan held up a hand to cover his smile when he found a man fitting what he’d been
searching for. The man stood tall with a long, thick beard and an expensive, gray jacket hanging
over his breeches. Johan waited until the man’s back was turned to brush up against him and
stick a small hand into the large pocket of his navy breeches. Johan’s fingers had barely brushed
the coins the man kept in his pocket before a large, rough hand closed around his wrist.
The man wrenched Johan around to face him, already hurting his arm with the tight grip.
He glared down at the boy.
“Do you have something to say for yourself?” The man said.
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Johan quivered under his gaze and said nothing. Fear stole all his words from him.
The man snarled at him. “Apologize.”
Johan dug his feet into the ground and tried to wrench his arm out of the man’s grasp. He
shook harder and cried out when the brown of the man’s eyes was replaced by a strange, glowing
yellow.
Johan gasped when it felt like something was crushing his chest. The pressure squeezed
tighter and tighter until he could barely breathe. Johan sobbed from both the pain and the fright
until he was sure all of his ribs were going to break. As the squeezing kept getting tighter, Johan
used one of his last breaths to scream out.
A few people nearby glanced his way, but no one intervened or even attempted to stop
the man. His eyes kept on glowing while Johan cried and screamed.
The crowd before them parted and grew as silent as death. Johan didn’t notice as he was
too focused on his own pain and trying to breathe with what little air he could get. The man
finally released Johan’s arm and the fearsome glow in his eyes faded away. Johan collapsed to
the ground as he forced down gulps of air. The pressure around his chest subsided and his
grateful lungs sucked in breath after breath.
Johan peered up as the pain wore off, wondering what had caused the man to stop. He
paused. So that was it.
The man was surrounded by four royal guards in crisp, pressed uniforms and held his
empty hands high in the air. Johan stilled. No wonder the crowd around them had gone so silent.
The Fürst had halted the entire procession, dismounted, and come all the way over
himself rather than sending a few guards. Johan wanted to disappear and pretend nothing had
ever happened. The Fürst was going to be so disappointed in him.
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Johan was motionless as he watched the scene before him. The Fürst shook with anger
and wore a ferocity his son had never seen on him before. It scared Johan and he wasn’t even the
one being yelled at. The Fürst roared when he spoke to the man with the strange, glowing eyes.
“How dare you threaten a member of my court like that. And a child. He could have been
hurt or even killed by the way you were torturing him. What sort of evil man do you consider
yourself to be?”
The man sputtered before the Fürst’s rage. “Your Highness, I’m sorry. I wouldn’t have
touched him if I’d known.”
“No, you shouldn’t have touched him at all, regardless of whether he was a part of my
household or not. And now you’ll be coming with us.” The Fürst motioned for the guards to take
the man into their custody. His voice was lower when he spoke again. “You’re going to regret
what you’ve just done.”
The Fürst stepped back as the guards escorted the man away. He didn’t kneel beside
Johan, but he did bend and speak softly to him.
“Are you alright?” he said.
Johan nodded and wiped his tears away with a dirty fist. For his father, he did his best to
be brave. Johan rose to his feet, though he failed to fully stop his quivering.
The Fürst gave a single decisive nod and headed back to the procession. The entire affair
continued on again shortly. Despite his shaking, Johan smiled to himself. The Fürst never
acknowledged him in public, but he had done so then. He had once told Johan doing so would
make people stare too much and though Johan didn’t understand well, he accepted that as his
reality. Ordinarily, Johan could only speak to and be seen near his father in the privacy of
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Steinburg. That had been a mere moment between the two of them in front of other watching
eyes, but it made Johan feel loved anyway.
Johan didn’t see his father again until later that night when they were back at the palace.
He was supposed to have been in bed, but Johan had been so shaken from the day that he’d dared
to sneak out and attempt to enter the Fürst’s quarters. Johan wished his mother could have been
there for him. But she had been performing late into the night at a banquet and eventually he
couldn’t stand to be alone anymore.
After creeping down a few long corridors, Johan had snuck in through a side entrance
that hadn’t been guarded at the time and had actually made it into the Fürst’s quarters. Many of
the candles within were lit and loud voices were coming from the room the Fürst always met
important visitors or sometimes his own advisors in. It contained a table so long there wasn’t
room for much else besides a few filled bookshelves. Tall chairs made from a dark wood
surrounded the long table and were placed close together. That room was often the first place
Johan stuck his head in because it was where the Fürst could likely be found during the day.
Johan tiptoed all the way to the door, but stood outside and leaned close to eavesdrop.
The Fürst was speaking, nearly as angry as he’d been earlier with the man with the glowing eyes.
“I cannot stand by while this sort of thing takes over Bavaria. Today it came much too
close to me and to this court. But I know it is rampant throughout the kingdom,” he said.
Another man, one of the Fürst’s favored advisors, answered. “You’re speaking of
fighting magic. An elusive force that we can’t begin to understand. Few even are capable of
wielding it.”
“And those few are a rot threatening to smother Bavaria. I’ve watched it spread and
continue to poison my kingdom. My father was afraid to fight it. His father was afraid to fight
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it.” The Fürst slammed his hand down on the table and Johan jumped at the bang. “But I will not
be afraid and that will be my legacy.”
At the Fürst’s outburst, Johan leaned forward to see through the thin crack in the slightly
open door. His father was the only one standing and he was shaking as he yelled. Behind the
closed door, Johan wasn’t so afraid of his father’s anger.
“We are here to fix Bavaria’s greatest problem. Now, if you’re going to stand against me,
then get up and walk out of this room.”
Johan tensed, ready to run and hide if need be. Luckily, no one dared leave the Fürst’s
room. Johan returned to watching as the Fürst continued speaking.
His voice had calmed some, but he kept on standing. “I want word sent out. Payment for
each unnatural brought in. Practitioners of dark magic. Witches. Devil worshippers. Anyone too
unnatural or strange to be truly human. Those poisoning my people and my kingdom.”
Another man spoke up. “And what do we do with them once they’re brought in?”
“We decide that now. Not all unnaturals are guilty of the same sins.” The Fürst finally sat
and pulled a brown quill, perhaps a hawk’s feather, and parchment toward him. “Suggestions?”
“If we want them gone, exile might be the best choice. Depending on the numbers
brought in, imprisonment could become costly. And then they’ll continue their actions once
they’re released.”
Another man scoffed. “And how would we enforce that? We exile them and then they’ll
return by crossing the border someplace else.”
“Then we patrol the borders.” The Fürst dipped his quill into an inkpot sitting nearby on
the table and began writing. “Different punishments will be enforced for different unnaturals.
Heretics and drunkards and the like can be punished with prison time.”
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The Fürst continued writing while one advisor raised his voice.
“And what of the magic practitioners?” He said.
The Fürst set down his quill and met the advisor’s eyes. “Those who use true magic?
They’ll be the most dangerous to engage with, but they’re the most important ones to bring in.
For the sake of Bavaria and her children. As for those devil worshippers, and anyone even
suspected of witchcraft or dark magic, their penalty will be death. We can start with the man we
arrested today.”
A man seated to the Fürst’s left awkwardly clapped a few times. “How should I send out
orders for this? Will word need to be spread everywhere or shall we keep it more discrete?”
The Fürst rubbed at his chin while he thought. “Keep my orders as secret as you can.
Only involve those you trust. I want to strike without warning so the unnaturals won’t have a
chance to escape or evade us.”
The last few orders were given and the rest of the decree was finalized. When the night
had grown late, the Fürst’s advisors and other officials that had been in the room with him all
trod through the door. Johan had hidden himself a moment earlier behind a towering clock in the
next room. No one saw his small feet sticking out from the bottom and he waited to come out
from hiding until the men had left and the voices had all silenced.
The Fürst hadn’t yet come out through the door so Johan padded silently across the carpet
and poked his head into the room. The Fürst had returned to writing on the parchment and was
sitting at the table.
“Your Highness?” Johan said in a voice so soft it was hardly above a whisper. “Father?”
The Fürst whipped around to see who had disturbed his quiet, but relaxed and allowed a
smile to come onto his face once he saw who it. He set the quill down before rising from his
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chair. Joy filled Johan’s eyes as his father crossed the room toward him. The Fürst knelt in front
of his son and gripped both of the boy’s shoulders.
“How are you? Are you hurt at all from earlier?” He said.
Johan puffed out his chest and quickly shook his head. “I’m all better now. That man
needs to try harder if he wants to hurt me.”
The Fürst laughed with a joy he only got when he was alone with his young son. “Don’t
worry. He won’t ever get the chance again.”
Johan had gone quiet. “Are you really going to kill him?”
The Fürst frowned. “How long were you listening at the door?”
Johan ducked his head. He should have done a better job hiding that he’d been
eavesdropping. “Just a moment. I’m sorry.”
The Fürst gripped his shoulders tighter. “I know this is something that’s hard for you to
understand, but trust me, Johan. That man is a very bad person. He used magic to hurt you and
I’m sure he’s used magic to hurt other people too. Now I’m going to make sure he can’t do that
again.”
Johan held his hands behind his back. “That was the first time I’ve seen magic.”
“And I hope it’s the last. At best, it causes chaos. At worst, it causes hurt like today or
even death.”
Johan shuddered and the Fürst’s face softened. “I’m sorry,” he said. “I don’t mean to
scare you. Only to warn you. Sometimes the world is dangerous, but I promise I’m doing my
absolute best to protect you. And after tonight I’m going to do more.”
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Johan leaped forward and threw his arms around his father, reveling in the embrace. The
Fürst didn’t usually allow such close contact, but this time he pulled his son close with his long
arms.
“I promise,” he said. “I won’t let this world hurt you.”
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Chapter 22

Johan woke the next morning with a splitting headache he did his best to ignore. After
getting out of bed, he dressed in clean, freshly pressed clothes and instinctually headed for
Isolde’s room. She would be awake by now and there, hidden behind her walls, he didn’t have to
deal with either the threat of Stefan and Ethelinde or Adele’s biting words. Between the serpent
and the Fürstin, Johan wasn’t sure whose fangs were longer or sharper. If only they could have
all stayed in Steinburg.
Johan’s mood lifted as he headed to Isolde’s room. Besides the fact that none of Raureif’s
newest guests would be found inside, there was the added bonus that Isolde herself would be
within her four walls.
Once Johan reached Isolde’s wooden bedroom door, he reached up and banged against it,
louder than he’d meant to. A moment later Isolde opened her door with a frown that instantly
melted into a grin instead. Her brown curls were loose around her shoulders instead of pulled
back like she usually had them. Johan had also come to recognize the faded dress she wore. He’d
offered time and time again to fill her wardrobe with a collection of dresses more appropriate for
the palace, but she’d worn one for one day and never again. She claimed her own old, worn
dresses were far more comfortable and fitting to who she was. Not that Johan could blame her.
Given the choice, he wouldn’t have wanted to masquerade as another, even in dress.
As Isolde took the sight of Johan in, concern sparked in her eyes and her nose crinkled.
“What’s wrong?” she said as she stepped aside to let him enter.
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Johan glowered as he trod into her room, nearly trouncing on her bare feet that she hadn’t
moved far enough out of the way. Even a full night’s sleep hadn’t eased his frustration. “I
assume you know about Raureif’s newest guests.”
“Yes, I met Adele. And she brought Stefan and his wife with her, I heard.”
Johan grunted his confirmation as he began to stomp back and forth across the room,
dodging chairs as he went and wearing her blue carpet down. Isolde stepped back out of his way
and watched him as he went. Pacing didn’t quite help Johan feel any better, but it did make him
feel like he was doing something rather than just wallowing in his own room.
“Things were already bad. Now they’re at a new low I wasn’t envisioning reaching so
soon,” Johan said. “All Stefan needs is proof of Ludwig’s supposed madness to remove him
from the throne. Or they could be aiming for worse. Stefan would think about the possibility of
Ludwig recovering and retaking his throne one day. No, if I were Stefan, I’d find a way to
remove the Fürst permanently. So that means now I have worry about both Stefan and the
slithering serpent he brought with him.”
“What?” Isolde said.
Johan came to a stop in front of her. God, someone should have warned her about the
snake. He couldn’t believe he’d forgotten to do it himself. “I didn’t realize until now that no one
warned you about Stefan’s wife.”
“Ethelinde?”
Johan twisted his neck to stretch it, trying to release some of the carried tension he never
could seem to lose. “That’s the one. You know her?”
“I haven’t seen her, but I heard some of the servants talking about her. What’s so bad
about her that I need to be warned?”
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“She has always been the blade Stefan wielded, from the moment they were married.
Nearly every mysterious or sudden death in court is usually some rival of Stefan’s. But of course,
there’s never enough proof to indict either him or Ethelinde. It’s said she uses poison as skillfully
as a snake and is just as good at covering any trail she leaves behind her as she slithers along.”
Johan huffed as he thought of the woman. “Every time I meet her, there’s something off,
something dark about her. It’s like she stepped right out of one of those fairy tales designed to
terrify us when we’re young. I wouldn’t be surprised if you told me she was a witch who ate
children.”
Rather than laugh at the comparison, Isolde bit down on her thin lip as she thought.
“Johan, does she have magic?”
“I’m sorry I never warned you about her. She’s as suspect as her husband when it comes
to Ludwig. God, I hope they don’t have a poison in process now—”
“Johan,” Isolde repeated.
His attention snapped back to her. “What?”
“Does she have magic?”
Johan ran a hand through his black hair. He didn’t like where Isolde’s train of thought
was heading. “I don’t know. But she’s always moved about with an unnatural aura surrounding
her. If there was one person in court I suspected of using magic, it would be her.”
“And her husband is the throne’s greatest contender?”
Johan rested a hand on the smooth, polished back of a nearby chair. “Yes. What are you
saying? What did you realize?”
Isolde tapped her left foot, but it was so small a motion Johan barely noticed it. “Nothing
yet,” she said. “Not without knowing the woman. But we do know that there is something dark in
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that forest. It took my mother, which means it was here before Ludwig, before Ethelinde. It
might be that the dark force itself is chaotic and strikes against people without reason. Ancient,
powerful magic, whether dark or light, tends to work like that. Except now it has been directed at
Ludwig.”
Johan tilted his head. “So why the change?”
“I’ve never met one, but I’ve heard of witches whose power is not their own sort of
magic, but rather the ability to conduct and control an outside magical force. Perhaps the forest
itself is not the one attacking the Fürst. Perhaps it is merely the weapon being wielded by another
against Ludwig.”
Johan’s whole body tensed. “That could be done? Truly?”
Isolde nodded. God, the things they were up against…
“It makes sense then. And if there was no magic in court to wield, then that would be
why she relies on poison so much.” He faced Isolde. “How would we be able to know this for
sure? Right now, it’s only a theory. I want to know the truth of it.”
Isolde’s foot-tapping ceased as she took a deep breath. “I would be able to tell. Either by
getting close to Ethelinde and observing her for a while. Or by going to the forest itself. I don’t
have her gift for controlling magic, but there is a way I could stop her control. To trap her magic,
in a way, and block it off from the forest.”
Johan crossed his long arms, no longer caring if he wrinkled the warm woolen fabric of
his jacket. “Wait. Why haven’t you said anything about that? This whole time you could have
trapped the forest’s dark magic and kept it contained, away from Ludwig.”
Isolde shuddered before pursing her lips. “No, I couldn’t have. That’s why I never
mentioned it. The forest’s magic is something entirely different than the power a single woman
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like Ethelinde or me would possess. It is powerful and dangerous and entirely unpredictable.
Someone like me trying to control it would be like trying to harness an ocean’s wave. Even
attempting to control something like without the skill needed for it would be a death sentence.”
Johan shifted his weight and rubbed his hands together. Well, it had been a good idea.
“Alright. It’s incredible that you’ll be able to do anything about Ethelinde at all. But I hate the
idea of either one of us going back into that forest. Why don’t you go against the witch herself
and defeat her that way?”
Isolde shoved a few wayward curls out of her face. “I’d rather start with the forest. That
way I can hinder her magic from a distance, far away and safe from her. Or even have the chance
to try multiple times. But if I try to strike against Ethelinde herself, I get one chance. I’d prefer to
not take that risk.” She gazed at Johan. “You don’t need to come with me. I can handle this,
handle her, alone.”
Johan scoffed and did his best to hide the way the forest made him go rigid with fear. But
he and Isolde were in this together and he couldn’t stand the thought of her in danger either. “Of
course I’m not letting you face all that alone. What can I do to help?”
The smile Isolde gave him was bright. “You can help me carry everything I’ll need.”
Johan paled. This was all happening much too quickly. “Now? We’re going now?”
“The sooner the forest is defeated, the sooner Ludwig is safe.”
That was a sentiment Johan could easily support. “Then let’s go back to that godforsaken
forest.”
Johan wiped his sweaty palms against his gray breeches as he watched the courage in
Isolde’s eyes swell. He admired her for it. She was far braver than he was, not hesitating once to
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go against a witch or venture into a horror-filled forest. Johan smiled, eternally grateful that she
was on his side and not against him.
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Chapter 23

Isolde was as quiet as death as she gathered the few things she’d need to face the forest.
Parchment to use for a few practice runes. If she had the chance, she preferred to mark a few in
ink to ensure they were perfect before she drew them in blood. That was the one thing her
mother had always taught her. Blood was far too precious a thing to waste. Isolde also grabbed
the slender, silver blade that she had used to slice her arm more times than she could count. She
knelt to tug on her worn leather boots as Johan stood ready beside her door.
“It’s going to be a violent magic,” she said. “Are you sure you’ll be alright?”
Johan jutted his chin out. “I’ve made my peace with it. Whatever helps Ludwig. And
besides, we’re fighting this together. How many times do I need to remind you?”
Isolde slid the knife into a hilt tied to her side with a thin strand of fabric. She gathered a
few scraps of parchment and a white feather quill in one arm and handed Johan a half-filled clay
inkpot so that she would have one hand free.
“This is all I need you to carry,” Isolde said as she handed Johan an inkpot. Now, she was
ready as she’d ever be for this. That forest would soon be facing hell, the kind that only Isolde
could bring.
Johan inspected the inkpot’s chipped edges and faded paint. “That’s all you need? I
imagined it to be a more complicated magic.”
Isolde’s laugh was much too light and cheerful as she led the way from her room. “Don’t
worry, it’ll take a lot of blood too. But I figured I’d wait until we were in the forest for that.”
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Johan’s lip curled and he shoved his closed fists into the pockets of his breeches, but
Isolde ignored his reaction. She had enough to deal with without worrying about Johan’s
aversion to magic too. They walked toward Raureif’s great entrance after passing through several
of its long halls. Isolde kept herself relaxed, but Johan’s steps grew heavy and he tensed up as
they left the palace behind.
Isolde nudged Johan’s upper arm with her unburdened hand. She appreciated him coming
with her despite his fear, even more than he knew. She already felt better, safer, with him there at
her side. “This will be over quickly,” she said. “I promise.”
The forest swallowed them up nearly as soon as they had stepped from the cobblestones
laid out flat in front of the palace. It was like a divide between two worlds. A single line keeping
the horrors of the wild separated from the luster and polish of Raureif.
The pine branches laden with needles and pinecones arched overhead above Johan and
Isolde. The branches blocked out much of the sun, but its light still dripped down and ran in
rivulets along the forest floor. Isolde followed the rivers of light until she reached a sizable gap
between two trunks each covered with rough bark and adorned with layers of bright moss. It was
as perfect a spot as any to weave a spell and cast some dangerous magic.
As she moved between the two towering trees, Isolde tossed aside a few sticks and a gray
stone slightly larger than her fist. Once the spot was cleared, she knelt down before it. Isolde
spread the scraps of parchment out in front of her knees and motioned for the inkpot Johan had
carried all this way. He set it beside her before taking a few, scuttling steps back. Isolde resisted
the urge to laugh at him and got to work.
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She gently dipped the tip of the quill in the midnight black ink and carved delicate runes
onto the surface of the parchment. It was a particular magic, weaving a spell from multiple runes,
and incredibly difficult to get right. But when it worked, it was a fearsome force.
Isolde kept the spell she created as simple as she could. A mere four runes, all working
together to search for the source of Ethelinde’s magic before cutting it off from the forest’s own
dark power. Then one final rune to ensure Ethelinde stayed unable to seize control of the forest
again. That last rune would have to be buried in the ground to ensure nothing disturbed it. A rune
that was smudged or interfered with in anyway would result in disrupted magic and a broken
spell. After it was buried beneath the soil, Isolde’s rune would remain untouched by both passing
creatures and the fearsome mountain elements.
Once Isolde was satisfied with the few practice runes she’d drawn, she drew the knife
from its leather sheath and made the now-familiar cut across her arm. At the edge of her vision,
Johan flinched and widened his eyes. But despite everything, he kept silent and remained close
to her.
Isolde seized as her blood first brushed against the damp forest floor and her magic was
evoked. She clenched her teeth tightly together and used her thumb to form her masterpiece. The
spell began to take shape as Isolde drew one rune in blood and then another. She’d scarcely
begun the third when the wind rushed past, howling and screaming in her ears as it went.
“Isolde?” Johan called out, his voice quivering and unsteady.
She pressed a bloody thumb to the earth and readied herself to continue drawing the third
rune. “It’s fine,” she said. “It’s only the magic reacting to me.” Sweat beaded on her forward as
the wind tossed her curls about. She would not fear this forest. Instead, she would make it fear
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her. “Neither Ethelinde’s power nor the forest’s magic want to be touched so brace yourself. It’s
almost done, though. It’ll be alright.”
Isolde finished tracing her rune and clawed at her arm that had ceased its bleeding. She
cursed and, gripping her knife, slashed the cold blade across her skin a second time. Blood
dripped down her arm as she transformed it into scarlet ink.
As she continued weaving her spell, the forest stirred and crooned to her in its quiet,
silvery whispers.
“Stop this,” it said. “You don’t know what you’re doing. Stop this.”
Isolde spoke through gritted teeth. “This is over. Slither back to whatever hell you came
from.”
For the first time then, she heard the forest scream. It was a screech that echoed down so
deep within her that it brushed against her soul and shook her bones. There were no words to
make out, just a sound as brittle as glass and as sharp as a knife’s edge. A sound that carried a
resounding rage within it.
Isolde’s chest heaved and she tried to press on with writing the runes, but the twin cuts on
her arm began to gush blood. She grabbed a fistful of fabric from her skirt and dabbed at the
wounds, but no amount of pressure would make it stop. The forest around her started to spin as
her head grew dizzyingly light. Somewhere off in the distance, Isolde swore she heard Johan call
her name.
Before she could respond to him, Isolde collapsed on top of the rune she’d been trying to
write, all while the forest continued to scream to her.
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Chapter 24

Johan yelled Isolde’s name a second time as she lurched sideways and fell into the dirt
with her skirt tangled around her legs. He didn’t hesitate once before running toward her.
Though the wind around Johan battered and pushed against him, he ignored it as he reached
Isolde’s fallen form.
His eyes widened. Blood. There was so much blood.
Isolde’s entire arm was stained red and the gushing blood had crept onto her clothes,
seeping into the fabric. Johan knelt beside her and murmured her name again and again. There
was no answer. Dread filled him at her silence.
Isolde’s eyes were closed and her mouth had fallen open as she took quick, shallow
breaths. Johan surveyed the collection of half-finished runes. Isolde would have warned him if
all that had been supposed to happen. Johan kicked at the runes, marring the symbols and
running his boots through the strokes of blood. There. Hopefully whatever magic had been cast
was mote now. As desperately as Johan wanted to defeat the forest and save his father, this way
wasn’t worth it. Risking Isolde wasn’t worth it.
“Please be alright,” Johan murmured as he tucked his hands underneath her slim form. He
stood again, this time with Isolde in his arms. Despite how short she was compared to him, her
body was heavy and Johan took staggering steps as he carried her. He cast up every prayer he
could for her sake.
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They hadn’t ventured deep into the forest in order for Isolde to cast her magic and for
that, Johan would be eternally grateful. This way he could get her back to Raureif quickly, before
she lost too much blood.
Isolde’s blood dripped behind them as he carried her, creating a red, violent trail along
the forest floor. Panic and fear for Isolde stole Johan’s breath from him as he hurried back to
Raureif as quickly as he was able underneath her weight. His legs burned from the uphill slope,
but he refused to slow his pace any. The fierce, howling wind never calmed as he returned to
Raureif. Even with the short distance, to Johan, it took him far too long to reach the towering
front doors of the palace.
The sight of Johan carrying an unconscious, bloody woman immediately drew all the
guards to him.
“Out of my way,” Johan shouted as he motioned with his head for them to part and make
a path for him. “She’s fine, slightly injured is all. I need to get her to a healer.”
Uttering a hopeful lie about Isolde’s condition had been the quickest way to clear the
guards from his path. The blood pouring from the gashes on Isolde’s arm had finally slowed
once Johan and she were through Raureif’s front doors, but it was difficult to tell underneath all
the scarlet already coating her skin and the long sleeve she wore.
A servant leapt out of the way as Johan came barreling down a brightly painted hall.
“You,” he yelled to the slim, freckled teen. “Find a healer and tell them to come
immediately to the guest room assigned to the apothecary. Second floor, east wing. Hurry.”
The teen nodded his understanding and sprinted off in the opposite direction. Two more
impossibly long halls and a tight, twisting flight of stone stairs brought Johan to Isolde’s door.
The same one they had stepped through so hopefully earlier that day. By then, Isolde was
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shivering and her face had grown drawn and pale. But she was breathing, Johan kept reminding
himself. She was still breathing.
With his hands wrapped tightly around Isolde, Johan lifted his foot and kicked her door
open. It thudded back against the room’s wall and at the loud crash, Isolde groaned. Her long
lashes fluttered slightly, but her eyes never fully opened.
Johan shoved aside the tangled heap of wool blankets atop her unmade bed and gently set
Isolde down on the bare sheets. Her blood stained them so badly Johan wasn’t sure even
Raureif’s army of laundresses would be able to salvage the sheets. His arms ached from the
weight of carrying Isolde and they keenly felt the relief of setting her down. Johan leaned
forward and, after shoving up her long sleeve, grabbed Isolde’s wrist to twist her arm. He peered
at her closely once he could better see the two gashes she had carved into her skin for the sake of
the spell.
Some of the blood had begun to dry and though Johan couldn’t tell for sure, he was fairly
convinced she had finally stopped bleeding. Thank God he had been able to get her away from
the forest and its merciless reaction so quickly. A violent spell, indeed. But not in the way either
of them had intended.
Johan sat beside Isolde on the bed, his face twisted with nervousness and his gaze
refusing to leave her. Everything had gone so wrong. And so quickly. God, he hoped she would
be alright. Johan wouldn’t be able to face himself if she wasn’t. He had been the one to bring her
here, to drag her into all of this. This was all his fault.
As Johan sat beside Isolde, he was afraid to even touch her, lest he do anything to make it
worse. That damn healer should have already arrived. Isolde needed help now, not ten minutes
from now.
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Johan nudged a stand of hair from her gaunt, pale face. “You’ll be fine, right?” He said.
“Please promise me.” He clenched his hands tightly together in his lap and tried to force down
the heavy guilt coursing through him. “I should never have let you go back to that forest.”
A gasp sounded from the doorway and Johan whipped his head around to stare at the
newest arrival to Isolde’s room. His tense shoulders dropped again. One of the healers from the
palace infirmary. She carried a small basket of basic supplies and her eyes were wide with
horror.
“What happened?” The woman whispered.
Johan stilled. Telling her the truth was certainly not an option. If he did, soon the entire
palace would believe him as mad as his father.
“An accident,” was all he ended up saying as he laid a hand on Isolde’s cold, motionless
one. “Please help her. And tell me she’s going to be alright.”
The healer pursed her lips and hurried across the room to Isolde’s side. “I’ll do my best.
And you hold onto your hope. I’m going to need more linen than what I brought, though. Also,
some more water. Can you get me what I need or find someone who can?”
Johan nodded and uttered his understanding. He stood and pulled his hand back from
Isolde’s. He hated to leave her, but with the healer there, at least she wasn’t alone. And as Johan
rushed from Isolde’s room he sent up another quick succession of prayers, each more desperate
than the last.
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Chapter 25

Johan crossed Raureif quickly in order to retrieve what the healer needed from the
infirmary. It was further than he wanted to travel from Isolde; located in one of the palace’s
poorly lit and cold lower halls. Once there in the infirmary echoing with the coughs of a few sick
servants, Johan quickly grabbed everything the healer had requested.
As he exited the infirmary, Johan had several long folds of white linen resting over one
bent arm and carried a nearly overflowing green pitcher of water in the other. In an effort to
ensure the water didn’t spill, he was walking back to Isolde’s room at a much slower pace than
he wished to be currently moving.
A tall man in a brown coat that hung loosely on him joined Johan from behind and placed
a thick hand on his shoulder. Johan jumped and nearly cried out at the touch, but managed to bite
down on his tongue. He briefly paused and turned to scowl at the man. Now was not the time to
interrupt him.
“I’m sorry, but I can’t stop right now. If there’s something you need, I can talk to you
later,” Johan said. He took a moment to survey the man. It was unusual coming across a face he
didn’t at least recognize in Raureif, but Johan didn’t let the man’s unfamiliarity bother him.
The man’s sunken gray eyes sparked. “I’m afraid this can’t wait. You’re going to come
with me. Now.”
Johan twisted his shoulder away and out of the man’s grasp before starting to walk again.
Strange. This man didn’t seem deaf. “You heard what I said.”
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The man’s hand didn’t quite fall back to his side. Instead, it snaked out and grabbed
Johan by the wrist instead. Johan lost his grip on the pitcher of water and it shattered as it hit the
marble floor beneath his feet. Pieces of green and white pottery scattered as water sloshed out
and flowed across the floor once it was free of the broken pitcher.
Johan’s mouth opened in shock before fury twisted his features. He didn’t have time for
this. He needed to get back to Isolde.
The man kept his grip tight on Johan’s wrist. Before Johan could escape, the man twisted
his arm until pain kept him trapped in place. Johan bit his tongue and refused to grimace or even
acknowledge the stinging pain in his arm. He was above that, no matter how much pain his pride
caused him.
“Care to explain what the hell you’re doing?” Johan said, his voice nearly a growl as he
met the man’s glinting eyes.
Johan glanced away from that man’s face as two other sizeable men rounded a corner and
came to gather near him. One had been enough trouble. And now there were three. Johan hated
that he had walked right into whatever this was.
The man who kept a grip on Johan sneered. “I don’t like the way you’re speaking to me. I
think we’ll have to step in for your mother and teach you some respect before we deliver you.”
Johan lost his breath. “What did you say?”
One of the other men raised an eyebrow at Johan’s captor. “You only grabbed the poor
boy? You didn’t bother to tell him what he’s being arrested for?”
Johan’s gaze snapped to him. “Arrested? What have I done? You don’t have any
authority here at Raureif. Release me.”
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The kinder man shook his head. “Sorry, son. Stefan’s the one paying to keep my family
fed so he’s the one I obey. You’re being arrested for slander and treason.”
Johan stilled. Treason was a death sentence. And treasonous was the furthest thing from
who he was.
“I don’t understand,” Johan said.
“All Stefan told us was that you’ve been going around speaking against him and turning
the court’s favor from him. Slandering his name, the like. And that you even made an attempt on
his life.” The man licked his chapped lips. “Attempting to kill a Prinz? That’s treason, alright.”
Johan stood up as straight as he was able with the man’s tight grip holding him in place.
Of course Stefan chose now to cause problems. “An attempt on his life? I did no such thing.
Where is Stefan’s proof?”
The kind man’s mouth quirked. “You should know as well as anyone that once you hold
as much power and sway as Stefan, you don’t need something as inconsequential as proof.”
Johan bit his lip. That was the horrible truth of it. And this was going to end up being his
word against Stefan’s. A bastard against a Prinz. Anyone could guess how that would end.
Johan tried to keep his voice from quivering as he forced out his words. “Let me go.
Now. You are not arresting me without proof.”
The man released his arm and Johan relaxed. After lowering his hand, the man stepped
back, at last knowing his place. If only Johan’s words had done their job sooner.
The man sneered and pulled his arm back. He formed a curled fist and struck Johan’s
face. The blow was so forceful it caused swirling colors to dance in front of Johan’s vision and
sent him sprawling to the floor.
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Johan rose up onto his hands and knees. He panted as he spit blood onto the white marble
floor in front of him. Rough hands grabbed Johan and hauled him to his feet while twisting his
arms behind him. A rough length of rope came out of seemingly nowhere and was tied around
his wrists so tightly it began to cut off the flow of his blood.
As he was forced ahead by the three men, Johan kept his gaze lowered. This was wrong.
This entire cursed mess shouldn’t have been happening at this moment. He should have been
back at Isolde’s side by now. At least the healer was there, beside her. The girl was strong. She
would be fine.
Johan’s feet thudded beneath him like the ticking of a clock, bringing his attention back
to his own fate. The men didn’t march him to the guest quarters Stefan was currently occupying
like Johan had expected. Instead, they took him straight down to the rarely used and even less
often visited set of cells. They lined one side of Raureif’s base where the mountain met the
palace. Johan didn’t even know if the cells had been used before. He didn’t think so. It had been
built more as a precaution. Lovely. Now he was going to be the first to christen the cells.
Like the rest of Raureif’s foundation, the place was cold, dimly lit, and built from gray
stone. There were none of the glittering surfaces and richly decorated rooms that were found
throughout the rest of the palace. No matter where he looked, Johan was faced with darkness and
thick shadows.
The line of six small cells that faced Johan had each been designed to hold two prisoners
at most. Thick bars separated the cells from the aisle that ran in front of them. Despite the cells’
clean appearance and seemingly unused status, the entire place reeked of mildew and mud.
Already, Johan was wishing he had lost his sense of smell before being forced down here.
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One of the men produced a key to one of the cells. Where he’d even managed to get
ahold of one, Johan had no idea. But then Stefan’s influence was far reaching. At least the three
men were kind enough to remove the length of rope binding Johan’s hands before they tossed
him into the nearest cell and locked the barred door behind him.
Johan turned to stare at the men. The flickering shadows cast by the few lit candles roved
and danced across their broad faces. With bars between them now, Johan had lost any power
he’d once possessed over the men. The words Johan spoke were quiet, but they still echoed in
the dark, damp reaches beneath Raureif.
“You’re going to let me rot here?” He said.
The men left one after another in a single line and only one cared enough to turn back and
answer him.
“By now, Stefan will be on his way down here to deal with you,” the man said. “Don’t
get comfortable. And don’t disrespect him when he arrives or this will all get worse for you.”
The men left and silence surrounded Johan, pressing down on him with its hopeless
heaviness. Disrespecting Stefan would make this worse, the man had said. Johan was trapped
down here on false charges while Isolde lay bleeding out somewhere above him in Raureif.
He very much doubted this could get any worse.
Johan gripped both of the cold steel bars in front of him. However, given that Stefan had
made himself involved, a small voice whispered to Johan, there was always the chance that
things could get worse.
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Chapter 26

As time passed him by, Johan couldn’t decide which was worse. The darkness that was
so heavy it pressed the air from his lungs or the gaping emptiness inside that consumed more of
him the longer he sat huddled against the wall of the cell they’d locked him in. He thought he’d
seen hopelessness, rock bottom before. He was wrong.
Johan’s knees were pulled into his chest and he had his long arms wrapped around them.
His mouth was open as he took quiet breaths and the air he released turned to mist in the cold of
the cell. Even the wool jacket he’d worn all day couldn’t keep out the cold seeping into him.
Johan lifted his head at a quiet sound outside his cell. His mouth grew tight as a smiling face
appeared from the shadows like a phantom.
Stefan wore his glee like a jewel-studded crown as he sneered down at Johan. The last
few minutes Johan had been telling himself he would act brash and fearless once the Prinz had
arrived. But now he couldn’t muster the strength and remained huddled there with his back to the
stone wall. At least he had lifted his head and refused to lower his gaze from Stefan’s cold, proud
one.
“Prison isn’t a good look on you, Johan. It’s a shame you felt the need to slander my
name and were bold enough to make an attempt on my life.”
Johan glared at the Prinz. “You know you have no proof of your false accusations. This is
all over the moment Ludwig hears of it.”
Stefan ran a hand down one of the cell’s bars. “You put too much faith in your poor, mad
father. In the name of justice, the royal council won’t let him step in and judge the case. He’s too
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closely related to you. No, the royal council will decide your fate instead. You’re being escorted
to Munich in the morning for your trial and judgement. And you know what fate comes to
treasonous bastards.”
Johan’s body eased lower to the floor and he wished he could sink straight down through
the stones, away from this cell and away from Stefan. He would never win a case that involved
his word against the Prinz’s. The people of Munich would scream for Johan’s death and cheer
when they hung him. They always did love a good show.
“You’re a fool if you think Ludwig will let this pass,” Johan said.
Stefan’s laugh was cruel. “The mad Fürst who won’t leave his quarters, let alone Raureif?
Half the kingdom already fears and curses the man they call ungodly. If he attempts to obstruct
justice for his own bastard son, he’ll lose even more of the people’s support.”
Johan spat at Stefan, but the wad of saliva didn’t even reach the cell bars. “I’ll bet you’ve
already got your head measured for a crown. It’s a shame you’ll never wear one, despite all your
trying and scheming.”
Stefan’s eyes darkened as he knelt down to Johan’s level on the other side of the bars.
“Bold words can’t conceal your fear, boy. I warned you not to step in my way. But you acted
anyway. Having guards follow me everywhere I go in the palace. Keeping me away from the
Fürst. Warning the entire court of things that you claim I might attempt. I wish I could say I was
sorry it had to come to this, but I’ll enjoy seeing you gone.” Stefan rose again to his full height.
Before he walked away, he called to Johan over his shoulder. “I might even let you decide if
you’d rather be hung or beheaded.”
Johan didn’t lift his head or even bother to answer the man as he walked away and left
him there alone in the cell.
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There were no windows down in Raureif’s dark depths, but the drop in temperature and
the arrival of freezing, frigid air let Johan know when the day had passed on and night had
arrived. He shivered despite his attempts at thinking of summer days and fireplaces burning with
blazes and light. The jacket he wore had been fine in the forest earlier, but now did nothing to
keep him comfortable. As dark continued to fall outside Raureif, Johan’s shivering turned more
violent. This was going to be a very long night. And here he was, stuck in this cell and unable to
do a damn thing about it.
Quiet steps sounded at the end of the aisle of empty cells. Johan sighed and buried his
head deeper into his folded arms. Surely Stefan hadn’t gotten enough gloating in earlier. The
least the Prinz could do was leave Johan to his fate before dragging him to Munich in chains
tomorrow.
“Well, you don’t have to look so forlorn.”
Johan’s head snapped up at the voice. It was female and much too kind to have ever
belonged to Stefan.
Adele stood before him in a thick, gray cloak with her brows drawn in tight above her
exhausted eyes. Of all the people Johan had expected to see, the Fürstin hadn’t been among
them. Johan couldn’t remember her voice ever having sounded so kind toward him either.
“What are you doing here?” He said.
She pulled an iron key from the folds of her dress and inserted it into the lock of the cell
door. Adele ignored his question as she pulled the cell door open and stepped aside.
“I thought I warned you to be careful around Stefan.”
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Johan stood slowly on aching legs and crept toward the open door. It was Adele here with
a key in her hand. Freeing him, too. It sounded like something out of a very strange dream.
Johan had been so resigned to his fate that stepping out of the cell freely didn’t feel real.
Adele shoved the cell door shut behind him and the metal clanged as it closed. Johan
gave the Fürstin a rueful smile.
“You and I are both aware I couldn’t stay away from the Prinz,” he said. “Or let him have
free rein of Raureif. Doing so would be a death sentence for the Fürst and as a consequence,
Bavaria.”
Adele tucked the key back into one of the dress pockets that were nearly invisible to
Johan’s eyes. “It’s true that I expected as much. But I didn’t realize Stefan would be desperate
enough to move against you. I thought all his attention and time would be focused on my
husband.”
Johan grimaced. “Then that man has too much time on his hands.” He met Adele’s eyes.
“Thank you. I owe you now.”
Adele nodded once. Normally, Johan would have hated to be indebted to her. But, just
this once, he didn’t mind. Whatever got him out of that cell and back to Isolde’s side.
Johan stood beside the Fürstin as they stepped closer to one of the lit candles resting in a
partially rusted sconce. “How did you get around Stefan? Will he be looking for me once he
discovers I’m gone?” Johan shuddered as he thought of the Prinz. “Do you think I need to flee
the palace?”
Adele’s laugh was much too cheerful for the gloomy cells. “Don’t dream of it. Raureif
needs you here. I’ve taken care of Stefan for now. I shouldn’t bother warning you again, but I
will. Tread so very carefully around that man as there’s only so much I can do for you.”
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Johan tilted his head as he peered at the Fürstin. “I don’t understand. How did you
convince him to free me?”
Adele patted his shoulder. Johan couldn’t remember the last time she had touched him
like that, or had deigned to give him any sort of comfort.
“I have been living as a piece on the court chess board, and winning the game, for longer
than you’ve been alive,” Adele said. “It was a simple tradeoff. Either Stefan drops these
ridiculous charges against you or I would reveal to the royal council my evidence of his
assassinations of his enemies. Which, besides being murder, is treason in and of itself.”
The edges of Johan’s eyes crinkled. He still couldn’t believe Adele had done something
like that for him. “Thank you,” he repeated before his expression grew taunt and serious again.
“But if you have evidence, then why don’t we use that to bring down Stefan and get him out of
the way?”
Adele smoothed down her skirts. “I would have already, if I truly had the evidence.
Unfortunately, Stefan and his serpent have always been too good at covering any traces they left
behind.”
“And Stefan didn’t suspect you were bluffing?”
“Of course not. Feigning is a woman’s best skill and besides, I assured Stefan any
evidence I had was more useful to me as blackmail rather than something to present to the
council.” Adele sniffed and wrinkled her nose. “Now let’s get out of this awful dungeon.”
She led the way and Johan swelled with gratitude as he emerged from the darkness
beneath Raureif. As soon as he had bid Adele farewell and thanked her one last time, he turned
and sprinted on aching, weary legs to Isolde’s room. If only his prayers had been answered and
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she was alright, then he would be able to toss aside the weight of worry he’d been carrying on his
back for hours.
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Chapter 27

Johan reached out and rapped his knuckles against Isolde’s door. The knock he sounded
was a quiet, uncertain one. His breath caught when a soft voice called out from the other side of
the door. It was hers. Johan hadn’t been able to make out what the voice said, but he eased
Isolde’s door open and slid through the crack he made. After he had entered Isolde’s pitch-black
room, he closed the door so quietly behind him it didn’t make a sound.
The night sky beyond her tall window was clouded and no candles burned in her room.
But Isolde was awake despite the late hour. She sat straight up in her bed and shoved away the
blankets upon seeing Johan. And when he saw her alive and well, he hadn’t known he could feel
such relief.
Isolde was like a wisp of smoke as she stalked toward him in a pale, flowing nightgown.
The lengths of it tangled themselves around her bare feet and ankles as she moved. Even beneath
the thin fabric of the nightgown sleeve, Johan could see her thickly bandaged arm. But she was
alive and breathing and swiftly coming towards him.
“You’re alright,” he breathed as he pulled her close and wrapped his arms around her. It
felt natural, having her there and that close to him.
Isolde’s brows were furrowed once she had returned his embrace and stepped back again.
“Where the hell were you? You smell awful. Look it, too. I woke up here with my arm bandaged
and a healer watching over me. Not in the forest and not with you. Luckily, I was well enough to
make Ludwig his draught tonight.”
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Johan’s chest heaved as he took a deep breath. He almost told her to never mind where
he’d been. He didn’t want to think about it. “It’s been a very long day for both of us. But I’ll tell
you everything.”
Isolde motioned for him to follow her and she returned to her bed before taking a seat at
its edge. Johan sat beside her and rested his hands on his thighs.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “I never would have left you when you were hurt like that. I had
only gone for a minute, to get the healer a few supplies she needed. I was caught in the hallway
by three men under Stefan’s employ. He had me arrested on false charges of treason and was
going to send me to Munich in the morning to be tried and hung.”
A small gasp escaped Isolde. “What? How did you get free? Are you in danger right
now? Tell me what I need to do to help.”
Johan leaned close to her. Her worry for him made him smile. She should have been
focused on herself and her own injuries. “It’s fine. I’m fine. Adele stepped in and blackmailed
Stefan into releasing me. I need to be especially careful around him now, is all.”
Isolde raised an eyebrow. “Adele? She rescued you?”
“I know. I can hardly believe it myself. Maybe she doesn’t hate me as much as she
pretends too.”
Isolde laughed and ran a hand down the length of her top blanket. “You should have
realized. You’re a hard person to hate.”
His mouth quirked. “I don’t know. Stefan and Ethelinde manage it pretty well.”
“I think it’s alright if they don’t like you.”
Johan smirked. “You’re right.” He frowned as he thought of them. “What are we going to
do? Stefan almost got away with taking me from Raureif and disposing of me like I was nothing.
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That forest and Ethelinde’s power nearly killed you.” Johan’s voice turned raw and hoarse as he
stared down at his knees. “You shouldn’t be mixed up in this at all. But here you are and you
almost lost your life because of my father and me.”
Isolde’s hand reached out to rest atop his. “Johan?”
He lifted his head and his eyes met her shining ones. “Yes?”
“Shut the hell up.”
Johan blinked. “What?”
“I said shut the hell up. This was an awful day. No, horrific. But I don’t want to think
about it right now. I don’t think you do either. So for one night, let’s forget about Stefan and
Ethelinde and the forest and even Ludwig. Just one night. We can face the world in the
morning.”
Johan leaned forward until his forehead was resting against hers. It was a small motion,
but it had turned him breathless. He rather liked her suggestion. “I’d rather not face the world at
all right now.”
Isolde closed her weary eyes and chuckled. “I wish that were a choice.”
“Just one night, huh?”
“Mm-hmm.”
Isolde pressed a gentle hand to his cheek and drew his face to hers. As their lips met,
Johan ran one hand through the tangle of her loose curls while using the other to pull her closer,
ever closer. He never should have fallen for a witch, yet here she lay wild and willful within his
arms.
Johan continued to press his lips against her soft ones before pausing and softly
murmuring into the little space that lay between them.
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“Are you sure you shouldn’t be resting?” he said. “You lost so much blood earlier. I don’t
want you getting hurt.”
Isolde was breathless as she grabbed the folded collar of his jacket and used it to yank
him closer to her. And with that, any restraint Johan had fooled himself into thinking he
possessed was gone.
“I thought I told you to shut up already,” Isolde said.
Johan gladly obeyed her as they pressed together again with renewed fervor. It had been
too long. Much too long. He should have held her like this, kissed her like this, days ago.
As Isolde undid the first of his jacket’s brass buttons, Johan’s face flushed. She was such
a slim thing. She shouldn’t have been able to make his face grow so red. But despite her slender
size, Isolde lorded over him. Once his buttons were undone, Johan shrugged out of his jacket and
tossed it onto her floor, not caring where it landed. For once, not caring about the mess.
Isolde traced all the lines and curves of his chest like she was drawing runes in blood.
Johan kissed each of the scars curving along her arms, never once asking where each had come
from. They twisted together with trailing kisses and heavy breaths and splayed hands. It came so
naturally, this ignoring the shadows that prowled Raureif and the screams that echoed from the
forest beyond. For now, there was only them and the effortless way they were pressed so tightly
together.
They lay stretched out together across Isolde’s bed, but no matter how close they got, it
still wasn’t enough for either of them. They stayed entwined the entire night as they let the rest
of the world pass them by. Isolde was the first to fall asleep, breathing slowly and deeply from
where she lay in between Johan’s set of strong arms. Johan closed his own eyes later as he pulled
Isolde towards him, not wanting to ever let her go now.
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Chapter 28

As the sun painted the day’s infant sky with fragile, pastel hues, Isolde opened her eyes
slowly and gazed out the window. The sky was clear, so unlike the collection of clouds that had
obscured the stars the night before. Not that Isolde had been paying much attention to the sky or
had bothered to notice that the stars had been hidden.
Isolde shifted slightly, just enough to press closer to Johan’s chest as he remained deep in
sleep. His arms had relaxed but remained wrapped around her. Damn. That morning sun had
crept in and brought everything with it. Isolde wanted to remain here where there was nothing to
fight, nothing to face. Only her and Johan wrapped together.
Her features twisted. If only it were that simple.
Isolde gave herself a few more minutes to lie there in peace before slipping from her bed
and from Johan’s arms. He stirred slightly as she moved but stayed softly snoring. Isolde pulled a
clean chemise, skirt, and corset from her wardrobe and shook out the few wrinkles they’d
acquired since she’d hung them up. The morning chill prompted her to dress quickly.
Isolde hesitated to wake Johan. He looked different when he slept, peaceful in a way
Isolde hadn’t realized he could be. Rather than wake Johan, Isolde instead returned to the bed
where she rested on her back until he roused himself. She wasn’t there too much longer, perhaps
twenty minutes, before Johan groaned and rubbed at his eyes. A sleepy smile crossed his face as
he turned and looked up at her.
Johan reached a hand out toward Isolde, but she only took it and kissed the tips of his
fingers before releasing his hand again. It was so tempting to climb back into bed beside him, but
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she couldn’t. Not when so much was resting on them. “Come on,” she said. “It’s time to face the
world.”
Isolde didn’t remark on the disappointment that flickered across his face and Johan
turned away to keep her from seeing any further expressions. He tossed back the blankets that
had been keeping them both warm and got dressed himself. After he had pulled on everything
but his boots, Johan made the bed and even tucked the blankets in tightly around the edges.
Isolde snickered as she watched him. He shouldn’t bother putting in the effort. She was
just going to unmake when she slept there again tonight. “It’s not even your bed,” Isolde said.
Johan used his fingers to comb his messy hair back into place. “I know. But I slept in it
so that kind of makes it mine.” He nudged her arm. “You should know I can’t help myself. Your
unmade bed has been annoying me every time I see it. I had to do something about it
eventually.”
“Maybe that’s the reason I didn’t make it.”
Johan paused. “Was it?”
Isolde winked at him. Johan’s refusal to leave a mess uncleaned or a bed unmade was her
favorite thing to tease him about. “You’ll never know.” She rocked back and forth on her heels.
“I was thinking this morning.”
“About what?”
“Ethelinde. And what to do next.”
Johan shoulders slumped. “Oh.”
Isolde placed her hands on her hips. He shouldn’t be so disappointed. The magic they
were up against had to come next, not whatever was happening between the two of them. There
would be plenty of time of that later. Isolde smiled at the thought.
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“Yes, oh,” she said. “That is what’s important right now. Anyway, we know we can’t try
to cut Ethelinde off from the forest’s power. So we’ll have to strike against her directly.”
Johan ran his tongue over the split lip he’d gotten yesterday from his altercation with
Stefan’s men. “There’s no other way, is there?”
Isolde sighed. Fate had forced them both here and it was where they would make there
stand, never mind what they themselves would rather. “Not one I can think of. Though I’d be
happy to find another. But we’re running out of time and we both know it.”
“Then what do you need me to do?”
“I need to observe Ethelinde before I go against her. She wouldn’t be so bold to work her
magic where I could see, but I’ll still need time to watch her move and talk and breathe. The
better sense I’m able to get of who she is and how she works, the better a match I’ll be against
her.”
“Why?” Johan said. “Is it a different magic?”
Isolde nodded as she braided back her unruly curls as best she could. She found she liked
explaining the intricacies of magic to someone like Johan who genuinely wanted to listen. “This
won’t be some spell with simpler runes. I’ll be going against her mind so please, as much time
with her as you can get me, I’ll take. Magic used against another’s mind becomes more effective,
the better the opponent’s mind is known.”
Johan frowned as he rubbed his hands together. “This will be difficult. She’s a proud
woman and doesn’t spend time with others outside of her own rank. You would never be invited
back to her quarters to visit with other women.” Johan lifted his head. “But you would be able to
get near her if there were some large event where many were invited. A ball. Ludwig is known
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for throwing far too many balls. I’ll speak to him about hosting one here at Raureif that you both
could attend. Would that work?”
Isolde bit her lip as she considered Johan’s suggestion. It could work. Finally, she spoke.
“Yes, that’s about as good as I could hope for with her. And if it’s not perfect, I’ll make it work.”
Johan pulled on his polished leather boots and headed toward the door. “I’ll speak to
Ludwig now so we can get this done as soon as possible. Promise me you’ll be careful.”
The pair exchanged pained smiles at Isolde’s doorway. Perhaps, in another lifetime, their
timing could have been better and fate would have been kinder to them.
“You too,” Isolde said. “Tread carefully.”
***
Johan returned to his room briefly to freshen up before heading toward Ludwig’s
quarters. The fearsome memories of Stefan and the cold, dark cell remained, haunting him from
the back of his mind. But a good night’s sleep and Isolde’s presence beside him had dulled the
sharp edge of his fear. Johan felt almost normal again as he reached the Fürst’s quarters. He
found his father taking his breakfast of pastries and porridge in the bedchamber. Johan wasted no
time with pleasantries once he’d arrived. If he couldn’t even stay at Isolde’s side that morning,
then he certainly didn’t have time to waste for meaningless conversation.
After bidding Ludwig good morning, Johan said, “Isolde and I need your help. We
believe Ethelinde is the force behind the forest and has taken control of its power to torment you.
Isolde has a plan to defeat the witch, but needs time to observe her without making herself
known. We think something like a ball would work.”
Ludwig stared blankly for a moment, but eventually his shock eased away and the sharp
creases crossing his face relaxed. “I suppose that all makes sense. I’m only glad you discovered
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that now and not when it’s too late.” The Fürst tossed his head back and laughed. “And now
you’re giving me an excuse to throw a ball? Wonderful. I’ll hold a ball and a banquet under the
pretense of welcoming Stefan and Ethelinde to Raureif. And to celebrate the new palace, of
course. Tonight is too soon, but tomorrow night would be perfect. That gives the household time
to prepare everything and gives me time to send out invitations to neighboring nobles. There will
plenty of unfamiliar faces then and Isolde can blend in.”
Johan stretched out his arms before shoving his hands into the pockets of his breeches.
He had done many things for Ludwig over the years, but planning a party was always something
the Fürst had delighted in doing himself. “That sounds as good as we could possibly hope for.”
Johan’s smile disappeared as he surveyed his father. “But we need to keep Stefan and Ethelinde
away from you so you can’t be at the ball yourself. Stefan can’t see you in the state you’re in
now and I won’t risk giving that witch the chance to poison you.”
Ludwig waved away his concerns and Johan kept control of his tongue rather than snap at
his father. Sometimes his disregard for his own safety enraged Johan. “There’s not a chance I’ll
miss my own party. And you have to admit it would be suspicious if I wasn’t there. Besides,
there will be so many people at the ball that Stefan and Ethelinde won’t have the chance to get
near me. We can have guards dressed to blend in as well and we’ll work on keeping those two
occupied. We’ll compromise. I promise not to stay long. Earlier in the evening, I can feign
illness, but the ball will continue with both Ethelinde and Isolde in attendance. Will that be
sufficient?”
Johan thought before voicing his confirmation. It was as good a plan as any. “Isolde said
that’s all she needed.”
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Ludwig shoved a steaming bite of porridge into his mouth. “Then I’ll pray that will
work.”
“That’ll be two of us.” Johan sat beside his father in a chair covered with emerald fabric
and took a pastry for himself. “Because I don’t know what we’ll do if it doesn’t.”
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Chapter 29

After listening to the man outside his door relay a message, Stefan grunted his
confirmation that he’d heard and shut the door in the servant’s face. Glee brightened his features
as he strode toward the bedchamber at the end of the guest quarters. There, his wife was slowly
organizing and putting away all the belongings they had brought with them to Raureif. There
were servants to do that for her, but Ethelinde had always preferred to unpack herself. ‘That way
I can be sure of where everything is,’ she said whenever Stefan asked her about it.
Ethelinde turned from the wardrobe she’d been hanging one of her dark satin dresses in
after Stefan had paused in the doorway.
“Have you heard anything about the Fürst?” she said. “I swear everyone I ask keeps
sending me in circles. They’re not going to let us anywhere near him, are they?”
Stefan’s laugh was proud. “Don’t despair so soon, my love. I had also been having
trouble approaching my cousin until he delivered an invitation right to our door.”
The dress Ethelinde had been wrestling with fell from her hands as she forgot all about it
and instead rushed toward her husband. Their luck must have changed at last. “What do you
mean?”
Stefan jabbed a thumb back toward the entrance to their quarters. “A servant has come
with a message from the Fürst. To honor our arrival at the new palace, he will be throwing a
banquet and a ball tomorrow night. Small, the servant said, but knowing Ludwig it will be
anything but.” Stefan sneered. Perhaps Ludwig didn’t rule well, but he had never thrown a poor
ball. “And we will be right there beside the Fürst along with a thousand distractions to help
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conceal whatever actions we take. Truly, Ludwig’s love of a long, lavish party will be his
downfall.”
Ethelinde ran a gentle hand down the side of her husband’s arm. “No, we will be his
downfall. The parties just helped it come about.”
Stefan stepped closer to the wardrobe and picked up the dress his wife had dropped. After
he had hung it and moved on to another unopened chest, the two worked together in silence to
move into their quarters and turn the drafty rooms more comfortable. Once they were finished,
Ethelinde lit another few candles and stood back with her hands on her hips to survey their work.
To combat the mountain cold, Stefan began a blaze in the tall marble fireplace taking up most of
one wall before joining his wife.
“Do you have a plan?” Stefan said quietly as Ethelinde held open palms out toward the
fire’s flickering warmth.
She gestured toward the wardrobe’s open door and to the finest dress she had brought
with her. “Yes, I’m going to wear that with my pearls.”
Stefan coughed. “I meant about the Fürst.”
Ethelinde scoffed and raised an eyebrow. Stefan should know better than to hold any
doubts about her. When it came to his opponents, she’d never failed before. “I thought you had
faith in me.”
Stefan stepped away from the fire’s light and darker shadows flickered across his face as
they were manipulated by the dancing of the flames. “Of course I don’t doubt you and your gift.
I never have and I never will. But I fear tomorrow night will be our one chance to strike at the
Fürst. I assumed it would be easy here with him in the same palace, but they are keeping him
back behind so many locked doors I fear I will never see his face again.”
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Ethelinde’s face broke into a cruel, twisted smile. Stefan flinched as he swore he saw a
pair of sharp white fangs hanging from her thin lips. “Then I will strike at him with everything I
am capable of. I swear to you the Fürst will fall with all my gifts at work.”
Stefan gave a single nod, relieved by his wife’s words. He loved whenever she
transformed into this, a razor-sharp version of her usually softer self. That was why he called her
his dear serpent. That twisted smile and bared teeth and the joy she only got when working with
her poisons.
Stefan bent to kiss the back of his wife’s hand. “Give them hell.”
“I wouldn’t dream of anything less,” she said as she swept from the room, her ivycolored skirts flowing behind her.
***
Ethelinde spent that day in a world of her own, accompanied by nothing but the small
knife she always kept strapped to her and all her glass vials of deadly ingredients. And Ethelinde
reveled in it, this dance of poison and death that gave her joy like no other.
For her and her husband’s sake, for the sake of their crowns and their future, Ethelinde
would curse tomorrow night with everything she was capable of. Runes and poisons and traps
woven together by her own bloody hands. Despite the power he held, the Fürst had now become
prey. Tomorrow when dark fell, Raureif would turn into little more than a hunting ground. And
the serpent, she was a predator primed and ready for this.
Ethelinde took a small leather-bound book with blank pages, a heavily used quill in need
of replacement, and a pot of black ink she had prepared. She knelt on the cold, smooth marble
floor with her skirts spread out around her in a circle and the book laid open in front of her.
Ethelinde began to mark up its blank pages. Though she knew a thousand formulas for her
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poisons, she set about writing a new one. Ethelinde wrote in a tight, neat hand and though the
words were German, she had invented a new alphabet for herself so that no one else might ever
read her work.
Stefan passed by, careful not to step on her outstretched dress, and stared down at his
wife’s book. Though even he couldn’t read what she had written, he knew enough to recognize
when she was creating a new poison.
“Why take the time?” Stefan said. “You have so many effective ones to choose from.
You don’t need to create a new poison for this.”
Ethelinde didn’t look up from the book she was writing in. A stupid question that didn’t
deserve her full attention. “It isn’t often I get to kill a Fürst. This calls for something special.
Besides, I need something small and deadly in light doses to keep on my person and slip into a
drink or dish of his. The poison I use must serve such a specific purpose that it would be easier to
craft something new.”
“Alright, my serpent,” Stefan said as he watched her for a little longer before clomping
away, leaving Ethelinde to her magic.
The woman worked in silence as she played with different ratios and combinations of
ingredients. She took into consideration what each substance did and how they all worked
together. It had taken her the better part of the afternoon, but eventually, she had created
something she was pleased with.
The poison would be small enough to carry in several small vials on her person and be
incredibly, beautifully deadly. A mere sip or two would have the Fürst on his back and ready to
be placed into the ground. It was perfect.
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Ethelinde tossed aside her sets of ingredients. For freshness and effectivity, she would
brew it all tomorrow before the ball began. But though she had worked all day at this, her task
was far from finished.
She ate a quiet supper with Stefan in their quarters. After long days spent riding through
the elements and the mountains’ freezing air, they both remained too tired to eat in the great hall
with other high-ranking Raureif residents. Stefan slipped off to bed after they had finished and
Ethelinde would have liked nothing more than to join. But she instead shrugged off her
exhaustion, grabbed her usual blade, and left her quarters despite the late hour.
Ethelinde kept her head down and stayed to the shadows. As she crossed Raureif, she
didn’t walk the proud way a titled woman should, the way she usually did. When needed, she
could easily slip into another skin. Now, Ethelinde concentrated on walking quickly and quietly.
The less attention she drew to herself, the better. And indeed, the few servants she passed barely
glanced her way, if at all.
Once she had nearly reached Raureif’s center with its great hall and awe-inspiring
ballroom, Ethelinde was forced to pause and put herself into the mind of the Fürst. She had
attended many a ball thrown by him and had a good enough idea by then of how his evenings
usually went.
The Fürst arrived about fifteen minutes late to guarantee he’d have an audience when he
entered through the main set of doors. He’d dance with Adele and plenty of young, pretty women
too. Adele would down copious amounts of wine and pretend not to notice. Ludwig himself was
no stranger to alcohol and those evenings he’d drink until he couldn’t stand up straight. Once
he’d reached his limits and run out of young beauties to dance with, somewhere around three or
four in the morning, he’d stumble back to his quarters with a guard or two trailing behind him.
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But he never went back out the main doors. No, Ludwig slipped out through a side entrance, so
quietly it always took time to notice he was gone.
Ethelinde burst through the grand set of double doors leading into Raureif’s ballroom.
Unlit chandeliers reached up above her and the room’s golden walls and ceiling painted with
scenes from operas were dark and shadowed in the night. The details of the scenes were difficult
to make out, but Ethelinde’s sharp eyesight allowed her to see more than most. It would be much
easier to appreciate it all tomorrow night in the chandelier light.
She searched until she spotted a single unadorned, wooden door in a back corner of the
ballroom. It had clearly been meant for servants to use, or for a Fürst who wanted to leave his
own party quickly and silently.
Ethelinde chuckled quietly to herself in the empty ballroom. Ludwig was much too
predictable and now she knew exactly where to lay her trap. Ethelinde crossed the ballroom and
her footsteps tapped lightly against the pale marble floor that shone the same pure white as
moonlight.
Once she reached the single back door, she pushed it open and it creaked as she eased her
way through it. The dark, unadorned hallway beyond the ballroom turned and twisted, sometimes
splitting off toward other parts of the palace. Large blocks of stones made up the walls of both
sides and occasional unlit candles sat in bronze sconces along the hall. Ethelinde followed the
hall’s route until she was sure of the path to the Fürst’s quarters. She stopped short of arriving
there and retraced her steps until she was back in one of the hallway’s darkest stretches. There
were no windows here and only a handful of mounted candles in sight, but even they wouldn’t
do much to reveal small, hidden, painted runes.
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Ethelinde had set this trap once before, back even before she’d married Stefan. There had
been a visitor at her family’s remote, country estate. A man vying for her older sister’s hand in
marriage who had been overzealous in his pursuit. When her sister had been firm and put some
distance between them, the suitor had forced himself onto her. So Ethelinde had waited until he
was walking unsuspectedly at night. Then she created a trap with her runes and killed him. Back
then, she had only used her gifts to protect herself and her family. Young Ethelinde had been a
fool, unaware of everything she could accomplish with her magic. Now she was much wiser and
much more ruthless.
Ethelinde tugged her left sleeve up, revealing a mass of thin, straight scars. She created
what would become another with a swift swipe of her blade. She was so used to the sharp pain
she didn’t even flinch. After her arm had begun to bleed, Ethelinde dipped a finger into the
scarlet mess and knelt near one of the walls.
In between large stones and amongst the shadows, Ethelinde painted her masterpiece. A
spell pieced together by runes and woven through with strands of all the magic she possessed. A
final deathtrap should her poison fail. But then, her poisons never failed.
With her blood-covered fingers, Ethelinde wrote along the wall runes promising death,
others to immobilize the intended victim, and ones to identify the Fürst as he passed by. It would
be a relatively quick end, but it would be brutal as well.
“Enjoy your last day, Your Highness,” Ethelinde murmured as she smeared the last of her
blood in a spiral on the rough stone wall. After she was finished, she stood and stepped back.
The runes were visible because she knew right where to look, but no one else should be able to
find them. And even if a few were uncovered or wiped away, the spell would be effective since
Ethelinde had drawn extra runes. Even if a few surprises occurred tomorrow night, the Fürst
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surely would not survive to see the sun rise the following morning. The sun was setting on his
life and now rising on hers and Stefan’s.
Ethelinde wrapped her arm with a length of brown wool she’d repurposed as a bandage
and pulled her sleeve back down. She cleaned her dagger with a small, spare cloth before tucking
it away. After casting one last, satisfied glance over her work, she turned and silently strode
away from the trap she had set.
Ethelinde passed through the lifeless ballroom once more and returned to her quarters.
Once there, she joined her husband in their expansive, shared bed and pressed up close against
him, Bavaria’s soon to be crowned Fürst.
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Chapter 30

With the help of a silent servant who had been blessed with quick, strong fingers, Isolde
slipped into a dress finer than any she had ever worn in her life. It was lovely shade of deep blue
with braided strands of silver running across it. Isolde swore she had been adorned with the night
sky itself after the heavy dress had settled onto her frame. The same servant who’d helped her
step into the dress with its thick layers of skirt and had tightened the complicated ribbons on its
back had also accomplished the impossible. Isolde had never before seen her unruly hair
convinced to cooperate, but it was now piled high in some ornate style on top of her head and
had a few shining, silver ornaments pinned in. Isolde had no idea where Johan had managed to
find her such pretty things on such short notice. But then, he’d been a miracle worker from the
first day she’d met him.
Add in some delicate slippers crafted from a smooth leather and Isolde felt truly unlike
herself. The girl who sold draughts and wandered the forest was gone. And as she stared at her
stunning reflection, Isolde had to admit being employed by the Fürst did have its advantages.
Isolde looked much too lovely to be going into battle. But she had no choice in the ball
being the place where Ethelinde met her match. Isolde smiled to herself. And the snake had no
idea she was coming, let alone that she existed. A witches’ duel for the sake of the throne and
Bavaria. Isolde had been expecting to combat the forest, not letting the fate of a kingdom come
down to a war between two women.
Isolde kept reminding herself this was for Bavaria. Not for the Fürst, not after what he’d
done when he had hunted down her sisters. And she thought often of her poor mother’s soul and
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the mystery still surrounding her fate, made to wait since a kingdom was held in the balance. But
Ethelinde must know the forest’s secrets so when the threat of her had been neutralized, perhaps
Isolde would get her answers then.
She took a steady breath, a little too uncertain about everything she faced. All she knew
was that she had to interact with Ethelinde and look for signs. Signs of dark magic, signs of
malignant intentions toward Ludwig, signs she had taken the horrors of the forest under her
control and used them to torment the Fürst. It was never an exact science. Sometimes it was
something more obvious like a tattoo signifying loyalty to a certain family or coven, or a sigil
worn on a silver chain. Other times, it was merely eyes that flashed black for a moment or a
simple gut feeling that something was off and less than human about a person.
Isolde smoothed down her skirts and relished in the feel of the soft satin against her
fingertips. After thanking the servant who had prepared her for the ball, she went to find a witch.
***
Though it had only just begun, the ball was already in full swing when Isolde stepped
through the room’s wide set of double doors. And once again, Raureif had taken her breath
away. An orchestra full of men and women holding beautiful, polished instruments had struck up
against one wall in the center of the room. Golden, lit chandeliers sparkled above and spilled
their cascades of light down onto the couples who danced and swirled below. Well-dressed
servants passed by offering glasses of different strong liquids and small platters of food designed
to keep people full even after the banquet had passed.
Isolde reached for the first small plate of food that passed and quickly consumed the
small, airy cut of brown bread. She should have been at that banquet, but Johan had forbidden it
after his several hours of etiquette instruction had failed to prepare Isolde to the extent that he
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wanted. She would have stood out too much there, he argued. And blending in was essential to
this evening. She needed to get close to Ethelinde without the woman paying any attention to
her. Finally, Isolde had relented, upset that she apparently had enough manners to attend the ball
but not the banquet. Though she tried, she failed to win most arguments she had with Johan.
Once Isolde had settled her growling stomach, she passed slowly through the ballroom
and scanned faces flushed from both alcohol and the exertion brought on by dancing. She
searched intently, eager to finish this as soon as she could. It didn’t take Isolde long to find
Ethelinde. Johan had described the woman well to Isolde, but she would have been able to find
the Prinzessin even with her eyes closed.
Isolde was felt linked to her in a way she’d never experienced before. She couldn’t name
or fully articulate what exactly drew her to the woman. There was something within Ethelinde
that howled and called out to Isolde. Something dark, something writhing. Isolde paled.
Something she was going to have to face tonight.
Ethelinde’s neck twisted and her eyes snapped to Isolde’s face. Long strands of white
pearls had been sewn onto her purple dress, draped around her slender neck, and woven
throughout her twisted updo. She seemed to be pulled to Isolde the same way she was to
Ethelinde. As she approached Isolde, the woman slowly made her way through a crowd of
people dressed in all their finery. While she walked, a servant passed by, laden with a heavy tray
of stemmed glasses that were brimming with a dark red wine. Ethelinde took two from the tray
and came to stand in front of Isolde.
She offered Isolde one of the fragile stemmed glasses. “Have I met you before?”
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Isolde gave a slight shake of her head as she took the wine and sipped from it. ‘Blend in
and observe’ was the mantra she kept repeating to herself. Blending in wasn’t going so well if
Ethelinde had already noticed her and sought her out.
“I don’t believe so, my lady,” Isolde said.
Ethelinde dabbed a few droplets of wine from her mouth with a handkerchief. “There’s
something about you that seems familiar, though I don’t know what. Where are you from?”
Isolde swirled the wine around in her glass as its scarlet color reflected the chandelier
light from above. Rather than lie directly to the Prinzessin, she chose to offer her half-truths. “I
hail from this part of Bavaria. However, I am new to Schloss Raureif.”
Ethelinde gestured to herself. “I’m sure you’ve been here longer than I have.”
Not entirely sure where to place her hands, Isolde tapped her fingers against her skirt.
“Yes, but there was no ball when I arrived. Are you enjoying your evening, my lady?”
Ethelinde’s nod was deep and her mouth turned down into a tight frown as she tried to
place Isolde. “You know me. But I don’t know you. What is your name?”
“Isolde. And of course, I know you. Most do, I assume. You are such a prominent woman
within the Fürst’s court.”
Ethelinde’s frown finally twisted into a smile. “Prominent within the court? That’s never
anything to know one by. Court standings change by the hour.” Ethelinde looked at Isolde
through narrowed eyes. Isolde did her best to stand tall and proud beneath her piercing gaze.
“You’re not from the royal court. Tell me who you are.”
Isolde paused, her mind racing as she thought of how to respond. The Prinzessin hadn’t
been content with the mere half-truths so Isolde was forced to lie to her. “My name is Isolde, my
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lady. My father is a Freiherr in this part of Bavaria. Our estate stands a day’s ride into the
mountains from Raureif.”
Ethelinde drained a good part of her glass of wine. “You must come to Schloss Steinburg
and Munich one day. It’s a fine city and an even finer palace.”
Ethelinde droned on about all the finer points of life at court and why Isolde absolutely
must come to visit. Isolde didn’t care to hear any of it, but she took her chance to survey to
woman while feigning glazed eyes.
There was nothing that immediately stood out about Ethelinde. She was a woman of aged
beauty and her eyes sparked with cunning, but that was no different from many women of the
court that Isolde had met. There was no sign of magic obviously about her, no sense of the forest
horrors. But Ethelinde certainly held a dark, deadly magic within her. Isolde had sensed that
from the first moment she’d glimpsed her.
Ordinarily, a woman like that was someone Isolde would have gone out of her way to
walk around on the street. But here the two were together, sipping wine and speaking with each
other underneath flickering chandelier light.
As Isolde released a sigh, her heaving chest pressed against her dress’s tightly laced
corset. She ignored the discomfort and sipped her wine. While it was beneficial to observe
Ethelinde so closely, Isolde hated being this near to the woman. Surely, she could observe her
just as well from a distance.
With all the respect she could muster, Isolde bid the woman farewell and disappeared by
moving further away into the crowd. She spent the evening dancing with anyone kind enough to
ask and eating whatever food the servants carried on trays past her. Isolde avoided wine beyond
that first glass. Going up against Ethelinde drunk didn’t seem like a good idea.
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Isolde alternated between watching Ludwig and watching Ethelinde. Despite the inherent
danger, the Fürst thoroughly enjoyed the evening as he tossed back glasses of alcohol and spoke
to many with a cheery, booming voice. He seemed almost able to forget about the voices with
the abounding distractions and Isolde’s draughts both helping.
Ethelinde stayed further back in the crowd, occasionally dancing with a broad, darkhaired man who must be Stefan. Other times, she spoke with noblewomen or stood off by
herself, surveying the room before her. And the more Isolde watched her, the more she noticed
Ethelinde’s gaze constantly on the Fürst. She even tried to approach him a few times, but Ludwig
always edged away from her before she could get too close.
So Ethelinde continued to watch the Fürst and Isolde kept watching her.
Ludwig shocked many when he declared himself exhausted and retired earlier than usual
from the ballroom, exiting through a small door in the back with two guards. Johan had been on
a mission of his own that evening, staying in close step with Stefan throughout the night. A
shame he and Isolde were both forced to be so preoccupied with others. More than anything, she
would have loved to dance just one waltz with him. Especially after last night.
Johan was so concentrated on Stefan that it was Isolde alone who caught Ethelinde slip
through the single back door and follow after the Fürst. There the snake went. Isolde had spent
enough time watching the serpent that night. Now it was time to act.
Isolde squared her shoulders and shoved her way through the crowd as quickly as she
could. The spread of tipsy, uproarious nobles thinned as Isolde reached the edge of the ballroom.
Not too far behind Ethelinde and the Fürst, Isolde eased herself through the same small, wooden
door they had gone through.
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Isolde paused on the other side of the door. It had closed behind her, cutting off the sound
of celebration coming from the ball. A dimly lit, stone hallway faced Isolde and while it
continued straight for a good length, the hallway split off into different directions soon enough.
Isolde pressed her ear forward in an attempt to pick up sounds to follow but there were none that
she caught. However, Ludwig would have been heading for his quarters. Only vaguely aware of
the general direction in which to go, Isolde took off down the hallway, running as quickly as she
could in her stiff shoes and with her dress weighing her down. She was practiced at ignoring her
own pain and gladly did so now.
The drafty hallway with its cold, heavy air pressing down on her never grew any brighter,
but Isolde eventually came across the sound of quiet voices. Faster, Isolde kept urging herself.
Just a little faster. She forced stale air into her burning lungs as she kept running forward. After
rounding a corner a few minutes later, Isolde halted her quick pace and froze.
Ethelinde had made the frigid stone hallway her own dark domain. The two guards who
had been accompanying Ludwig were lying sprawled out and deathly still on the floor. Both of
their necks had been slit open and gaped wide. Ludwig had collapsed onto the floor too, but at
Ethelinde’s feet instead. But he was alive, thank God. On the floor, the Fürst was breathing
heavily and his eyes were closed.
Ethelinde herself stood over the Fürst with a silver blade held in one hand and a long,
bleeding cut carved into her other arm.
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Chapter 31

Ethelinde’s gaze flicked up. She glared at Isolde as the girl came into view.
Ethelinde snarled. “What are you? You should not be here.”
Isolde took steady steps toward Ethelinde, ignoring the fear she felt threatening to
swallow her whole. “Put the knife down. Step away from the Fürst.”
Ethelinde bared her teeth. “Girl, go back to the ball. This is not your fight.”
Isolde yanked out the sheathed knife she had hidden in a secret pocket along one seam of
her dress. She’d insisted on it as a precaution when Johan was trying to tug her into different
dresses earlier. Isolde let the leather sheath fall to the floor and held the small but serrated blade
aloft.
“That’s where you’re wrong,” she said. Isolde had been fighting here beside Johan for too
long for this to be anything but her fight now.
Ethelinde’s laughter had a sharp edge to it. “You realize you’re giving your life for a man
you have no reason to owe allegiance to? This is your last warning. Try to stop me and you will
die. There are forces here that you cannot understand and will be no match against.”
Isolde dug the edge of her knife into the palm of her hand, ignoring the stinging pain that
came with it. Her quickness had always been one of her greatest assets. Before Ethelinde could
notice, Isolde leaped forward and wiped her hand across the woman’s face in one swift motion.
Ethelinde had only enough time to widen her eyes before Isolde’s power took hold.
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“I think I understand fine,” Isolde said. The Prinzessin was here, ready to use the forest’s
power to kill Ludwig and topple Bavaria. To Isolde, it seemed there wasn’t much more that
needed to be understood.
Isolde closed her eyes, imagining a new reality for Ethelinde and forcing it onto her. It
was no pretty ballroom like she’d done for Ludwig. Ethelinde didn’t deserve that type of beauty.
No, it was darkness instead. Endless, cold darkness woven together strand by delicate strand like
a spider’s web.
Isolde’s breath caught as Ethelinde howled and fought back against her control. This new
reality of darkness and nothing that Isolde had constructed was now fracturing and being pulled
apart by a thread at a time. But Isolde ground her teeth, dug her heels into the hard ground
beneath her feet, and refused to let the dark shatter completely.
The witches’ twin magics both reared their heads, growling and grappling together the
moment they crashed into one another. Ethelinde’s was darker, crueler, and with a sharper edge.
But Isolde’s was more powerful and just as determined. She would win. She had to, for her
mother’s sake.
Isolde let out a rage-filled scream and threw her hands forward, channeling all her power
as best she could. Ethelinde was difficult to hold onto and contain. The woman’s power writhed,
slender and slick in Isolde’s grasp. But though she tried her damndest to escape, Ethelinde
couldn’t get out of the trap Isolde had forced her mind into.
The two women fought each other fiercely. Fear flared up inside Isolde as Ethelinde’s
power wrapped its bony, cold hands around her neck. Isolde chocked, aching for air as the
foreign power whispered to her and promised her a long, slow death. Isolde bit her lip and
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pushed back, gaining the advantage again slowly. She refused to let this woman kill her or cause
anyone else any more pain.
Ethelinde had torn through the new reality forced upon her, but Isolde built it back up
brick by brick, surely and steadily. The Prinzessin threw herself against the walls again and
again. Isolde was panting from the effort her magic took but stood with her eyes shut tight and
all the power she possessed concentrated on containing Ethelinde.
And finally, the witch stopped struggling. Ethelinde settled down, not pleased to be in her
new cage, but now no longer running herself ragged trying to fight against Isolde’s control. Her
sleek, wicked power was battered by then, but still hissing and baring its sharpened fangs.
Isolde spoke to Ethelinde as nothing more than a formless voice in the woman’s mind.
“This is over. You will not rule Bavaria. You will not take the Fürst’s life,” she said.
Ethelinde’s voice was more snarl than anything else. “I am not the only piece on this
board. You have stopped nothing. And eventually, you will have to let me out of this dark prison.
You really think you can keep the Fürst safe forever?”
Isolde tightened her hold on Ethelinde’s mind and the woman cried out from the pain it
caused. “Maybe not from others. But I can protect him from you for the rest of his reign.” Isolde
paused. This woman knew the forest’s secrets. She needed to pry them from her, learn what had
happened to her mother. “How did you do it? How did you stir the horrors in the forest? Or
control its power?”
Ethelinde panted from the weight of the pain consuming her. “What forest? I don’t know
what you’re talking about.”
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Isolde’s breath caught. She was lying. That was the only explanation. Ethelinde had to be
lying. The witch had to know all about Isolde’s mother and the horrors that had taken her away.
The forest’s dark magic. Or Ethelinde was merely refusing to give up the secrets she held.
“You know nothing of the forest?” Isolde said.
Ethelinde’s voice never lost its confused tone as she denied it again.
Any mercy Isolde possessed had melted away by then. If even pain wouldn’t force
Ethelinde to give up what she knew, then they were done. “Then I won’t let you poison again.
Not the Fürst nor anyone else.”
Ethelinde’s eyes widened as she realized what fate was hurtling toward her. Isolde sent
one final burst of power forward, screaming from the effort it took. And the darkness around
Ethelinde shattered, breaking into a thousand sharp splinters.
The serpent fell to her knees, eyes blank and unseeing, her soul lost forever.
***
Johan found Isolde lying on her side next to the Fürst. She was panting heavily and
clutching at the gray stone floor beneath her. Johan was at her side in an instant. He’d gone after
Isolde and Ludwig the moment he’d noticed they were gone, but now Johan cursed his own
ignorance. He’s been far too focused on Stefan tonight and now this bloody scene scattered with
bodies was before him. Each time he failed, the people he cared about seemed to suffer for it.
Johan laid a hand on Isolde’s shoulder. He was holding the hope that she and Ludwig
were alright so gently in his palms. “Isolde? Please say something. What happened? Are you
alright?”
Isolde lifted her head to look at him and Johan’s heart seized, relief flooding his whole
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body. With his help, Isolde was able to sit up. It took her a moment to be able to speak, but she
eventually got her breath back.
“It’s fine,” Isolde said. She gestured to the Fürst who was slowly coming back to
consciousness. “Ethelinde was able to work some of her magic on him, but he’ll be alright.
Whatever power the runes had is wearing off now.”
Johan glanced to where Ethelinde lay on her back with blank eyes staring up at the
ceiling. Not currently trying to kill anyone. Thank God. “What happened to her?”
“She almost killed me,” Isolde spat out. “She almost killed the Fürst. But now she can’t.”
Johan inspected Ethelinde whose chest rose and fell underneath her blood splattered
ballgown. “Isolde, no, she’s alive. She’s breathing. She’s still a threat.”
Isolde was quick to shake her head. “The serpent is dead. I shattered her mind. Her body
lives, but anything she was is gone now.”
Johan stared open-mouthed before a small smile carved its way onto his face. This was
really, truly over. Johan wanted to scream for joy at the thought that his father was safe.
“You did it,” he said quietly as he stared at Isolde. That brave, incredible girl. He owed
her everything. “You promised me you would save my father and you did.”
Isolde’s lip curled as she surveyed the Fürst. “Yes, not that he deserves it. I did it for
Bavaria. For Bavaria and for my mother.” Isolde glanced up, pain filling her eyes. “Ethelinde
knew nothing about her. The Fürst is safe and my mother is still lost to me.”
Isolde rose unsteadily to her feet, held her hands out to balance herself, and took off
down the hall. Her thudding footsteps faded away as Johan called after her. But Isolde ignored
him as she ran off to God knows where.
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Johan bit his lip as he stared after her. He was sorry he couldn’t help her more then. But
there was still time, still hope that they’d solve the mystery of her mother.
Johan forgot Isolde as he turned back to his father. Relief washed over him as the Fürst
woke and color flowed back into his gaunt, pale face. Ethelinde and the dark magic she had cast
were gone. Johan smiled brighter than he had in years as he took in the sight of Ludwig. The
Fürst was alright. He was truly safe. And now, so was Bavaria.
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Chapter 32

Isolde wasn’t aware of where her legs had carried her until she was through Raureif’s
grand and ornately carved front doors and nearly to the forest beyond. Her mind had been so far
away the only thing she’d been aware of was the fact that she was running. Never mind where to
or how difficult running was with the heavy skirt wrapping itself around her legs and the stiff
leather shoes not meant for anything more strenuous than dancing. Isolde continued barreling
down the mountain slope and deeper into the night forest where crickets sang from the
undergrowth.
Ethelinde had never had any hold on this forest. Or so she claimed. Isolde refused to
believe her. That woman’s magic had been so dark, so cruel. And she’d been working toward
Ludwig’s death as well. There was no way she hadn’t been behind the forest horrors. The witch
must have been determined to take one last secret to her grave.
Isolde’s aching feet sank into the soft earth that was damp from a few days of freezing
rain. Blisters were already starting to form on her feet from the stiff shoes and the rough terrain
she trekked across. If the ground wasn’t so cold and rocky, she would have already kicked her
shoes off. Already she was missing the supple leather boots she usually wore into the forest.
Isolde shoved a branch out of her way and accidently trampled a small, long-leafed fern beneath
her.
She kept her eyes open wide as she constantly surveyed the forest she wandered through.
Isolde was determined to discover what Ethelinde had chosen to hide from her, even after she’d
asked for the truth. Now that Ethelinde was dead and gone, her hold on the forest should be
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broken or at least severely weakened. Isolde was marching forward to ensure the woman’s hold
had disappeared, and to see what secrets had been unearthed now that there was no one left to
keep them buried. To see what she could, at long last, find of her mother.
Isolde took the route she knew by heart, straight to the ravine and to where her mother’s
body lay in its depths.
Outstretched branches and a rough, frigid wind both pulled at Isolde’s curls as she
trudged through the forest. She’d brought no gas lamp with her, but it was a clear night and the
light from the full moon was enough to see by. By then, the fine dress Isolde had worn to the ball
was ruined, its fabric tattered and splashed with droplets of mud. It had been such a pretty thing
that Isolde almost mourned its ruination.
Isolde kept crashing through the underbrush, cracking fallen pine branches underneath
her feet and sending rocks skittering. Usually, she moved much more gracefully through the
forest, but that didn’t matter to her now. Nothing but her mother did.
Another hour spent curving along the mountain’s perilous, shadowed paths brought
Isolde to the ravine that haunted her dreams. Tears didn’t come to her this time. Instead, she only
felt the same aching desperation that drove her forward.
As Isolde stood perched on its edge, the ravine called out to her. Not willing to risk
slipping in the uncomfortable shoes, Isolde kicked them off and left them resting on the ground
above as she began her descent. Her bare feet were sliced a few times by a rocks’ sharp edges as
she climbed down, but Isolde reached the bottom of the ravine relatively unscathed. She
followed its twists and turns in silence until she reached the mound of stones covering her
mother’s bones.
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“I’m sorry. I’ve done everything, but I know nothing of your fate,” Isolde murmured as
she knelt on the hard, rough ground beneath her. For as long as she’d been at Raureif, she’d
known her next steps, where to place her feet on this twisting, turning path. But now she was lost
in the forest with no more light to guide her way. “I wish there was some way to know if you
were at peace.”
Isolde lifted her gaze until she could see the night sky strung through with stars and the
shadows of the pines beyond it. The forest felt peaceful to her, the way it always had. No sense
of dark power or outside control. Nothing different or changed now that Ethelinde’s mind had
been shattered.
Isolde threw her head back and released a howl of frustration. This forest held nothing.
No sign of Ethelinde, no sign of her mother, no sign of the horrors haunting Ludwig. Here she
was in a ravine surrounded by nothing at all.
Isolde laid a hand on the pile of stones marking her mother’s grave. Everything else had
failed. Every action, every word. But there was a chance speaking in a language they both knew
would reveal something Isolde had missed. With no other ideas, it was the last thing Isolde
thought to try.
Thinking back to the small book of unfamiliar runes her mother had left behind, Isolde
searched the ravine’s rocky bottom until she found a stone sharp enough and then sliced it across
her arm. A thin, bleeding cut was left behind and she wiped her fingers across it.
Isolde had memorized that book, studied each rune long and hard enough that she’d been
able to dream of them. She used every drop of blood her small cut let fall to mark the gray stones
of her mother’s grave with different runes. Any that were remotely relevant. But it wasn’t until a
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few runes later that a fitting one crossed her mind. There hadn’t been any reactions so far so
Isolde leaned forward to try another.
Her thumb turned the smooth stone a rusty hue as she marked it with swirls and short,
straight lines. She made one final mark before sitting back on her bare heels. It had been one of
the last runes in her mother’s book, but Isolde remembered its description. To communicate with
the wandering. Isolde lowered her head but kept her eyes on the rune. She’d draw another,
different one if nothing happened.
As Isolde stared at the rune, the world around her grew hazy and unfocused, like a mist
had descended over everything she saw. Her thoughts became slurred and rambling. She must
have used up too much blood trying to make this work.
Isolde tilted over and fell to the ground as the world before her dissolved into nothing but
black.
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Chapter 33

After Isolde had fled the hallway and the ruins from her battle with Ethelinde, Johan was
left to clean up the witches’ mess. He grimaced as he surveyed the scene. There was far too
much blood for his liking and then there was Ethelinde’s wide staring, barely breathing body to
worry about. Luckily, Johan was excellent at cleaning up messes that were not his own.
Johan helped ease his father into a sitting position on the floor. “How do you feel?” He
said.
Ludwig pressed both hands onto the floor on either side of him to keep himself upright.
“Angry that I had to leave the ball early. It was becoming such a good party.”
Johan chuckled as Ludwig rose unsteadily to his feet. He wasn’t surprised that was the
first place Ludwig’s mind had gone. After ensuring the Fürst wasn’t immediately going to fall
back over, Johan glanced back to Ethelinde but opted to leave her for the moment. Getting the
Fürst safely back to his quarters was the priority right now and hardly anyone ever came down
this hall anyway.
Ludwig walked slower than usual after everything he’d gone through that night, but it
didn’t take them too much time to reach his quarters. The doubled set of guards that Johan had
ordered were present and he nodded with approval at the sight of them. If only Isolde had
reached Ethelinde before those other two guards had gotten their throats slit by the witch. Johan
hated that innocent people had been killed in this fight.
“I won’t be gone long,” Johan said after he had escorted his father to his bedchamber.
“I’ll be back just as soon as everything is taken care of. Rest in the meantime.”
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Ludwig sprawled across a sofa after refusing to lie in his bed like Johan had suggested.
Johan didn’t take the time to argue with the Fürst and left again quickly, shutting the door firmly
behind him.
A short woman with a rounded face whose arms were full of dirty sheets passed by Johan
before he had fully exited Ludwig’s quarters. He paused at the sight of her. Johan could use
some more help. He laid a gentle hand on the woman’s shoulder to get her attention.
“Frieda, correct?” he said.
The woman lowered her arms and looked at him overtop the laundry with raised brows.
“You know my name?”
Johan lowered his hands to his sides. Her surprise almost offended him. Johan knew most
everyone’s name in Raureif and of those he didn’t, he did his best to learn quickly. “I try to know
everyone’s name. Can I get you and possibly another to come help me with something?”
Not only did Johan know the woman’s name, he knew that she considered herself above
gossip and could keep a secret, especially when ordered to.
Johan lowered his voice and bent close to the woman’s ear. “I need assistance with
something I’d rather all of Raureif not know about.”
The woman jutted out her chin. “I’ll get Hanna. We can be back here in ten minutes.”
Johan almost laughed at his luck. Hanna was Frieda’s daughter. She always kept her
brown hair tied back in a long braid, had the same steady work ethic as her mother, and had been
mute from birth. There was little chance of either woman spilling the secret of Ethelinde and that
dark, blood-splattered hallway.
While Johan waited, he sent another few servants off in search of Isolde. She wasn’t
found, though they looked thoroughly. No one but a single servant ended up bringing back any
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word of her at all. The man said that she had been spotted running from the palace. Isolde was a
fool to be venturing into the forest alone, but Johan wasn’t going to stop whatever she was
aiming to do. He hated the thought of her back in the forest. However, he had already learned not
to step in the way of a witch.
Once both serving women had returned to the entrance to Ludwig’s quarters, Johan
silently led them through Raureif’s halls. He wanted to warn them, but couldn’t figure out how to
put any sort of warning into words. They turned a generally unused corner and arrived at the
bloody scene a few minutes later. Both women stared in horror at the sight before them as Johan
ground his teeth.
“I’m sorry,” he said quietly. “There was an attempt on the Fürst’s life. He’s alright, just
shaken. But this is what’s left and it has to be kept quiet. The court is already precariously
balanced. Nothing good would come out of everyone knowing about the attempted
assassination.”
“Aye,” Frieda said. “I won’t breathe a word.” Beside her, Hanna silently nodded her
consent as well.
The two women used mops and rags and lye to scrub the walls and floor of the hallway.
Johan himself dealt with the bodies. Those of the fallen guards were taken to the lowest floor of
the palace where they would be cleaned and prepared for burial. Johan would have to send word
to their families. Already he was grieving for the men who had served the Fürst and helped to
keep him safe for years. Johan pinched the bridge of his nose, wanting to do anything other than
send those letters. It had been bad enough that the Fürst was at risk, but Johan had never intended
for others to lose their lives in the midst of all this too.
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Finally, with no other place to take her, Johan hauled Ethelinde’s body down to Raureif’s
morgue as well. He hated to lie her directly beside her victims like that, but couldn’t think of
another place to put her where she wouldn’t be found. Johan could speak tomorrow with the
morgue’s Leichendiener about what would be done with the bodies. But for tonight there was
nothing more he could do with them.
After thanking Frieda and Hanna multiple times for their help, Johan hurried back to the
Fürst’s quarters. Johan’s own clothes were damp and soiled now, but everyone he passed was
polite enough to pretend they hadn’t noticed. He smile silently in appreciation that they chose not
to let their eyes linger. Johan didn’t need another thing to worry about tonight.
The guards out in front of the entrance to Ludwig’s quarters parted again to let Johan
through once he had arrived. For a moment, Johan debated dissolving the order to have all
guards around the Fürst doubled. However, Stefan himself remained loose in Raureif. Johan felt
a lot better now that Ethelinde had been defeated, but Ludwig wasn’t truly safe. Not until Stefan
had also been dealt with or had at least returned to Steinburg.
Johan’s blood ran ice cold as he stepped further into Ludwig’s rooms and first heard the
howls. No. No no no no no. Ethelinde was gone, her magic dead and no longer holding any
power over the Fürst. There shouldn’t have been any more voices.
Johan ran, his feet thudding loudly against Raureif’s hard floors. He burst into the Fürst’s
bedchamber. The bedroom was dark and empty of everyone but Ludwig himself.
The Fürst was no longer on the sofa where Johan had left him, Now, he knelt in the
center of the room. His hands were clamped over his ears and his mouth was open in one long,
endless scream. Johan’s heart broke at the sight of him. Ludwig didn’t look like Bavaria’s Fürst.
He looked like a shell of the former proud royal, lost and broken by life.
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“Isolde,” Johan murmured. The draught. Ludwig needed her draught, her magic. But
Isolde was gone, having fled to somewhere beyond Raureif. Perhaps that’s what she had gone to
the forest for. If defeating Ethelinde hadn’t been enough, Isolde must have gone to take on the
forest itself again.
Johan sent up a prayer for her, desperately wishing she hadn’t run away so quickly and
had taken him with her to help. But Isolde was strong, fearless. She would be alright. Johan only
had to stay beside his father and try to keep him calm until Isolde managed to truly destroy that
forest.
Johan grabbed ahold of both his father’s wrists to keep him from pulling his own hair out.
Anymore, he couldn’t tell whether Ludwig’s screams were from the pain he was causing himself
or from the voices. But the Fürst momentarily calmed at Johan’s firm, steady touch.
Ludwig’s voice broke as he stared at Johan and wept silent tears. His voice was hoarse
and spent when he finally spoke. “I just want it to end. Help me. Please.”
“Isolde is gone right now,” Johan said quietly. He hadn’t realized just how much she was
needed until she was no longer at his side. “I have no way to help you sleep.”
Ludwig twisted his head. “I don’t know whether it’s better to be trapped in nightmares
with those horrors or be forced to stay awake with them.” Ludwig shuddered and lowered his
head. “I think it might be better to sleep.”
As the voices started up again, Ludwig squeezed his eyes shut and bent in on himself,
attempting to make himself as small as possible. Johan kept his grip on his father. He would do
anything to take away his pain, to make the voices disappear, if only he had the power.
“Sleep?” Johan said. “You’re sure?”
Ludwig was quick to nod. Johan would have rather his father stayed awake and
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reachable, not trapped in some world of nightmares. But they were the Fürst’s horrors to fight so
Johan would respect how he chose to face them.
“This will hurt,” Johan said in a quivering voice.
Ludwig kept his eyes closed, but again uttered his consent.
Johan let go of his father and grabbed one of the pistols mounted as décor over the unlit
fireplace. Holding its muzzle in his hand, he swung the pistol and cracked the Fürst over the head
with it.
Johan dropped the weapon and caught Ludwig’s unconscious body before it could hit the
floor. Every piece of him hated the feel of his father’s motionless body in his arms. Johan
struggled to drag the Fürst over to his bed but eventually got him up into it. Then, once Ludwig
was out and peacefully resting for the time being, Johan grabbed a chair and pulled it over to the
Fürst’s bedside. He sat panting in the chair as he kept his attention on Ludwig.
Despite his commitment to keeping watch over his father, the exhaustion the day had
caused eventually caught up to Johan. His head drooped forward and his quiet snores joined in
with Ludwig’s loud, room-shaking ones.
The Fürst’s peace didn’t last.
Johan’s feet hit the floor and he bolted upright later in the night. A guttural screech had
wrenched him out of his restful sleep.
“Isolde, Isolde,” Johan cried out at the horrid sound. “Where are you? I need you.”
Johan stepped back and held a hand to his head. Before he could act, he had to come to
terms with what he was seeing. His father was mad. Utterly and truly insane. With his wideswinging arms and guttural screeching, Ludwig didn’t resemble a man. He resembled a monster,
something unnatural and less than human.
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Ludwig was truly lost now, trapped in a world of nightmares he couldn’t escape from and
faced with that horrible, haunting voice as his lone truth.
Johan didn’t dare approach the Fürst until he began to beg. His words weren’t aimed at
anyone in particular. Only at the world that had assigned him to this cruel fate.
“Stop it. Stop it. Stop it.” The Fürst clutched his face and let out a sob. “Please stop.”
Johan rushed to his father and wrapped both his hands around Ludwig’s wrists once
more. “Wake up. You’re trapped. I can help you, but you have to wake up.”
No matter how loudly Johan cried, his words couldn’t reach the Fürst. The hopelessness
of the situation made him feel like a child again, in control of nothing and unable to help anyone.
Johan attempted everything he could think of, but Ludwig wouldn’t wake.
“Take what you want. Do what you want. But let me have some peace.” Ludwig let out
another shuddering sob and a few tears escaped from his closed eyes. Johan stared. He so rarely
ever saw his father cry. Now it had become a daily occurrence.
Ludwig kept on mumbling and pleading to the voice Johan couldn’t hear no matter how
much he strained. “What do you mean I don’t deserve peace? Maybe you’re right. But please, let
me have it anyway.” Ludwig cried harder. “No? No? You’d deny me that?”
Johan shouted at his father, even slapping the Fürst across the face to try to get him to
wake. “Come back to me. Do you hear me? You need to listen. You can’t leave me.” But still
nothing changed.
Johan kept his grip on Ludwig tight, but whipped around as the bedchamber door was
thrown open.
An enraged Stefan had begun shouting before he was fully in the room. “Where is my
wife? I know you’ve taken her. What have you done to her? Where is Ethelinde?”
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Johan bared his teeth at the sight of him. He hadn’t known he could feel hatred that deep.
“She tried to kill Ludwig and failed. She is dead and you will be tried for treason. We’ll be sure
to bury you two together.”
Stefan didn’t respond to Johan’s words and instead took in the scene before him. Despite
his anger and worry for Ethelinde, his face twisted into a smile.
“My God,” Stefan said. “He truly has gone mad, hasn’t he?”
Johan did nothing but watch Stefan in horror as he stepped toward them. All his
precautions and still Stefan had made it here, seen the Fürst in this state.
“So you took my wife from me. But this is not over.” He gestured to the still-screaming
Ludwig. “This is all the proof I need. Now that I have seen it for myself, I will ensure the world
knows the truth.” Stefan’s eyes grew as cold as the snow that swept over the mountains. “Munich
and the royal council will know. For Ethelinde. And for Bavaria. Ludwig was never fit to rule
and now his reign is over.”
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Chapter 34

Stefan turned and stormed from the Fürst’s bedchamber. The door slammed shut behind
him as loud as a crack of thunder. Johan stood motionless, glancing back and forth between his
father and the door Stefan had gone through. It was him here alone to reckon with the chaos that
had exploded into existence.
Though every bone in his body screamed at him not to leave, Johan let go of his father
and burst through the door anyway. He took a moment to shut it firmly behind him before
rushing down the hall. Without Isolde, there was nothing Johan could do for the Fürst anyway.
Luckily, Stefan was something he could deal with on his own.
Johan’s hesitation had cost him as Stefan had already escaped the Fürst’s quarters. Once
outside, Johan spun to face the guards, fury carved into every tensed line of his face.
“I thought my orders were to keep Stefan away from His Highness,” Johan said as he
stood deathly still.
Only one of the guards was brave enough to defend himself. “He threatened us,” he said.
“And when that didn’t work, he threatened our families as well. I’m sorry, but we all know what
kind of man Stefan is. I have a wife and daughter in service to the court at Steinburg. I couldn’t
risk them.”
Johan couldn’t blame the man. He knew too well who Stefan was and that was the
problem.
Johan took a deep breath and trod away toward the guest quarters Stefan had been
assigned. With a quick pace he reached them, but once there Johan released a howl of frustration.
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The candles had all been blown out and while many items were left behind, there was enough
missing to indicate that Stefan had already left and didn’t plan on returning. That man must have
been either flying or half-packed already.
Johan was too late. Stefan was gone from Raureif. Carrying the news of the Fürst to
Munich, no doubt.
With his heart thudding much too loud, Johan ran from Stefan’s quarters and to Raureif’s
grand entrance. It was the fastest way to the stables. Even if Stefan had already managed to
mount and ride from here, Johan had a prayer of catching him. Few knew the trails cutting
through the forest better than he did. Stefan couldn’t compare, especially not while riding in the
dark toward Steinburg.
The stables were poorly lit and empty once Johan reached them and shoved their heavy
wooden doors open. The musty smell of hay filled the air and Johan breathed in the familiar
scent. He missed the days when he had been able to ride more.
There was no sign of Stefan in the stables either and a nearby stall that usually held a tall
black stallion was empty. But Johan had an idea of which trail Stefan would be taking back to
Munich. Stefan had only come to Raureif once, likely along the main route, and he hadn’t been
here long enough to learn the forest’s other trails.
Johan took heavy, confident steps down the center of the stable’s aisle. Though he didn’t
ride nearly as often as he used to, he knew by heart the path to his horse’s stall. Back when he’d
wanted to join the army, he had been one of the court’s best riders, and known for it too.
Johan’s bay stallion blinked at him wearily but nickered and thrust his great head forward
as he picked up his owner’s scent. Braun’s ears flicked forward as Johan stroked his neck. The
stallion’s warmth was a comforting, familiar feeling that never failed to ground him.
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“Sorry to wake you,” Johan murmured as he continued to run his hand down the length of
the horse’s neck. “But I need you and we’re in a hurry.”
Johan didn’t take time to tack up his stallion, only grabbing a sturdy halter and an oiled,
leather set of reins to attach to it. He paused as he passed the tack room. Someone had left a
pistol resting atop one of the tables. Johan grabbed it and strapped it to himself after ensuring it
was loaded. After all, a pistol went a long way toward properly threatening someone. Something
told him Stefan could do with a good threatening.
After leading Braun from his stall and convincing him to accept the halter, Johan gripped
the reins and mounted him. All it took was a slight nudge from his rider to send the stallion
racing forward. Johan ducked underneath the top of doorframe as they tore from the stables,
leaving the two wooden doors swinging open behind them.
Johan kept low over Braun’s back as he ran from Raureif and into the forest. The thud of
hooves beneath Johan steadied him and helped him to focus as they came upon the main trail
leading back toward Munich. Even without the fresh hoofprints present that marked Stefan’s
path, Johan would have staked his life upon this being the route the man would have taken.
The trail split further down and rather than follow the fresh path Stefan had left, Johan
turned his surefooted stallion left. It was a steeper trail and more dangerous in the dark, but also
one that could put him closer to Stefan once the two trails rejoined further down the mountain.
Johan bit down on his tongue and leaned forward as he took the narrow dirt trail that
wound itself through the pines and around a few large boulders dripping with moss. Even as
surefooted as Braun was, the horse stumbled occasionally and sent rocks clattering. But despite
the danger and the speed at which they were racing, Johan was a skilled rider and his horse had
been raised among these mountains. As familiar as Johan was with these trails, his stallion knew
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them better. Several people had offered to buy the horse from Johan in the past, but no amount of
money would convince him to part with Braun.
Johan gripped the reins tighter and urged more speed from Braun as they rounded another
bend in the trail. Mud was kicked up by the stallion’s hooves and he somehow kept from slipping
on the slick ground beneath him. Just a little further downhill and they would meet the main trail
Stefan would be taking.
Braun’s great sides heaved from the effort he was exerting as he kept his pace. Johan kept
his legs pressed firmly against the stallion and silently cheered as they reached where the path
they followed met with the main trail. He glanced back up the trail for any sign of Stefan.
Nothing but a fresh set of hoofprints in the dirt. Johan cursed. He hadn’t caught him in time. But
this trail was long and winding and Johan still had a chance.
With the new trail less treacherous, Johan urged a little more speed from Braun. A few
minutes of traveling at the dangerous pace brought Stefan within sight. Finally. The man glanced
back at the sound of hoofprints and snarled when he saw Johan in pursuit of him. Stefan tried to
get more speed out of his horse, but the stallion he rode wasn’t the steed that Braun was. And
there was nowhere else to flee.
Johan caught up to Stefan and veered his horse to the right to block the man’s way.
Stefan’s black horse reared, spooked by the sudden movement. The stallion halted afterward and
snorted his displeasure at being forced to do so. Johan twisted on Braun’s back to face Stefan.
“You need to return to Raureif,” he said. “I’m not letting you any further down this trail.”
Stefan glared at Johan as he tried to get his breath back. “Never in my life have I stooped
enough to take orders from the Fürst’s bastard. Nor will I do so now.” He looked beyond Johan.
“Now move before I allow this horse to trample you.”
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Johan's voice cracked as he leaned forward and stared at Stefan. He wasn’t making it to
Steinburg now. Stefan was making everything more difficult than it needed to be when he was
refusing to see sense like this. “Please. Don’t make everything worse than it already is.”
The man was shaking with anger atop his horse. “You took my wife from me. Don’t
think I’ll hesitate to hurt you if you force my hand.”
Johan pulled out the pistol he’d grabbed and pointed it at Stefan. He was grateful he’d
taken the time to bring it with him. “Turn around and return to Raureif. Now.”
Stefan’s lip curled and he kicked his horse. The stallion let out a sharp whinny before
leaping past Johan and continuing down the trail.
Johan didn’t race after him. Instead, he lifted his pistol and took aim as he gripped the
weapon’s smooth metal. Before Stefan could get too far away, Johan pulled the trigger. The
bullet caught Stefan in the shoulder and knocked him from his horse. The scared animal shrieked
and kept on running, crashing through the forest until he was out of sight.
Johan calmly dismounted and lowered the pistol, though he kept it ready in his hand.
Braun stood polite and unmoving from where his rider had left him. Johan approached Stefan
slowly as the man lay on his back in the mud. He rather liked this sight, after all the pain Stefan
had caused. The Prinz was panting and bleeding slowly from the wound in his shoulder. Pure
hate shone in his eyes as Johan reached him.
Johan offered the man a hand. “Now you can’t reach Munich. Please accept this. You’re
not going to be Fürst. The throne doesn’t belong to you.”
Stefan took Johan’s hand with his one good arm and clambered to his feet. As soon as he
was standing, he charged at Johan, catching him off guard.
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“That’s where you’re wrong,” Stefan said as he slammed Johan against a pine’s thick
trunk and wrapped his meaty hands around his throat. “The throne was only ever mine.”
Johan struggled against Stefan, trying desperately to break his grip, but even injured, the
man was strong. Damn. Johan never should have stopped training with the soldiers.
As the edges of his vision grew blurry, Johan gasped for air. When enough desperation
prompted him, he lifted the pistol and pressed it against Stefan’s chest. Johan only hesitated a
moment before firing it.
The gunshot echoed, stunning the forest into near silence. Stefan’s grip loosened as he
took one last, gasping breath and thudded to the ground. Johan lowered himself to the ground as
well, his back never leaving the pine’s trunk.
He took great, heaving breaths as he stared at Stefan’s body in horror. Stefan was dead.
And Johan…he had killed him.
Johan’s hands shook as he looked Stefan over. He had never killed a man. Never. Murder
was a sin of the worst kind. And Johan hadn’t even killed Stefan for himself. He had killed him
for another man. If it hadn’t been for Ludwig, Johan never would have been chasing the Prinz
through the forest.
Johan knelt there with a damned soul all for the sake of another. He put a hand to his
head, utterly lost. Johan didn’t know how he was supposed to move on from this.
After forcing himself to stand, Johan gripped Stefan’s arm and dragged him off the trail
until his body was out of sight and hidden in the thick plants of the underbrush. Johan froze as he
glanced back. The corpse had left a trail of blood behind it.
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Johan took a few breaths to steady himself and returned to Braun. The rain would wash
the blood away. Then it would be like nothing had ever happened. The night’s events would
become a secret shared only between Johan and the forest.
Johan mounted Braun and held his reins in a death grip before starting back toward
Raureif. The forest surrounding him seemed to come alive as he rode back home. Shadows with
long fingers danced and moved. They reached out toward Johan as they threatened to swallow
him whole. But Johan didn’t quite notice, as he was too busy trying to reconcile himself with the
truth of the blood he had just spilled.
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Chapter 35

Isolde was surrounded by gently swirling mist when she woke again. She could smell the
faint scent of pines but couldn’t see anything beyond the fog obscuring her vision. Isolde might
have still been in the forest, but something told her she wasn’t. Confusion swept over her as she
rose unsteadily to her feet. Isolde’s mind was unfocused, but clarity was slowly returning as she
looked around.
A woman stood a small distance from Isolde. Her back was turned toward her and mist
swirled around the woman’s legs and the long skirt she wore. The woman’s loose, curled hair
was tossed about by the same soft breeze that was disturbing Isolde’s otherwise still
surroundings.
Isolde took a few steps toward the woman before calling, “hello?”
The woman glanced over her shoulder at the voice, but then gasped at the sight of Isolde.
Isolde’s breath caught in her chest and she was sprinting toward the woman before another
moment had passed. She knew that face with its narrow nose and wide mouth and large, brown
eyes. Isolde saw so much of herself reflected in it.
The woman had turned and had her arms spread out wide by the time Isolde reached her.
The two embraced and Isolde sobbed into the woman’s shoulder. She’d never expected to
see her again. What kind of miracle this was, Isolde was sure, but she was grateful for it. “Mama,
mama, mama,” she kept repeating.
Emilia cried herself while she stroked Isolde’s hair. After they had held each other close
for a moment, the woman examined Isolde at arm’s length. She beamed as she took her in.
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“What?” Isolde said. “How?”
Emilia surveyed her daughter’s face. Meanwhile, Isolde focused on her mother’s eyes. It
had been five years since she’d last seen them, but Isolde could remember their soft, inviting
brown. It really was her mother. Here beside her, somehow.
Emilia’s eyebrows furrowed. “I was wondering that myself. How are you here? How did
you reach me?”
“Your book of runes. I was trying every single one, hoping something would happen.”
And one of them had worked. This was more than Isolde had hoped for. Certainly far more than
she had expected.
“To communicate with the wandering,” Emilia quoted.
Isolde’s mouth fell open. “That’s exactly the one.” She looked her mother over as mist
kept swirling in long, slow spirals around her. “You’re wandering?”
Emilia gestured to their hazy surroundings with both hands. “I am between life and death.
Ever since I bled out, I have known neither rest nor peace.”
Isolde clutched her mother’s strong arm. “I found your body. Your bones. They’re buried
now. All I knew was that one day you disappeared and never came back. What dark
magic…what horrific thing did you come across in that forest? Mama, what happened?”
Silent tears streaked down Emilia’s cheeks. “The world turned cruel. It chose to take me
from you.”
Isolde voiced the question that had been haunting her for five years. “Why didn’t you
come home?”
A chocking sob escaped Emilia as she drew Isolde close and tried to soothe her shattered
heart. “I wanted to. My darling, I’m so sorry I left you behind.”
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“But I don’t understand. How did you end up in that ravine?”
Emilia tensed. “I threw myself down. They had already forced me to my own death and
had spilled my blood. But I wasn’t going to let them be the ones to take my life. No, I kept my
power until the end.” Emilia’s blazing eyes met Isolde’s. “It’s because of them I know no peace
now and am trapped here in this forest.”
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Chapter 36

Emilia’s leather boots were caked in fresh mud as she trekked through a particularly
remote stretch of the forest. She was heading toward one of the further out farms that had
summoned her to help birth a child. The oilcloth bag over her shoulder held her belongings and
the straw basket she carried contained all the supplies she’d need for the midwifery visit. It was
such a long journey out there that she planned to spend the night. Her husband, Otto, was at
home watching both the apothecary and Isolde. It was far from the first time Emilia had been
gone a night or two on a trip to heal at some remote place. She’d always enjoyed sharing her gift
with more than just those who lived in Talstadt.
Emilia pulled out and read again the letter she’d received from the farm detailing the
need for help. It had also included instructions on how to reach the farm in the first place. A
difficult birth had been predicted and unfortunately, Emilia was one of the only midwives and
apothecaries around. It was lucky that she was also one of the most skilled, if not the best, in
Bavaria. She smiled down at the blood running through the blue veins at her wrist. A gift for
magic and healing certainly did help in her chosen career.
Emilia heaved her bag higher up her shoulder after it had slipped down. She stopped and
glanced up the path as the sound of hoofbeats caught her attention. As three men in brown
breeches and colorful jackets rode past on proud horses, Emilia stepped to the side to let them
pass. She didn’t feel like trying to share the path with either large horses or their arrogant looking
riders.
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The man in front halted his horse as they reached her and he looked her over. “Emilia?”
He said. “The apothecary?”
Emilia pursed her lips before nodding. Often her name and reputation preceded her, even
outside of Bavaria. “Is it your wife giving birth? I’m sorry if my journey to reach her took longer
than you needed.”
The man settled back in his polished saddle and grinned. “No, you’re right where you’re
supposed to be.”
Emilia moved to go around the men on horseback, but one maneuvered in front of her
and blocked her path. The motion left her feeling uneasy.
“I’m sorry,” Emilia said as she was pushed back against a pine. “I have a patient I must
get to.”
The man’s face had grown clouded. “You know, you ended up becoming an important
goal of mine. Renowned for your abilities. So beloved by your neighbors that they sought to
conceal you and refused to turn you in. But we’ve found you now.” The man clucked his tongue.
“It’s a shame those so desperate to defend you can’t see the truth of what you are. A devil
worshipper. A witch. Using the guise of healing to mask the dark magic you bring into our
world.”
The words were familiar, but the hatred they were spoken with was new to Emilia. “Call
it what you want. What I do is healing.”
Emilia stared up at the man, finally placing where she’d once glimpsed his face. It had
been briefly as he had come to his dying wife’s side. But thanks to Emilia, the woman had turned
out alive and well, even if her child had been lost.
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“I healed your wife once,” Emilia said. “You would truly arrest the woman who kept the
Fürstin alive?”
The man’s lip curled. Emilia tensed up. It wasn’t any regular man before her, but the
Fürst himself. She stood accused and alone in the forest in front of the most powerful person in
Bavaria.
The Fürst’s voice was cold and he spoke down to her in a simple tone, like he was merely
scolding a child. “You caused my men such trouble that I was forced to come hunt you down
myself. Now here we stand and you think yourself worthy of rotting in a prison. No, those like
you who bring dark magic into this world face only one fate.” It was not a pistol the Fürst raised,
but a curved wooden bow. “And after all the time it took to find you, I have a grave with your
name carved onto it.” He nocked a white-fletched arrow. “For a purer, better Bavaria.”
Emilia shrieked and threw her basket of glass vials and supplies at the Fürst. He moved
his arms to block it, but shattered glass still reached him. Emilia was in the business of healing
but could still hurt if she was forced to. She sprinted from the Fürst the moment as she’d thrown
the basket.
The Fürst snarled and used his sleeve to wipe blood from the few small nicks now
marring his face. The man turned his horse and chased after the swiftly fleeing Emilia.
After leaving the trail behind, Emilia ran into the forest itself in an attempt to lose the
men. She was gasping for breath and trying to work through her shock. This had all been nothing
but a trap, the farm and the pregnant woman who’d needed her.
Emilia had first heard the whispers of magic users being hunted down about a year ago,
but she’d never worried too much for herself. Emilia was a beloved healer who lived in a town
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that was both small and difficult to reach. They never should have been able to find her and a
large part of her had never expected them to.
Emilia was able to put some distance between the men and herself. They tried to stay
atop their horses while she made sure to run through the tightest spots and keep the trail she left
behind difficult to follow.
She glanced back over her shoulder and silently cursed. The men had given up on the
horses and were now following on foot. She was quick, but there were three of them and they
were each armed. The Fürst had his bow nocked with an arrow and ready to fire. The two men
behind him both carried rifles.
Emilia took a tight turn around a large boulder but yelped when she emerged from behind
it. Pain had exploded in her shoulder. Fear flooded over her as she took in the sight of her injury.
An arrow protruded from her back. Emilia peered behind her. The Fürst’s face was proud as he
pulled another arrow from his quiver.
They were hunting her. Like some common deer. Emilia turned and ran, doing her best to
ignore the sharp pain in her shoulder even as blood dripped from the wound and landed beneath
her on the forest floor.
Emilia sprinted and slid her way down the steep mountain slope in equal parts. The
ground she raced across eventually flattened out again as the three men kept up their pursuit. Her
breathing grew heavy as she battled exhaustion. The blood loss was beginning to take its toll.
She was losing too much blood and her hope right along with it.
Emilia swallowed her cry of pain as another arrow imbedded itself in her thigh. She
limped her way forward, almost dragging herself through the forest now. Emilia released a wail
of despair as the earth in front of her was split wide open by a deep ravine. It was too wide to
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cross and though she looked, she could see no end to it. And the Fürst was crashing through the
forest’s undergrowth behind her. He was nearly ready with a third arrow and now they had her
truly trapped.
Emilia took a deep, steadying breath as the wind blew past, roughly swaying the pines
but embracing her. She took a few steps back until she was balanced at the very edge of the
ravine. Blood leaked from her two wounds and pooled on the ground beneath her as she stood
still. Emilia took a small bit of comfort from knowing that her body would be lost here, but her
spirit and her power would live on through her daughter.
Emilia stared the Fürst right in his eyes. He had forced her to this. Taken everything from
her. But she would not give him the satisfaction of taking her life.
With her arms spread wide like a set of wings, Emilia leaned back and let herself fall.
The blue sky above was the last thing she saw before her body was broken by the rocks below.
The life left her in an instant and she bled out there in the ravine, staining the forest an angry,
violent red.
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Chapter 37

The blood in Isolde’s veins turned to ice, colder and harsher than the mountains’ winter
winds. She didn’t shed a final few tears like her mother did. Isolde couldn’t bring herself to cry.
Instead, she just felt hollow, like somebody had carved out her heart and left an empty hole
where it should have been.
“The Fürst?” Isolde said in a horrified whisper. “Ludwig did that to you?”
Emilia gave a single, solemn nod.
“I only just learned that he had wanted magic users killed.” Isolde stepped back and
frantically looked around, like the things the forest held might jump out at her at any time. “But I
thought it was the forest horrors that took your life. Not Ludwig.”
Emilia reached out for her daughter through the mist. “He should never have hunted us
like that. But he made his gravest mistake when he spilled magic blood in this forest.” Her eyes
turned as hard as steel. “I will not let him get away with what he did. Not to me and not to all of
us he considered inhuman. Unnatural.”
Isolde eyes widened as she stared at her mother, realization overtaking her features.
“Your voice is what he hears. You’re those screams from the forest.”
Her mother’s face twisted into a small, proud smile. “I don’t know quite how it happened.
I don’t know how I have power over the forest. But when the Fürst returned again to that palace
he built and spilled blood a second time in the forest after he killed a buck, I somehow stirred in
this form, somewhere lost between life and death. My one sorrow is that I didn’t fight until it was
too late. I waited until the last moment. But now here I am, baring my fangs the way I wished I’d
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done in life.” Emilia lowered her head and folded her hands in front of her. “I knew they were
waging war against magic users and I never once dared to bare my fangs against them.”
Isolde stared at her mother before jutting her chin out. She refused to make her mother’s
same mistakes. Isolde didn’t want to be afraid to be a wolf. When needed, she would snarl.
“And you made sure Ludwig would answer for everything he had done,” Isolde said,
hatred seeping deep under her skin.
“That is what he hears. My voice cursing him and reminding him of everything he’s
done, everything he’s taken from us. And reminding him of what he deserves.”
The mist around them moved and began to resemble snow swirling in the wind.
“And what’s that?” Isolde said, wondering just how deep her own mother’s anger ran.
Emilia’s eyes flashed. “Insanity. Death. I don’t care. He only deserves justice for the
crimes he’s committed against people like us and against Bavaria.”
Isolde fell against her mother and held her tightly. “He took you from me. How many
other families did he tear apart and destroy?”
Emilia winced. “I don’t think we’ll ever truly know.”
“If he can’t hear their voices,” Isolde said. “I’m glad he at least hears yours.”
Emilia grew less solid in Isolde’s arms. Isolde shuffled back and surveyed her.
“What’s happening?” she said.
Creases appeared in Emilia’s forehead as her face grew mournful. “The rune you drew is
wearing off. You’re returning to your own world.”
Isolde was quick to respond. It would be simple enough to draw another rune. “Don’t
worry. I’ll create another.”
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Emilia shook her head. “Please don’t. I want nothing more than to see you, but the more
time you spend here, the less likely you are to return to where you came from. It’s too dangerous
and I don’t want you trapped here with me.”
Isolde took a deep breath. All her confusion had been replaced by sorrow. “But I’m not
ready to leave you again.”
Emilia smoothed down a strand of her daughter’s hair, so like her own in the way it never
stayed flat. “You’ll always find me in this forest, whether I’m at rest or not. I love you so much,
but please return to the world you belong in.”
Isolde locked eyes with her mother. Their hearts beat together, both drowning in grief and
weighed down by hate. “I love you too. And I’m going to make Ludwig face justice. For you, I
promise.”
Emilia embraced her daughter one final time. “Violent means only ever lead to violent
ends. He should have known that.”
Isolde smiled, white teeth flashing against the dark of the night. At last the path before
her was clear. Her mother had given her light enough to see by. “I hope he can hear the howls.
Because the wolves are coming for him.”
Leaving her mother behind was enough to cleave Isolde’s heart in two. Yet she shed few
tears as she left the ravine and the forest behind. It was a quick, quiet journey back through the
trees. And once Isolde at last reached Raureif and the man who was the source of all her pain,
that was when she began to cast her magic.
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Chapter 38

Ludwig turned slowly in order to fully take in all his surroundings as the chandeliers
above enveloped him in rich, golden candlelight. He’d first met Adele at a ball nearly as grand as
this one. And while her family was rich and knew how to host an excellent party, no one could
excel iat that quite like the royals could.
Masked faces surrounded the Fürst and he took in each of them as he passed. It was a
masquerade he was attending tonight. How lovely. Each mask Ludwig saw was finer and more
detailed than the last. A lady in a royal blue mask complete with pearls and a peacock feather.
Another man wearing a mask that bore impressive leatherworking. Though the guests’ clothes
were all bright colors and lovely patterns designed to attract attention, it was the masks everyone
wore that truly caught the eye.
Ludwig ran a finger along the edge of his own mask. He couldn’t remember what it
looked like or even putting it on in the first place. The Fürst laughed to himself. He must have
had too much wine to have forgotten already. In order to preserve the mystery of the ball, he
didn’t remove his mask to inspect its design.
The Fürst gladly accepted an offer to dance when he was asked by a woman in a delicate
white mask. The mask itself was complete with feathers and had been designed to look like a
swan with outstretched wings. Despite how drunk he must have been, Ludwig glided effortlessly
across the marble floor they danced upon. He didn’t recognize the waltz that played though it
was a smooth and simple melody.
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“Enjoying your evening, Your Highness?” The woman asked as her dress swirled along
with her. It was an ivory shade with silver accents that complemented the mask and gave the
woman all the appearance of a swan’s sleek grace and elegant beauty.
Ludwig chuckled. “You’re not supposed to know who I am,” he said, pleased to be
speaking and dancing with a woman so lovely. “Isn’t that the entire point of all these masks?”
The woman gave him a mysterious smile devoid of any true emotion. “Your Highness,
you can’t hide who you are and what you’ve done. Not forever.”
Ludwig frowned as he spun her in time to the music. He couldn’t discern the meaning
behind her strange words. “And who did you say you were?”
The woman bared her teeth underneath the mask. “Call me vengeance.”
Ludwig had stilled as he stared into the dark of her eyes. He hardly noticed as his hairs
stood on end. “What? Who are you?”
The snarl she bore quickly transformed back into another strange smile. “No one,” the
woman said in a pleasant but lifeless voice. “Merely someone to help you enjoy the evening.”
Ludwig grinned. “I do always enjoy a ball as lovely as this one.”
The orchestra shifted to a quicker tune and the woman threw her head back and kicked
her legs higher in time to the music. “Then I’m glad your last ball is such a memorable one.”
Ludwig furrowed his brows. “Last—”
Before he could finish his sentence, something caught and pulled at his legs. All the
effortlessness he’d been dancing with a moment prior faded. His legs were trapped, with all ease
of motion gone. It took so much effort just to take another step forward.
Unwilling to lose his dancing partner, Ludwig followed after the swan woman and slid
closer to the center of the ballroom. The trapped feeling around his legs spread to the rest of him.
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It was so hard to move now. Ludwig’s head spun as he tried and failed to take a few deep
breaths.
Ludwig glanced at the young beauty he’d been dancing with. “I’m sorry,” he said. “I
must have had more to drink tonight than I thought.”
She said something in return, but Ludwig didn’t catch it. The Fürst was too busy fighting
harder for air. He lost his fight as the swirling colors of his vision were replaced by nothing but
endless black.
***
Isolde felt neither anger nor guilt as she stood alone in the dark night. Only the cold
satisfaction that justice had been done.
The world now set aright, Isolde wordlessly turned and disappeared back into the
shadows of the now silent forest.
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Chapter 39

After dismounting from Braun in front of the stables, Johan trudged inside them and lead
his stallion behind him. He cared for the exhausted stallion and made sure his bucket of water
was filled. Lord knows, Braun deserved it after that harsh ride spent chasing after Stefan.
Once he was done, Johan walked in silence back to his father’s quarters. The guards out
front were nearly dozing at the late hour. Ordinarily, Johan would scold them, but tonight he
couldn’t blame them for their exhaustion. He felt like he was about to fall over asleep himself.
One of the guards recognized Johan and started to tell him something, but Johan waved the man
away and hurried into the Fürst’s rooms. He was in no mood to speak to another right now.
Johan’s tension eased as silence greeted him instead of screaming. The Fürst must be
sleeping peacefully at last. Johan made sure to keep quiet as he cracked open the door to
Ludwig’s bedchamber and slipped through.
After he shut the door behind him, Johan turned and stared at he took in the bedchamber.
Ludwig’s bed was empty and the covers were askew. A few candles were lit and casting
flickering light as they sat in a gilded candelabra in one corner of the room. They were the only
sign that anyone had been in here tonight. Besides the sound of Johan’s heavy, frantic breaths,
there was complete silence. He didn’t know where the Fürst could have gone. Ludwig should
have been safe shut away in his bedchamber. As bad as Ludwig’s screams had been, this
pressing silence was far worse.
Johan tore apart the room, searching behind every piece of furniture and yanking open
the doors to the wardrobe. He found nothing. Ludwig was missing. And he had left no sign of
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where he’d gone. After scanning the room once more, Johan sprinted through the Fürst’s quarters
with quick, pounding steps and back to the doors where the guards were stationed.
“Where is the Fürst?” Johan spat out as panic made him take ragged breaths.
One of the guards placed a hand on his shoulder to calm him. “It’s alright. He was with
Isolde.”
The guard’s words were a relief, but Johan didn’t calm any. “And where did they go?”
The guard paused and frowned as he failed to come up with an answer. “I don’t know.
We didn’t bother to question the apothecary.”
Johan tore down the hallway again, asking anyone he passed if they had seen Isolde and
Ludwig. At least Isolde was back. But where or why she had taken the Fürst, Johan had no idea.
Through a few strokes of luck, Johan was able to retrace their path after talking to a
handful of still-awake servants and guards who had encountered the pair. Johan didn’t breathe
any easier as their path took him to one of Raureif’s side exits. Ludwig never should have left his
bedchamber tonight, let alone the palace itself.
The rain that had fallen earlier that day had truly been a blessing. The mud held two sets
of footprints that Johan found after a few minutes of frantic searching. One set was small and
narrow. Isolde’s. And for some reason, Ludwig’s set of prints was barefoot. They must have
been in a hurry if he hadn’t even taken the time to slide on a pair of shoes.
From the tracks they’d left, Isolde appeared to be leading Ludwig deeper into the forest.
The very place he’d been so desperately avoiding. She must have worked hard to convince him
to go.
Johan shoved down his deep, now nearly instinctive fear of the forest and returned to it as
he chased after the answers that eluded him. He was already chasing after Isolde and Ludwig.
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Surely they couldn’t be that far ahead of him. And with Ludwig barefoot, they wouldn’t be able
to travel too quickly.
Johan cursed as he tripped over rocks protruding from the ground and a few raised roots
in the dark. This had been much easier when he’d been on the main trail and relying on Braun to
carry him.
“Hang on,” Johan murmured to his father and Isolde as he ran. He knew there was no
chance they heard him, but uttering the words aloud made him feel better all the same. “I’m
coming.”
The tracks Johan had been following finally brought him to Isolde. From his mad sprint,
Johan had been left panting and out of breath. The girl before him had a flushed face and she
wore the same gown she had at the ball earlier. But now its lovely appearance had been torn to
shreds and splashed with large splotches of mud.
Relief flooded Johan as he caught sight of Isolde. She stood exhausted and solemn, but
she was alive. Unhurt too, he saw as he took in the sight of her. For just one day, he didn’t want
to have to worry about either her or Ludwig. But apparently, that was far too much to pray for.
Johan skidded to a stop in front of Isolde and gripped her shoulders. “Thank God,” he
said, the feel of her real and comforting beneath his fingers. “You’re alright.”
Isolde stared at him, seemingly shocked to see him standing there in front of her.
“It’s done,” was all Isolde said in response. Her voice was cold and she regarded him
with none of her usual familiarity. “The forest is silent now.”
Johan’s brows furrowed as he stared at her. “What do you mean?” Panic overtook him
again as he glanced around. “Where’s Ludwig?”
Isolde stepped out of his grasp and his arms fell back to his sides. “Goodbye, Johan.”
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She continued past him and back toward Raureif. He was too surprised by her strange
reaction to call after her or ask anything more. Instead, Johan let her go and continued chasing
after the tracks Ludwig had left behind in the mud.
Johan leaped over obstacles and forced his way through the forest for another few
minutes until he reached the edge of a large, clear lake. His breath caught as he glimpsed
something floating some ways out on the lake’s still surface. No. It couldn’t be. It wasn’t.
Johan only took time to kick off his shoes before he jumped into the lake and swam
furiously out to its center where the dark silhouette floated. The water was frigid, but Johan
ignored the biting cold and his own shivering as he swam. Instead, he concentrated on breathing
and moving his way across the lake. Stroke, stroke, breath brought him slowly across the lake’s
surface. The floating object emerged with more clarity and detail as Johan swam toward it.
Johan let out a strangled cry as he reached the lake’s center and the silhouette resting
there. He clamped his teeth down and refused to let himself cry out again. If he did, he’d surely
fall apart and lose what little control he still had over himself. Johan didn’t let himself make
another sound or even take a moment to process until he was back onshore, this time with one
arm wrapped around the drowned body that he’d dragged back from the center of the lake.
Ugly sobs escaped Johan as he knelt beside his father’s corpse. He clutched his sleeve
and called the Fürst’s name over and over again. Ludwig’s lips were blue and his eyes were
open, but no matter how much Johan tugged at his arm or called his name, he wouldn’t stir. He
wouldn’t take a breath.
Numb from the cold and made motionless by the shock and pain, Johan stayed all night
beside his father’s body. Neither of the men moved from the edge of the frigid lake. Isolde's
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words echoed in Johan’s head, reminding him of their wretched truth. The forest didn’t make a
sound as the night passed, as silent and dead as the Fürst.
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Chapter 40

Isolde only slipped back into Raureif long enough to grab her mother’s book of runes and
the remaining apothecary supplies. She stayed in the shadows and out of sight before heading to
the stables and mounting her horse. Her one regret was leaving behind Johan, but they had each
made their choice. Even before they’d known one another, they had been forced apart by fate, by
sins that were not their own.
Isolde didn’t look back once as she rode Silbern from Raureif and from the death she’d
left in her wake.
The Fürst’s glittering, pale palace was out of sight and lost to a wide expanse of pines
after Isolde had been riding for a while. Silbern’s head bobbed as she kept a steady pace. Isolde
felt no urgency and so didn’t rush her mare. She had done what she needed to. Let the rest come
as it would.
Through the night, Isolde rode down the mountain and back home. She reached Talstadt
shortly after the sun had risen. Isolde left Silbern tied up outside her apothecary once she had
arrived. She had been expecting a silent, empty building to greet her, but the heavy emptiness
she carried faded a bit once she went inside. Her father had returned home a few days early from
his trip to France.
Otto greeted Isolde excitedly but his brows pressed themselves together in concern as he
took in the sight of his daughter. She stood on the front step of the apothecary as someone else
now. But the stranger in his home was still the same daughter Otto loved.
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After Isolde had come inside, they both sat in front of the fire Otto had burning in the
apothecary’s back room. While she warmed, Isolde sobbed into her father’s broad, sturdy
shoulder.
When she could finally form the words she needed, Isolde quietly told him of all the
horrors that had passed and of all the buried secrets she had uncovered. Otto grew deathly quiet
as she spoke. Then, when Isolde was done, they continued to silently weep together.
The world had not always been kind to Otto and Isolde, but at least it had not stolen them
from each other the way. Not the way it had taken Emilia. Once there were no more tears to cry,
courage was rediscovered and plans were quickly discussed. After a few decisions had been
made, the two packed all necessary ingredients and a few other irreplaceable belongings. Otto
tacked up his own horse while Isolde locked the apothecary’s front door. Maybe for good, this
time.
Father and daughter both shared the same bone deep sadness at being forced to leave
Emilia’s apothecary behind. Yet they found their closure in different ways. Otto had his
treasured memories to keep him warm on winter nights. Meanwhile, Isolde took pride in the
magic, her mother’s magic, running through her veins.
Isolde rode away from Talstadt and her home with only as much as Silbern could carry. It
was easier than she had expected. Letting go of all she left behind wasn’t the only reason Isolde
felt so light.
Isolde disappeared into the forest and, like her mother, faded into her own sort of ghost.
She left nothing behind her but the stories people would tell each other in hushed whispers and
frightened tones.
***
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The funeral they held for the Fürst was the grandest Johan had ever attended. They didn’t
speak of either Ludwig’s supposed madness or the witch who had woven her magic so strong she
had drowned him. They only spoke of what he had done for Bavaria.
In truth, Johan hadn’t paid attention to any of it. He had been too busy trying to come to
terms with the fact that his father was gone. Truly gone. Johan stayed in that ornate, vaulted
cathedral for a long time. He had sat at the end of his wooden pew even after everyone else had
left.
It had taken him a long time to figure out what to do next. To figure out how on earth he
was supposed to take another step forward and move on. But he was his father’s son and, for
better or for worse, they had always been men of action.
Johan finally rose as the cathedral’s enormous bronze bells rang overhead, wailing their
grief across the entire city. He wished he could scream like that. Instead, his grief was silent and
as heavy as a stone, weighing him down with every step he took.
Ludwig would be buried in that cathedral, underneath its stone floor and near the altar.
Johan liked the idea of that. Close to the altar. Close to God.
Johan’s footsteps echoed out into the void of the empty cathedral as his feet thudded
against its stone floor. Once he was outside, he paused and blinked in the bright, sudden sunlight.
It was a day that should have been gray and overcast, not the kind so warm it reminded him that
summer had nearly arrived. After Johan had cleared the pounding grief from his mind, he
continued down the street.
The walk to Steinburg was short and crowded with Munich’s mourning citizens. Though
Johan didn’t hold the sway here that he’d possessed at Raureif, the guards at the palace’s front
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gates greeted him and let him through without any question. Some days Johan was honest with
himself and admitted that he missed the power he had held at Raureif.
Johan smoothed down his black clothes, the finest set he owned and gloriously free of
wrinkles, even after the long funeral service. Many of Steinburg’s residents would be changing
into something less formal though still in the dark colors that mourning required. However,
Johan would be staying in the clothes he wore as he needed to look royal that afternoon as well.
Only a few others would be holding similar sentiments. All men who had their claws on the
throne and were determined to sit upon it now that Ludwig was dead.
It really was a shame that Adele wouldn’t be able to take her husband’s crown. Never
mind her gender, she would have made a fine ruler. Fierce and fair in equal parts. But now
Ludwig’s remaining relatives would fight over who had the right to rule and tear the kingdom
apart in the process. Many lesser nobles had already pledged their support to different
contenders.
Once within Steinburg, Johan silently strode toward the most richly decorated part of the
palace where Bavaria’s richest and most titled resided. While most of the palace was familiar to
him, this part was not. After Johan found himself standing in front of a tall set of cream-colored
doors, he took a deep breath and summoned all the courage he had. This was his future. He had
chosen it for himself.
Johan shoved the doors open.
The room before him fell to silence as many sets of eyes turned and looked his way.
Facing Johan was a room lined with large windows and containing a long wooden table so
polished it shone. Matching chairs with a detailed coat of arms carved into each of their backs
surrounded the table and nearly every one was in use. Members of the royal council and each
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man who had claimed his own right to rule were the ones filling the room. Johan hid his disgust
for them well. The Fürst had hardly been buried and already the squabbling and attempted
compromises had begun. Surely they could have waited a few more days out of respect. But
they’d refused and so Johan was forced to be here now.
One of the more sour-faced council members frowned and stood to address Johan. “We
are in the middle of discussing Bavaria’s future. We would appreciate it if there were no
interruptions from servants. Please let the others know.”
Johan pulled the doors shut behind him and strode across the room until he reached the
first empty chair at the table. He was no servant. He was Ludwig’s son. Shocked and horrified
faces stared at Johan as he pulled the chair out for himself.
“I am not here to interrupt,” he said. “I am here to join you. I think you know who I am.
Ludwig’s bastard, yes. But also, his only child and son. Under his reign, I spent my life serving
Bavaria. Now that he is gone, I will continue to do so on my own terms.” Johan sat back in the
ornately carved chair and surveyed the men before him with a proud gaze. “I am the Fürst’s son,
Bavaria’s true heir, and I have come to claim my throne.”
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